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Ordered that the said report be made the special order of the day for the fourth T11esday in June 
next, and be printed. 
Ivlr. BuRT, from the Select Committee appointed to investigate the con-
nexion and relation of the Secretary of War to the claim of the repre~ 
sentatives of George Galphin, made the following 
REPORT : 
The Select Committee to wltom ·were referred a communication from the 
Hon. George W. CrauJord to the 8peaker of the House, of the second 
of ApriL, in the following words: ''My c1Jicial conne.xion with the govern-
ment authorizes me, in rrny Judgment, to ask, and have acceded to rne 
by the House over which you preside, a prompt and full investigation, 
in such manner as it nwy think proper, of my conduct mld relation to 
the claim of the representatives of George Galphin, which cla-im has 
been adjudicated and paid at one of the departments of the ~overn_ment, 
and is nmo attracting public attention j'' and a resolution of the House, 
of the tewelfth of the same month, instructing them ''to make full inves-
tigation, and report to this House the origin and nature of said claim, 
the circmnstances attending its prosecution before the departments of 
government, and tile passage of the b-ill authorizing the payment of said 
claimj the uarnes of agents wllo have so prosecuted and wged the same j 
the amount paid on said r:laim, both of interest and principal, and 
whether the smne ltas been paid in conformity 'with law or precedentj.-
the names of the individuals to whom the money has been paid, and the 
amount received by each; the interest of the persons so rcceiv,ing said 
money in said claim; emd how said interest in said claim has originated 
to each of said persmlS j and all matters in anywise pertinent to the 
inquiry"-ltav~ made full and diligent inquiry touching the whole sub-
ject, aud subm~t the followwg report: 
Prior to the year 1773, George Galphin, the original claimant, was a , 
licensed trader amongst the Creek and Cherokee Indians in the province 
of Georgia. These Indians became indebted to him and other traders in 
large sums of money. George Galphin held against them demands in 
his own right and as assignee of other traders. The Indians are repre-
sented to have been destitute of the meJ.ns of paying these debts without 
selling a part of their lands, and in 1773 they ceded, fol' that purpose, 
to George the Third, King of Great Britain, a tract of healthy and fertile 
country, containing about two million five hundred thousand.acres. The 
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trust was accepted, and commissioners were appointed to sell the Iancts 
and pay the debts due to the traders. The lands were considered ample 
for that purpose, but the King carefully protested that the government of 
Great Britain should not be liable for any part of the debts of the traders, 
in the event of the lands producing an insufficient fund. In that case, 
they agreed to lose in proportion to the .amount of their debts. 'The 
traders, in consideration of the cession of the lands by the Indians,. re-
leased their demands against them. Commissioners were appointed to 
sell the lands and apply the proceeds to the payment of the debts. The 
governor and his council ascertained the sums due the traders :respective· 
ly, and found due to George Galphin nine thousand seven hundred and 
ninety-one pounds fifteen shillings and five pence. For this· sum a cer-
tificate was issued to him1 dated the 2d day of May, 1775. The com-
missioners disposed of a portion of the lands, but how muc'h does :not 
appear, and applied the proceeds to the payment of expenses which had 
been incurred in maldng the ces ion,. and in performing their duties under 
it. 'They applied none of the money to the debts of the traders. George 
Galphin received nothing from them. Meantime the war of the Revolu-
tion commenced, and by its successful result the execution of the trust 
was defeated, and the lands themselves were no longer subject to the 
control of the King. 
The State of Georgia in 1777, and subsequent years, granted to actual 
settlers, and to soldiers who had been faithful to the cause of independ-
ence, considerable portions 0f her vacant lands, including the lands 
which had been ceded by the Indians for payment of their debts to 
George Galphin and others. But no means are accessible of ascertaining 
the quantity or value of these, or the other vacant lands which Georgia 
granted as bounties to revolutionary soldiers, although there is evidence 
that a considerable portion of the lands ceded by the Creeks and Chero-
kees in 1773 was thus applied. 
The fidelity of George Galphin to the cause of independence having 
been made a question, the committee made full inquiry into the matter, 
and are quite satisfied that he promptly and firmly refused to take the 
side of the Crown, and was a decided advocate and supp01-ter of the 
independence of the colonies. His great influence with the Indians 
caused them to resist the importunities of England, and refrained from 
taking part in the war. He was especially and peculiarly the means of 
averting, to a great extent, from Georgia and Carolina, the cruelties and 
atrocities of lndian warfare. In 1790, Great Britain made an appropria-
tion for the payment of the debts of the traders with the Indians, although 
the lands which had been conveyed for the purpose were no longer sub-
ject to her jurisdiction. An act of the legislature of Georgia, passed at 
Augusta the 23d of January, 1780, asserted the right of that State to the 
lands which were ceded to the King of England in 1773, and provided 
"that any person having, or l'retending to have, any such claim,. do lay 
their claims and accounts before this or some future house of assembly to 
be examined. Whatever claims shall be faund just and proper, and due 
to the friends of America, shall be paid by treasury certificates for the 
amount, payable within two, three, and four years, and carrying six per 
cent. interest." George Galphin died in 1780. Thomas Galphin, his 
son and executor of his will, presented his claim to the legislature of 
Georgia in 1789, and a favorable report was made upon it by the commit· 
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t ee; but the report was not acted upon by that legislature. In 1791, he 
sent an agent of intelligence and influence to England to present it to the 
government; but it was r~jected) because George Galphin had been a 
lfriead of America in the Revolution. After its rej~ction by the govern-
ment of Great Britain, it was again presented to the legislature of Georgia 
in 1793. The C(nnmittee to whom it was referred reported "that the 
debt and demand of Mr. Galphin's estate ought to be provided for agree-
ably to the act of assembly of this State, passed 23d of January, 1780, as 
being not only plainly within the meaning and letter of that act, but also 
fully substantiated. as a debt against the State, who has sold and disposed 
of the lands ceded for the payment thereof to its own use, by which, 
your committee are of opinion, the State has made itself liable for the 
same, on every principte of justice and equity;" and they recommended 
"'that audited certificates should be directed to be issued to the memo· 
rialist's attorney and agent for the sum of nine thousand seven hundred 
and ninety-one pounds fifteen shillings and five pence sterling money 
-of Georgia." This report was agreed to by the senate. A eommittee of 
a subsequent legislature reported that the claim of George Galphin was 
clearly just, and was provided for by the act of 23d of January, 1780, 
:and recommended that especial provision be made for the payment of 
nine tho~1sand seven hundred and ninety-one pounds fifteen shillings 
and five pence. The committee of another legislature reported as fol-
lows: " It appears to your committee that this claim is based upon justice 
and equity; that it is recognised by the act of 1780, and that it is the ob-
ligation of the State to discharge it, which the honor and honesty of the 
State impose;" and recommended 't that there be paid to the heirs, ex-
ecutors, and legal representatives of George Galphin, deceased, their agent 
or attorney, the sum of nine thousand seven hundred and ninety-one 
pounds fifteen shiUings and five pence, with so much interest as may 
be considered just and equitable from the date of the certificate." A 
committee of another legislature reported: a Impressed with the justice of 
claims similar to Mr. Galphin's, the legislature of this State, in the year 
1780, did pass the act set forth in the memorial, thereby not only having 
assumed the debt, but guarantymg its payment with interest; that the 
memorialist, shortly after the establishment of independence, applied to 
the general assembly of this State to comply with their solemn engage-
ments, but the funGls of the country being small, and a report having 
gained ground that a provision for the discharge of such claims had been 
made by Britain, the memorialist was in the first instance referred to 
Great Britain;" and they recommended "the propriety of making such 
arrangements for the satisfaction of the claim as may at once demonstrate 
the high estimation in which patriotic services in the revolutionmy war 
are at this day held, and evince the justice of the State of Georgia." A 
committee of the legislature, in 1827, recommended the payment of the 
debt, in certificates hearing six per c.ent. interest from the 31st of Decem-
ber, 1794, as the State of Georgia had appropriated the lands charged 
with this debt, by granting them to her citizens. In 1813, a committee 
of the legislature reported: H Your c.ommittlile differ in the construction 
put upon the act of 1799 by the memorialist. It must, in the opinion of 
your committee, appear that the act of 1799 can only apply to such claims 
as were unascertained at the time of its passage. 'I'his does not appear 
to be the case of the memorialist. Your committee, from the whole view 
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of the case, are compelled to report, that the claim of the memorialist is-
not well founded against the State of Georgia;'' but they add, the claim is 
just against Great Britain. This report was agreed to by the senate. 
In the treaty of New Echota, concluded with the Cherokee Indians in 
1835, provision was made for the payment of this claim by the United 
States, but without expense to the Indians. This provision was rejected 
by the Senate, and the treaty ratified without it. In May 1 1836, the 
Senate ofthe United States instructed its Committee on Indian Affairs to 
inquire into the propriety of paying this claim. That committee :reported 
a resolution, which was adopted by the Senate, requesting the President 
of the United States to apply to the e~ecutive of Georgia for aU the inform-
ation which that State co-uld furnish on the subject of this claim. In 
January, 1837, the President communicated to the Senate the informa-
tion he had received. In his Jeply, Governor Schley informs the Presi-
dent that the following facts may be taken as true: ''That there is justly 
due to the heiis of George Galphin the sum of nine thousand seven hun-
dred and ninety-one pounds fifteen shillings and five pence, sterling 
money of Great Britain; that by the treaty of 1773, this claim was pro-
vided for, and became a debt due by the British government to Mr. Gal-
phin; that Mr. Galphin failed to receive payment from that government 
because he had espoused the cause of the United States, and wa:s, in the 
estimation of the English,. a rebel; that neither he nor his heirs have ever 
received payment from Georgia or the United States; and the true ques-
tion now is, whether Georgia or the United States ought to pay the money~ 
It is true that the lands acquired from the Cherokee Indians by the treaty 
of 1773, being within the jurisdictional limits of Georgia, were s11 bject to 
her disposition; and it is also true that a considerable portion of them 
was granted as bounties to the soldiers o:t the Revolution. George Galphin 
was a true whig, and rendered important services to the cause of inde-
pendence, not for Georgia alone, but for all the States. His claim was 
not against Georgia, but originally against Great Britain, and subsequently 
against the United States; because it arose under a treaty stipulation, the 
fulfilment of which devolved, by a change of government, not on Georgia, 
but on the government of the United States, which had succeeded to that 
of Great Britain, receiving the benefits and bearing the burdens. The 
claim of Mr. Galphin has always been considered just by Georgia, but 
she has denied that she i~ liable to the payment of it, and has therefore 
uniformly refused to do so, although there have been some reports made 
by committees of one or the other branch of the legislature, recommend-
ing the payment by Georgia." 
Commissioners were appointed to examine this claim by the State of 
Georgia, and they made a report against its payment by that State. Their 
report was committed to a committee- of the house of representatives of 
that State in 183~, and the committee approved the report of the commis-
sioners. The house agreed to their report. Resolutions were then offered 
in the house, requesting the senators and representatives of the State of 
Georgia to urge the payment of the claim of Galphin by the United States. 
These resolutions were laid on the table. 
In 1840J a committee of the house of representatives of the Georgia 
legislature made a report in favor of the claim, and recomrp.ended the pay-
ment of interest on the same from 1793. A minority of the committee of 
one made a report adverse to the payment of the claim by Georgia. The 
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house agreed to the minority report. A resolution instructing the dele-
gation in Congress to urge the payment of the claim by the United States 
was then introduced. 
The committee do not find that any further or subsequent proceedings 
were had in the legislature of Georgia on the subject. 
In 1838, the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs reported "that if 
the trust-fund, at the close of the Revolution, had inured t0 the benefit 
·'Of the United States, or if, by virtue of the Revolution, they had acquired 
the power to dispose of it, there ought to be no hesitation in satisfYing 
this demand Olit of the treasury of the United States; but this was not 
the case. The fund was land; this land was situate within the limits 
'Of one of the United States. The State where it was situate acquired the 
eontrol over it, and had a right to dispose of it, when and to whom she 
pleased, and to apply the proceeds according to her own pleasure, without 
consulting the government of the United States. As the government of 
:the United States acquired no title to this land, and no power to carry 
into effect the trust, or in any way to ' control the fund, the committee can 
.see -no ground upon which they a!·e authorized to recommend its pay-
' ment." 'This repoirt does not appear to have been acted on by the 
Sepate. .J 
This claim was presented to the House ()f Representatives the 9th of 
January, 1844, and referred to the Committee of Claims. 'That com-
mittee made no report upon it. The Co·mmittee on the Judiciary of the 
Senate made a report the 7th of July~ 1846, in favor of this claim, ac-
-companied by a bill for its payment. ' This report and bill do not appear 
to have been acted upon by the Senate. A favorable report, accompanied 
by a bill, was made by the same committee of the Senate in 1847. The 
bill was sent to the House of Representatives the 8th of February, 1847, 
and referred to the Committee 0n th~ Judiciary the 19th of the same 
month. The 24th of the same month the bill, accompanied by an un-
favorable report, was reported to the House, which was not acted on by the 
House. This report proceeded on the grounds, "that no part ofthe property 
conveyed, for the purpose of c1;eating a trust-fund to pay the debt of the 
petitioner, had ever inured to the benefit of the United States, and that 
the whole benefit of the fnnd had been received by the State of Georgia, 
which could apply the proceeds to the payment of all equitable claims 
upon it, whereas the United Stc;ttes had no power· to control the fund or 
execute the trust." A bill for the payment of this claim passed the 
Senate early in the first session of the thirtieth Congress, and was sent 
to the House of Representatives the 19th of Jariuary, 1848. The 21st 
o.f that month it was referred to the Committee-on the Judiciary, \Vho re-
ported it to the House the 29th of February, 184'8. The Senate report 
which accompanied this bill was based on the grounds, that the claim 
was established by the commissioners appointed to dispose of the lands 
which had been ·ceded by the Indians to pay the debts due to the traders; 
that there could be no question as to the justiee of the claim; that the 
revolution which George Galphin had ~ontributed to effect, and which 
wrested these lands from the Crown of Great Britain, was the act of all 
the States, and not that particularly of the State " of Georgia; that the 
government of :the United States succeeded to all the obligations which 
rested on the Crown, as far as claims of a character similar to this were 
concerned; that the lands charged with these debts had been appro-
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priated to the public defence, and as bounties to the officers and soidieiS 
of Georgia who served in the war of the Revolution. They further main~ 
tained that the principles on which the United States7 in 1832',. assumed 
the payment of certain claims for which Virginia had become liable to 
her revolutionary officers, embraced this claim. The House committee 
made no written report, and aTe supposed to have recommended the pas~ 
sage of the bill for the reasons assigned in the IepoJt of the Senate com-
mittee. The bill thus reported to the House was committed to the Com-
mittee of the Whole House, as are all private bills, under the rules. 1~he 
bill remained on the private calendar and in the Committee of the Whole 
House until Saturday, the 12th of August, 184tL On that evening, 
about 8 o'clock, on motion by 1\tlr. Rockwell, chairman of the Committee 
of Claims, the House resolved itself into the Committee of the Whole 
House, to consider Senate b1lls on the private calendar to which there 
should be no objection. Those bills were taken up in thei1:· oEder, and 
this amongst the:ln. It was acted upon in the Committee of the Whole 
House without debate, or a division of the committee. lf a single 
member in the committee had objected, the bill could not have been re-
ported to the House. In the House the bill was passed, with several 
others, without a separate vote being demanded by any member. or taken 
by the House. From a minute and tho:mngh investigation of the cir-
cumstances attending the action of the Commirtee of the \Vhole Hon~e 
and of the House itself on this bill, the committee are satisfied there was 
nothing improper, irregular, or nnnsual in the conduct of the membel!s 
or clerks, or other officers of the House, in relation to it, and that it 
passed in the regular and usual mode. 
In investigating his relation and conduct to this claim, the committee 
deemed it their duty to request Governor Crawford to appear before them, 
and make such statement as would enable them to understand his con-
nexion with this claim, and as he should think proper on his own part. 
He did appear and made a statement, which he subsequently :reduced to 
writing, and also answered inquiries proposed by the committee. From 
his statements, it appears that he became agent o:r counsel for this claim 
by a power of attorney executed by Milledge Galphin, executor of Thomas 
Galphiu, who was the son and executor of George Galphin, the 7th of 
Pebruary, 1833. By agreement between the parties, 23d May, 1833, he 
was entitled to receive for his services, without any other charge to his 
principal, one-half of the whole claim, or of such part of it as should be 
realized. A supplemental agreement by the parties,. explanatm:y of the 
foregoing, was entered into the 19th of January, 1835, by which it was 
stipulated that the pecuniary advances and professional services of Gov-
ernor Crawford should he the considemtion for one-half of the net profits 
of the claim; and that all adYances to, or contracts made by him with, 
other persons concerning the claim, should be deducted from the sum to 
be realized from the claim betore 1ts division. Governor Crawford en-
deavored to obtain payment of the claim by the treaty of New Echota 
with the Cherokee Indians in 1835. Failing in that, it was presented to 
the legislature of Georgia in 1837, aud continued to be urged befo:re the 
legislature of that State until 1842. During that period, excepting the 
year 1841, Governor Crawford was a member of that body, avowed his 
interest in this claim, and urged in debate its payment, but declined to 
vote upon it. In May, 18482 he arrived in this city., on his way to the 
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Philadelphia convention, and remained about a day, and on his return 
from Philadelphia he reached this city in the morning, and departed for 
his residence in Georgia that night. He did not again visit this city 
until after the passage of the law, and was absent from it when the bill 
passed the Senate and the House of Representatives. In February, 1849, 
h~ again came to this city. In March following he entered upon the 
-duties of Secretary of War, and from that time he took no steps to prose-
'CUte the claim for interest, tt.Jtntil he was urged to do so by his principal. 
.As his interest was contingent and secondary, he did not think he could 
!fefuse to have it ·urged ~s &esired. About the middLe of May, 1849, he 
:disclosed to the President the condition of the claim, and his relation to it; 
that he had been prosecuting it before Congr-ess and eisewhere since 1833; 
that it had been aUowed by Congress, was pending before the Treasury 
Departrnent, and he had an interest in it. He did not state the character 
<>r am<m.nt of the claim, tlre extent of his interest in itt, or the name of the 
-claimant, nor didl he ~nter roto any of the details of the claim. The Presi-
dent replied, that1 in his opinion: none of the pre-existing individual 
r ights of Governor Crawford had been curtailed by his acceptan~e of 
<>ffice. He empioyed Judge Joseph Bryan to prosecute the claim, and 
promised h>im three thousand dollars if the c]aim should be allowed and 
paid. He supervised and aided in preparing Mr. Bryan's arguments in 
support of the claim, but denies that his interest in it was., at any time 
before the ;]!)ayment of the claim., made known to any officer of the gov-
-ernment wbo was charged with its .adjustment, by his authority or with 
his consent. 
On the 8th of May-:- Governor Crawford addressed a communication to 
the committee, informing them that h.-e desired to state a conversation of 
his with the President, in March, 185(}. _From this statement, it appears 
that in the latter conversation the President had the impression, from 
the first conversation, that the claim was before Congress, although, as 
to this, his memory was indistinct, the matter having passed from his 
mind, until the claim attracted public notice; that the President told 
Governor ·Crawford., although he did not recollect to have been told by 
him., that the claim had been allowed by Congress, and was pending be-
fore the Treasury Department, yet he did not see, if he had been so in-
formed, how he could have given any other opinion than he had given; 
that being at the head of the ·war Department, and agent of the claim-
ants, did not deprive him of the rights he may have had as such agent, 
nor would have justified him in having the examination and decision of 
the claim by the Secretary of the Treasury suspended. The President 
added, that in his opinion, if the claim was a just one, under the law of 
Congress it shouid have been paid, no matter who were the parties in-
terested in it; and that this was due to the credit and good faith of the 
government. 
The decision of the question of interest on the claim by Mr. Walker, 
the late Secretary of the Treasury, was urged by Governor Crawford, 
and some of his friends insisted on it with so much earnestness as in-
duced Mr. Walker to conclude that Governor Crawford would be a mem-
ber of the present cabinet. Governor Crawford alluded to it on one occa-
sion, in conversation with the Attorney General, as one in which some of 
l1is Georgia friends were concerned, but only to ask him to examine it at 
his leisure. He aLluded to it three or four times in conversation with Mr. 
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Meredith1 before its decision, but only to ask that it might be decided 
without delay. Mr. Johnson, Mr. Meredith, and Mr. vVhittlesey, testified 
that Governor Crawford did not, by any act or expression, make known 
to them his interest or agency in the claim, nor were they informed of it 
by any other person, whilst it was undecided, and there is no evidence 
before the committee to the contrary. 'rhe bundle of papers relating to 
the claim was sent by the Comptroller to the Secretary of the Treasury, 
and by him to the Attorney GeneraL Amongst them was the power of 
attorney, already referred to; another from Milledge Galphin to Governor 
Crawford, dated 30th December, 1848; and one or two letters written by 
Governor Crawford to some officer of the Treasury Department, in the 
month of February, 1849. Neither of these papers stipulated any com-
pensation for his services. Judge Joseph Bryan appeared on all occa-
sions as the agent and counsel of the claim, and submitted all the argu-
ments in support of it. No other person was known to the officers of the 
government as agent or counsel for it. 
The committee have not been able to discover any evidence that Gover-
nor Crawford ever availed himself of his official position, or ot the social 
relations it established between himself and the other members of the 
cabinet, to influence the favorable determination of this claim. The 
claim was never the subject of cabinet deliberation; and it is due to can-
dor and truth that the committee express their conviction that nothing 
has been disclosed by the testimony to induce them to believe that the 
Secretary of the Treasury or the Attorney General was aware, until this 
claim had been adjudicated, that Governor Crawford had any agency or 
interest in it. 
There was nothing unusual in the circumstances attending the adjust-
ment or payment of the principal or interest of this claim, nor m-1y de-
parture from the ordinary co1use of business in the Treasury Department. 
A draft for the principal-being forty-three thousand five hundred and 
eighteen dollars and ninety-seven eents-was delivered by the Hon. A. 
H. Stephens to Governor Crawford, in the eity of Augusta, Georgia, 
ear]y m March, 1849. From that sum was deducted seven hundred and 
fifteen dollars, composed of the following items, to wit: five hundred dol-
lars paid to the legal representatives of an agent, who died in 1841, for 
services prior to his death; one hundred and fifty dollars to an agent in 
Georgia, for services in 1H34; and sixty-five dollars for transcripts of re-
eords and the collection of testimony in Georgia. Of the residue, Gover-
nor Crawford retained twenty-one thousand four hundred and one dol-
lars and ninety-eight and a half cents-being one-half; and the other half 
he paid to Milledge Galphin, executor of Thomas Galphin, by whom it is 
believed to have been promptly paid to the legatees of George Galphin. 
The following is a statement of th.e amount of the interest, and how 
and to whom it was paid: 
A statement of the interest paid on the Gcdpltin claim. 
Interest on $43,518 97 for 73 years 3 months and 12 days, $191,352 89 
Less fee of Joseph Bryan - - - - - 3,000 00 
Less one-half under contract with G. \V. Crawford 
188,352 89 
94,176 44 
94,176 44 
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Less commissions of Dr. Gal ph in, as executor of George 
Galphin, at 5 per cent. 
9 
$4,708 82 
89,467 62 
One-third due Ann Milledge, executrix; under award, &c., (a) 29,822 54 
Balance to heirs of T. Gal phin 59,645 08 
Of Mrs. Milledge's portion as executrix, paid to her son and 
agent, (in cash) - -
In treasury drafc, (No. 6,925) 
; 
Of Dr. Galphin, as executor, &c:-
In cash . 
In treasury draft, (No. 6)924) -
'' 
~ 
$250 00 
29,572 55 
(a) 29,822 55 
· ~ ~======= 
$1,000 00 
63,353 90 
64,353 90 
------
GEO. \V. CR.A.WFORD, Agent, <J·c. <J-c. 
W ASIIINGTON' CITY, .Llfm·cft 2, 1850. 
Approved: ·' 
MILLE QGE GALPHIN, 
Exr.cutor of George Galpltin, deceased. 
. ' 
Mrs. Ann Milledge, who received one-third, is the widow and execu-
trix of John Milledge, whose first wife was the daughter of George Gal-
phin. The relation of Milledge. Galphin to George Galphin has been 
previously stated to be" that of a granuso~1. 
The committee have thus performed all the duties imposed on them by 
the House, excepting those which relate to the payment of the principal 
and interest of the claim under consideration. Un that subject, they 
have come to tM.e conclusions expressed in the following resolutions, 
which they recommend the House to adopt: 
1st. Resolved, That the claim of the representatives of George Galphin 
was not a just demand against the United States. 
2d. Resolved, 'l...,hat the ,act of Congress made it the duty of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury to pay the ·principal of said claim, and it WflS there-
fore paid," in conformity with law" and "precedent." , . 
3d. Resolved, That the act aforesaid did twt authorize the Secretary of 
the Treasury to pay interest on said claim, and its payment was not "in 
conformity with law" or "precedent." 
rrhe statement of facts contained in this report was agreed to by Mr. 
Burt, Mr. Breck, Mr. Conrad, Mr. Grinnell, Mr. Jackson, and Mr. King, 
and disagreed to in part by Mr. Disney, Mr. Featherston, and Mr. Mann. 
The first resolution was agreed to by Mr. Burt, Mr. Disney, Mr. Feather-
ston, Mr. Jackson, and Mr. Mann, and disagreed to by Mr. Conrad, Mr. 
Breck, Mr. Grinnell, and Mr. King .. ' rrhe second resolution ·was agreed 
to unanimously. 'l...,he third resolution was agreed to by Mr. Burt, Mr. 
Disney, Mr. Featherston, Mr. Jackson, and -Mr. Mann, and disagreed to 
by Mr. Breck, lVIr. Conrad, Mr. Grinnell, and Mr. King. 
', 
/ 
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Mr. BRECK,from the Select Oornmittee appointed to inves#l{ate the connex-
ion and relation of the Secretary of War to the claim of the representa-
tives of George Galphin, submitted, in behalf qf himsPlf, 'lJ!lr. Conrad, 
Mr. James G. King, and Mr. Grinnell, the following argument: 
The undersigned, members of tille Select Committee of investigation in 
reference to the claim of the representatives of George Galphin, not con-
curring in portions of the report of the committee, and more especially in 
so much the~eof as relates to the allowance of interest on said claim, beg 
leave to submit the following as embracing their views in regard to that 
question: . 
In the examination o£ this question, .it is deemed important to inquire-
1st. Whether, in view of the peculiar character a11d merits of this claim, 
justice and equity required that interest should be allowed; and, if so, 
2d. 'Vhether the act of Congress of August, 1848, authorized its pay-
ment. 
The facts of the case are so fully set forth in the report of the commit-
tee, that a minute recapitulation of them is not considered necessary. 
Some of the most prominent and material will only be noticed. 
It appears that, in 1713, the Creek and Cherokee Indians ceded by 
treaty to Great Britain, in payment of debts due by them to certain licensed 
Indian traders, among whom was George Galphin, about two millions 
and a half of acres of very valuable land in the then colony of Georgia. 
The aggregate amount of these debts was about forty-five thousand 
pounds sterling. Great Britain accepted the trust and undertook to dis-
pose of the land, and to apply the proceeds, after defraying the expenses 
incident to the negotiation of the treaty and the execution of the trust, to 
the payment of the debts, and, should they prove insufficient, to apply 
them pro rata~ It was also understood' that Great Britain was not other-
wise to be responsible for the debts, nor were the Indians-the cession 
being accepted by the traders in full payment and discharge of their de-
mands. 
In 1775 these claims were liquidated under the treaty, and there was 
found due Galphin, in virtue of his own original claim and of others, 
which he held by assignment, nine thousand seven hundred and ninety-
one pounds fifteen shillings and five pence, lawful money of the then 
province of Georgia; and a certificate of the settlement and amount of his 
claim was issued to Galphin by authority of the governor and council of 
said province. Under the provisions of the treaty, some portion of the 
land was disposed of prior to the commencement of the Revolution, but 
no part of the proceeds was applied to the payment of Galphin's claim, 
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nor, so far as appears, to the claim of any other trader. Such being the 
state of things, the legislature of the State of Georgia, in January, 1780, 
with a view to sustain and aid her in the revolutionary struggle, passed 
an act recognising the treaty of 1773 in regard to these ceded lands, pro-
viding for the payment of the liens thereon, in favor of the traders who 
were friends to America, in treasury certificates, bearing six per cent. in-
tm·est, and also for disposing of the lands. 
To show most satisfactorily that the claim of Galphin was a valid lien 
upon these lands, and that he was entitled to the benefit of tltis act, we 
need only refer to the testimony of a single witness, who was intimately 
acquainted with him, and who was a member of the legislature which 
passed the act referred to. This witness was George -Walton, one of the 
signers of the declaration of American independence. The following is 
an extract from his testimony: 
"'rhis (January, 1 780) was a period of deplorable hostility and suffering 
to the good people of this State; and an act was then passed having ex-
pre~sly for its object the more extensive settlement of that land, for the 
purpose of improving the interest, increasing the strength of the State, the 
better to oppose the ravages of the time. That the said act did further 
recognise the principle of the treaty and the claims of the traders, and did, 
moreover, provide for their adjustment and payment in favor of such as 
were friendly to the Revolution; but the act, being referred to, will speak 
for itself. 
" The undersigned has only mentioned it because he was chairman of 
the committee that reported it; because he attended to its passage, and 
well recollects its motives, its sincerity, and intention of justice. Was 
George Galphin a friend of the Revolution and of this State? can be the 
only question asked upon the claim of his representatives. And the affirm-
ation of this question is answered by public notoriety and universal con-
sent. Having, however, enjoyed his friendship in his lifetime-having 
fully known his sentiments as to the Revolution, and been a frequent wit-
ness to his exertions in favor of it-he cannot resist the occasion of pay-
ing his own individual tribute of gratitude to his memory and services. 
Who is there that has forgotten the exercise and weight of his influence 
in restraining the inroads, and consequent murders and ravages of the 
savages, especially the Creeks? Now, the undersigned is of opinion, 
therefore, that to dispense with the claim of this venerable man, foundel 
as it is, is to dispense with the justice and laws of the land." 
This statement was made in 1800. George Galphin died in 1780. In 
1789, his representatives petitioned the legislature of Georgia for the pay-
ment of this claim. A favorable report in regard to it was made by a 
committee, upon which, however, no action appears to have been taken 
by the legislature. Application was afterwards, in 1791, made to Great 
Britain for payment, but it was refused upon the ground that Galphin 
had been a rebel, and, by espousing the cause of independence, had 
aided in depriving her of the very fund or lands upon which his claim 
was a charge. The claims of all the other traders, however-they hav-
ing been loyalists-were paid about that time by Great Britain, and with 
interest. In 1793, the legislature of Georgia was again appealed to for 
payment, and the application was perseveringly renewed and continued 
till 18~9. The justice of the claim, and the meritorious character and 
eminent services of Galphin as a revolutionary patriot, were always ad-
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mitted in the reports to the legislature, and with two or three exceptions 
its payment recommended. Still no provision was made for it. It appears 
that the claim of Galphin constituted the only charge upon these ceded 
lands after the claims of the other traders were paid by the liberality of 
Great Britain, and that they have at all times been greatly more than 
adequate to pay his claim with interest. No part of his claim was ever 
paid till paid by the United States; nor, prior to that time, had either the 
United States or Georgia ever paid anything in any way for these lands. 
They were disposed of by Georgia in aid of the Revolution-a portion of 
them gratuitously to actual settlers, with a view to the defence of the 
country, at a period of great suffering and peril, and a portion in dis-
charge of military bounty claims. 
In view of these facts, it is believed the position may be incontrovert-
ibly assumed, that the claim of Galphin was a charge upon these ceded 
lands to the extent of the ascertained and liquidated amount due him in 
1775, and interest thereon from that time; and it is deemed equally clear 
that Georgia, having acquired jurisdiction and control over them by the 
Revolution, took them, nevertheless, with the charge upon them, and, 
having disposed of them, was bound, in equity and good conscience, to 
discharge this claim; and, as the fund or land was greatly more than 
sufficient to pay both the principal and the interest, that she was equi-
tably as much bound to pay the one as the other. Such appears to have 
been her own sense of justice, and the view of her legislature in the pas-
sage of the act of 1780. 
The principle relied on, that a trustee is not responsible for interest, 
unless he makes interest, has not the slightest application to this case; 
nor is the principle, without qualification, true in any case. 
If a trustee refuses to pay over a trust-fund when properly demanded, 
and converts it to his own use, he renders himself responsible for interest, 
and no authority to the contrary can be found. But, in this case, 
whether interest was made or not is wholly immaterial, as the fund 
itself was sufficient to pay both principal and interest, and stilt leave foJ 
tlte trustf'e the lion's share. 
\Vithout pursuing this branch of the case further, we proceed to in-
quire whether the payment of interest was authorized by the act of Con-
gress. The act is as follows: 
"That the Secretary of the 1.\easury be, and he is hereby, authorized 
and required to examine and adjust the claim of the late George Galphin, 
under the treaty made by the governor of Georgia with the Creek and 
Cherokee Indians, in the year 1773, and to pay the amount which may 
be found due to Milledge Galphin, executor of the said George Galphin, 
out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.'' 
It is manifest that Congress passed this act in view of most of the im-
portant facts in regard to this claim. They are substantially set forth in 
the report of the committee which reported the bill to the Senate, (which 
is hereto appended, marked A;) and it has been held that accounting 
officers may very properly refer to the report of a committee reporting a 
bill, when there is doubt as to the construction of the law. (Opinions of 
Attorneys GeneTal, 115~l; also, opinion of Attorney General Johnson in 
the case of De Francia, 30th May, 1849.) The report in this case says: 
" As there can be no doubt as to the justice or equity of this claim, the 
question presents itself, Who is bound to pay it-the government of the 
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United States, or the State of Georgia?" The conclusion was, that the 
former ought to pay it. The grounds relied on in support of this con-
clusion were-
1st. That the obligations of the treaty of 1773 upon Great Britain de-
volved, by reason of the Revolution, upon the government of the United 
States, which, having failed to discharge them, became liable for the 
payment of this claim. 
The report states-
2d. ''That the State of Georgia appropriated these lands, set apart as they 
were by the treaty of 1773 for the payment of these debts, to the public 
defence, and that the bounty warrants of the officers and soldiers of the 
Georgia line in the revolutionary army were located upon them. By an 
act of Congress, approved July 5, 1832, the government of the United 
States provided for certain claims which Virginia had assumed to the 
officers of that State engaged in the public service during the revolution-
ary war. It is believed that the principles of that act are applicable to 
the present claim, which the committee think ought to be allowed, and 
accordingly report a bill for relief.'' 
'rhe undersigned concur in the opinion expressed in this report, that 
the principles of the act of 1832, passed for the relief of Virginia, are ap-
plicable to this case. Virginia promised a class of her revolutionary offi-
cers half-pay; and as this liability was contracted for the benefit of all 
the States, it was justice that all should contribute to discharge it. 
The claim in this case is admitted to have been a charge upon lands 
which Georgia had appropriated for the support of the common cause of 
all the States. Congress has not assumed it as a payment to Georgia 
for lands which she had thus appropriated, but to relieve her from the 
charge or incumbrance upon them. So far as Georgia appropriated these 
lands for her defence and in discharge of her liabilities to her State troops, 
to the extent of this claim she incurred a pecuniary liability. She, to 
the extent of this claim, in effect appropriated Galphin's land. Congress, 
therefore, in the payment of it, discharges Georgia, as she did Virginia, 
from a pecuniary liability, incurred for the benefit of all the States. Both 
cases virtually, therefore, rest upon the same principles. 
Whether Georgia had applied to Congress to pay this claim cannot be 
material. Nor does it vary the case that Georgia had failed to pay it. It 
is fairly to be inferred, however, that her failure has resulted from the 
conviction that the United States ought to pay it. The communication 
of the governor of Georgia to President Jackson upon the subject of this 
claim placed her refusal upon that"ground. 
But it is urged that the United States have been released from any 
obligation to Georgia to pay this claim by the settlement of all accounts 
between them in 1793, under the act of Congress of 1790. Such settle-
ment was no doubt made, and some instrument equivalent to a receipt 
given, as alleged. It is not pretended that this claim did, in fact, enter 
into that settlement; but it is contended that, whether it did or did not, 
the United States were thereby released from any obligatien they might 
be under to Georgia in regard to it. As it is believed such a plea would 
not be available to an individual, under similar circumstances, in a court 
of equity, it should, in the opinion of the undersigned, be held bad, if relied 
on by a great nation. But the government has never set up such a de-
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fence, regarding it, no doubt, as alike incompatible with the principles of 
justice and its own dignity and high character. 
When the act of 1832 was passed for the relief of the State of Virginia, 
it does not appear that any plea of the kind was relied on, although there 
had been a similar settlement with that State, and a similar receipt taken. 
Nor does it appear that, prior to the passage of the act for the payment of 
this claim, during the ten years or more it was before Congress, this ob-
jection or plea was ever urged against it. Relief in each case was evi-
dently granted upon the broad principles of justice and equity. 
But the obligation of the United States to pay this claim has been 
placed upon another and additional ground, although not contained in 
the report to the Senate. In the cession by Georgia to the United States, 
in 1802, of that extensive and valuable territory now composing the States 
of Alabama and Mississippi, the United States undertook, as part of the 
considera~ion, to extingmsh the Indian title to all the lands within the 
limits of Georgia. It is conceded that the Indian title to these lands, 
upon which this claim was a charge, passed to Great Britain by the 
treaty of 1773, and that the Revolution vested it in Georgia. But Georgia 
took it in trust, as Great Britain took and held it, for the payment of the 
debts due the traders. To the extent of Galphin's claim he had a lien, 
expressly created by solemn treaty stipulations, upon the Indian title to 
these lands. Was the Indian title, therefore, perfect in Georgia, so long 
as this incumbrance upon it remained? It was the Indian title, no mat-
ter who held it, if it were not perfect in Georgia, which the United States 
were bound to quiet and extinguish. 
Could Georgia, before the claim of Galphin was paid, say the Indian 
title to these lands belonged unconditionally to the State? or was it not 
a living, unextinguished title, which Georgia, to the extent of this lien, 
in equity and good faith, had no claim to? Besides, the Indians, as a 
party to the treaty of 1773, had a just right to insist and require that its 
stipulations should be performed. It is submitted, then, whether the 
extinguishment of the lien of Galphin does not come within the spirit if 
not the letter of that clause in the cession or agreement referred to. And 
as the net proceeds already realized by the United States out of the sales 
of land obtained by that cession exceed twenty millions of dollars, 
Georgia would seem entitled to a very liberal construction of it. 
Apart from the grounds suggested as constituting an equitable obliga-
tion upon the government for the payment of this claim, it might with 
some propriety be urged that the interest of Galphin in these lands hav-
ing been appropriated by one member of the firm of States, virtually for 
the benefit of all, the whole firm should be held re.:;ponsible; and that he 
might, therefore, irrespective of any direct liability as to any one, very 
properly apply to all for relief. 
Such are the grounds on which this claim rested prior to the act of 
1848, and the undersigned are by no means prepared to admit that they 
constituted no obligation upon the government to pay it; on the contrary, 
they are of opinion that, taken in connexion w\ith the eminent services 
of Galphin, they present a strong claim to its justice as well as to its libe-
rality. But even if it be conceded that the government was under no 
obligation to pay it, and that its payment had been gratuitously assumed, 
it would not, in the opinion of the undersigned, in the slightest degree 
affect the question as to the payment of interest. The act of 1848, in 
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the language of the former Secretary, Mr. ·walker," recognised the claim, 
and the United States became bound to pay it, whatever it might be.'' 
The act referred it to the Secretary for examination, and to ascertain the 
amount due. It was not to ascertain whether anything was due, or 
whether the claim was just. The Senate report says, "there can be no 
doubt as to its justice or equity.'' It was admitted just in 1775; and it 
has been so admitted always, and whenever it has been examined. The 
only question has been, who ought to pay it? It was not referred to 
ascertain the amount due in 1775, for the precise amount was stated iu 
the Senate report. The certificate of its liquidation at that time, and of 
the amount due, was before the Senate. But it was referred as a just 
and meritorious claim, that the amount due thereon at the passage of the 
act might be ascertained and paid. 
Having shown, as we think, that the claimant was entitled to interest, 
did the act authorize its allowance? It is conceded that the accounting 
officer had no authority to allow it, unless the act conferred it. But it 
was not necessary that the authority should be conferred in express terms. 
It would be equally available, and equally the duty of the accounting 
officer to act upon it, if implied. We do not understand this position to 
be seriously controverted; but if it is, the authorities in support of it are 
numerous and conclusive. A list of cases, in which the accounting 
officers have allowed interest, although the acts referring them were silent 
in regard to it, is hereto annexed. If the expression in the opinion of 
Attorney General Crittenden, relied on, be construed to mean that interest 
is never allowed by an accounting officer, unless the act expressly directs 
its allowance, it is manifestly erroneous. But we apprehend it must have 
reference to the particular class of cases to which the case in which the 
opinion was given belonged. In that case there was nothing in the act 
or in the merits of the claim to justify the payment of interest. 
In view of the Senate report, and of the peculiar character a])ld merits 
of the claim, the presumption may be fairly indulged that Congress passed 
the act in a spirit of liberality as well as justice. Should it not, there-
fore, be construed in the same spirit, liberally, as a remedial and not as 
a penal statute? The intention was to do an act of justice, long delayed, 
to the representatives of a revolutionary patriot and put>lic benefacter. 
The naked return of the amount justly due their ancestor in 1775 
without interest, when a fund charged with its payment, and amply 
sufficient for the payment of both, had been appropriated in aid of the 
cause of freedom and independence, would fall far short, not only of 
the imperative demands of justice, but of the presumed intention of 
Congress. But the relief granted by the act is not thus limited. It 
expressly requires the payment of whatever amount, upon examination, 
may be found due; and can any chancellor or judge be found who, hav-
ing jurisdiction of the case, would decree the meagre return of the 
amount due in 1775 as all that was now due-as the measure of relief to 
which the claimant is entitled? We apprehend no such judge can be 
found, and that it would be difficult even to pack a jury who would re-
turn such a verdict. But the allowance of interest does not depend upon 
a liberal construction of the act: even the strictest construction would 
authorize its payment if found due. If interest was due, as we think it 
manifestly was, then the act expressly required its payment, for it is im-
perative in directing the payment of the amount wlziclt may be found due. 
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And what 1·ule or usage of the government has been violated by the pay-
ment of the interest on this claim? If, as we believe, the act of 1848 
confers an authority to pay it, then it has been paid according to both 
law and ·usage, and in discharge of an imperative duty which the act 
imposed. It is true, as applicable to the great majority of disbursements 
by this and no douht every other government, that interest is not paid; 
but jt is equally true that this and every other honest government pays 
interest in all caSBs where, upon the principles of justice and equity, 
interest is due. Vattel says: . 
"All the promises, the conventions, all the contracts of the sovereign, 
are naturally subjected to the same rules as those of private persons." 
(Vattel, lib. 2, chap. 14, 213.) 
. That eminent jurist, the lamented JH.stice Story, says, in Thorndike vs. 
the United States; (1 Mason's Reporfs, 20:) 
"If the present \vere a contract between private citizens, there can be 
no doubt that the court would be bound to give· interest upon the contract 
up to the time of payment; and if by law the ammant due on the contract 
could be pleaded as a tender or a set-off to a private debt, it would be a 
good bar in the full ·extent oL the principal and interest due at the time of 
such tender or set-eff. Nay more: if the note or promise were made by 
a citizen to the government, the latter might enforce its claim to the like 
extent. Can it make any difference in the construction of the contract 
that the government is the debtor instead of the creditor? In reason, in 
justice, in equity, it ought to make none,, and there is not a scintilla of 
law to justify any. , If a suit could be maintained q.gainst the govern-
ment, l do not perceive why it would not be as mueh the duty of the 
court to render judgment in such suit for the principal and the interest in 
the same :manner, and to the same extent, as it would in the case of private 
citizens. The United States have no prerogative to claim one law upon 
their own contracts as creditors, aud another as debtors. If, as creditors, 
they are entitled 'to interest, as debtors they are bound also to pay it.'' 
The opinion of' Chief Justice ,.raney, while Attorney General, in the 
case of Tharp, (Opinions of Attorneys General, 841 ,) places the subject 
also upon the true ground. He says: 
"I am not aware of any statute of the United · States that forbids 
the Secretary of War or the accounting officers to allow interest to a 
claimant, if it should appear that interest is justly due him. As the 
United States are always ready to pay'when a claim is presented supported 
by proper vouchers, it -can rarely, if ever, happen that they are justly 
·chargeable with interest; because it is the fault of the claimant if he de-
lays presenting his claim, or docs not bring forward the proper vouchers 
to prove it and justify its payment. But if in Major Tharp's case, or in 
any other, the Secretary of \Var, upon a review of the whole evidence, 
'should be of opinion that interest is justly due to the claimant, I think 
he may legally allow it.'' 
But, whatever may be the general usage of the government as to 
interest, it is not applicable to tllis case, as it was not originally a claim 
against it. It \Vas a 'claim against a third party, the State of Georgia, 
which the government has assumed to pay, and to p~y all that was due 
upon it, whatever the third party was in justice and equity bound to pay. 
'rhe word due in this act means what is justly and equitably due. It can 
mean nothing else. All claims against ·the g0vernment are adjusted upon 
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the same principles-upon the principles of justice and equity. But the 
payment of the interest in this case violates no precedent, because no 
analogous case has been cited, nor can any be found, unless it be under 
the act of 1832, by which the government assumed the payment of 
claims due by Virginia. In that case, the entire liability of Virginia, 
interest as well as principal, was assumed and paid. In this case, the 
liability-not a part, but the entire liability of Georgia in regard to this 
claim-has been assumed, and, as we think, justly paid. 
l t is not perceived that the case relied on of the claims of Georgia against 
the Creek Indians under the treaty of 1821, and which the United States, 
to a certain extent, had stipulated to pay'· has any application to this case 
as an authority against the payment of interest. rrhe only claim asserted 
by Georgia in that case was for the return of specific property. The At· 
torney General, Wirt, says: 
· " 'rhe claim ought to be liquidated against the United States exactly 
on the principles that it would be liquidated ag~inst the Indians; and it 
is believed that a elaim of interest against a nation of Indians, under cir-
cumstances like the::;e, would be unprecedented." 
'l"he Attorney General decides against the payment of interest; and 
assigns, among other reasons, that the property, a return of which was 
claimed, had been assessed, on an average, at nearly double prices; that 
the claims were in the nature of unliquidated damages, upon which, as a 
general rule of law, interest was not allowed; that the principles of equity 
did not call for the allowance 0f interest-so far from it, that they forbid 
it. Under circumstances like these, it i~ believed it would not only be 
unprec.edented to charge a nation of Indians, bnt any other nation, with 
interest. But the case seems to be relied on as authority to show that, 
bec.ause it was held unprecedented, under the circmnstances of that case, 
for a nation of Indians to be charged with interest, therefore Georgia and 
the United States were not bound to pay interest on Galphin's claim. 
The case would not have been s9 particularly noticed were it not relied 
un as a prominent authority why interest should not have been allowed 
in the present case. But before leaving it, we must be permitted to say, 
as Georgia claimed interest against the Indians, under tlte circumstances 
of that case, she ought to be estopped from denying the claim of Galphin 
to interest in this case; and as the United States h::we thought proper to 
step into the shoes of Georgia, they should be subject to a similar estoppel. 
The great antiquity of this daim will be found entitled to no weight as 
an objection against it, when it is understood that every material fact 
upon which its justice depends is incontrovertibly established. It has, 
in fact, for three-fourths of a century, constituted a part of the history of 
th& country, and thP-re is little hazard in the prediction that it is destined 
to give a more extended notoriety to the name of the claimant than it 
would otherwise probably ever have obtained. 
The amount of the claim, although large, constituted no reason against 
its payment. In regard to the payment of the principal, it is conceded on 
all sides that it has been paid in conformity to law and precedent. In 
this all the accounting officers of the late as well as the present adminis-
tration concur; but different opinions are entertained in regard to the 
payment of the interest. 
The Auditor to whom the former Secretary of the Treasury referred the 
claim reported in favor of paying the interest as well as the principal. 
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The Comptroller reported against the interest. !rir. lValker directed the 
11ayment of the principal; but his impression being against the payment 
'()[ interest, and not having time to examine the subject, he ]eft .the ques-
·iion as to the interest an undecided, open question for his successor. In 
his testimony, however, before the committee, he says, if the claimant 
had presen'ted to him such an argument as that of, the opinion of the At-
torneyGeneral, he should have referred the ease to the Attorney General, 
and been guided., he thinks, by his opinion. 
The present~ Secretary referred the claim to the Comptroller, who de-
cided against the payme1at of interest. He then requested the opinion of 
the Attorney Genera1; and in pursuance of his opinion-which indicates 
a thorough investigation of the case,, and fully ·snstains the deservedly 
high character of that distinguished juifist-directed the interest to be 
paid. 
Whether the Secretary was reqn.ired to pay the interest was a question 
-of law, upon which it was the duty of the Attorney General, when re-
-quested'} to give his opinion.. The law has constituted the Attorney 
General the legal adviser of the executive department of the government; 
.and rarely, if ever., in its -history, has his opinion., ·when sought, been dis-
regarded. In the adjl-Istme.nt and payment of this cla:irn, therefore, it ap-
pears that aU the requisitions and forms of law have been complied with~ 
The proper officer has decided the law, and payment has been made ac-
cordingly. The revision of his opinion, or decision by a committee of 
the House of Represen1at.ives:, is believed to be without a precedent in the • 
history of the government. The committee being of opinion, however, 
that tire resolution of the House required the merits of thi~ claim, and 
whether its payment had been made in conformity to law and precedent, 
to bP- investigated, the undersigned, as members of the committee, after a 
laborious examination and full consideration, have come to the conclu-
sion- 1 
1st. That · the claim was just~ and that the government was under an 
equitable obligation to pay it. . 
2d: That the iu.terest, as weU as the principal, have been paid in con-
fm:mity to law and precedent. 
'rhe undersigned, as avp2ars from the report of the committe~ , fully 
concur in the statement of facts therein. 
MEMORANDA~ 
DANIEL BRECK, 
C. M. CONRAD, 
JAl\11::<~S G. KING, 
JOSEPH GRINNBLL. 
r 
Act a:pptoved 21st February, 1823., entitled "An act to provide for the 
~Ntlement of the accotrnts of Daniei 0. Tompkins, late governor of the 
State of New York," provided "that the proper accountii1g qfficers of the 
l:reasury be> ahd they are hereby, authorized to adjust and settle the ac-
counts and claims of Daniel D. 1:'vmpkins, late governor of the State of 
New York, on principles of equity- and justice, subject to .the revision and 
final decision of the President of the United States.~' 
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Amount allo\Yed for interest on advances made by him,. settled throngTk 
the Third Auditor's office, and approved by the President, $14,438 68. 
Act approved March 3·, 1841 , entided "·An act making appropriation 
for the support of the army for the year one thousand eight hundred and 
forty-one,'' provided in the second section that the Secretary of 'Var. 
cause to be audited the account of the city of l\iobiie for advances of money 
and expenses incurred in equipping, mounting, and sending to the place· 
of rendezvous two full companies of mounted n'len,. under a call from the-
governor of Alabama, at the· beginning of the hosti»ities of the C1eek In-
dians, in the summer of 1836; and the <:nno»nt or balance- found due i 
directed to be paid out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, as soon as the Secretary of War shaH approve the same. 
Interest to the amolllnt of $11,758 50 was paid under this section, 
through the Thi.rd Auditor's office, under the authority of the Secretary 
of War. 
Joint resolution respecting the application of certain appropriations here-
tofore made, passed April 30, 1844, provides that :Fn settling fm· suppfies 
furnished to militia in the service of the United States under the act of 
23d August, 1842, the accounting officers are directed to discharge the 
claims for said supplies: first, the amounts due to individ111al claimants 1 
and secondly, those due to the Territory of Flmida. 
Joint resolution amendatory of the above, passed March l,. 1845-,. pro-
vides that nothing contained in the above or any other resolution. shaH 
be understo.vd or construed to prevent the Secretary of War from aU.owing 
and paying any just and equitable claims for supplies furnished,. or ad-
vances or loans of money made to provide for the defence of the inhabit-
ants, and suppression of hosti1ities in the Teuitory of FloFi:da, provided 
that the amount so allowed and paid shall not exceed the sums already 
appropriated by law. 
By direction of the SecTetary of War, there was paid throMgh the Third 
Auditor's office, to sundry persons 1 in redemption of bonds issued by the 
territorial government of Florida in the lndian war,. including interest,. 
the sum of $30,996. 
Payments on account of interest nu:tde 'Under authm·ity of the Secretary of 
War, in cases u;/wre interest had been paid on money burrowed and 
expended for ~the use of the United States, and on bills, drafts, and 
warrants, unpaid when at maturity, ( nf!Jt provided for by any act of 
Congress.) 
Union Bank of Alexandria, on dr·afts lying over; Febru-
ary 7 1816 -
Union Bank of Charleston, S. C., on drafts lying over; 
June, 1816 
Lukens, cashier, advances to General Pinckney, 1816 
Lukens, cashier, advances to General Pinclmev, 181{) · -
Bank of Georgia, advances to General Pincli:ney, July 15 
State Bank of North Camlina, on drafts; December, 1Sl6 -
Governor of the State of New Jersey, on •oans by the State 
in 1815 and 1816 -
$325 41 
3y800 ou 
31091 79 
3,118 03 
3,19010 
3, soo 00 
2,.558 33 
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Corporation of ·Charleston, on money advanced 
Bank of the Metropolis, drafts lying over -
J. J. Astor, on drafts on the War Department 
Pittsburg Bank, on drafts 
Mechanics, Bank of A:lexaqdria, on drafts -
· ::Miami Exporting Company, 011, drafts 
'TR-EASURY DEPARTMENT, 
Third Auditor's Ojfwe.~ April25,J 1850. 
21 
$8,531 36 
6,670 69 
1,139 80 
630 00 
2,600 00 
5,220 76 
- JN04 S.. GALLAHER, 
Auditor. 
The fotlowii:mg cases, whm.·e interest has been allowed in settlements in 
this otfice where no reference was) made in the acts, serve to show the 
practice., to a certain extent~ of the governmenUn the payment of interesL 
'By the act of2d July, 1836, (vol. 6 United States Laws, p. 679,) entitled 
·"An act r for the relief of-James Thomas," the accounting officers are 
"''authorized and directed t0 adjl!ist and settle the accounts between the 
Ufilited States and _James Thomas., tl:pon principles of equity and justice;" 
"'and that in the settlement of his accounts as Jcontractor," '*' ~ ''to 
:recognise the judicial decision of th.e district ·court of ·the .southern district 
<>i Ne\v York.'" 
Under the above ~uth.ority., and the ~pinion of .the Atto-rney General in 
Novem.ber, 1~37, inte-rest was allowed amo<Nnting to {$28.,640 55, and the 
pri.ndpal amount~d to $37 123.2 06. 
By the aetof 12th April, 1848, (acts 1B47 mad '48., p. 64,) entitled'' An act 
for the relief of the Jegal representatives of George Fisher, deceased," 
the Second Auditor was '-'authorized and :required to examine and 
adjust the elairns of the legal represen t6tti ves ,.ef George fisher, deceased, 
<m .principl,es o.f equity and justice," &e. Under the above authority, and 
by the .opiniOiH of rthe then Attorney General, interest amounting to 
$9,062 73 was aHmwed, a:1d, subsequently :jiilO,OU4 89. 'rhe principal 
allou~-ed was $8.,973.. 1 
Had I sufficient time and force tQ examine., other cases settled on the 
.same authori!f., as to the · alilowance of interest, where the same is not 
.exp1·essly provided far by law, might he found. The ' above, however, 
will ::Serve to show the practice of this office. 
P. CLAYTON, 
S~cond Auditor. 
( 
'The .act of 3d. Mareh, 1839, making appropriations for the civil and di-
plomatic expenses of the govermnent, (sec. 2, p. 348, Statutes at Large, 
vol. 5,) provides ~ * * "'hut whenever-it shall be shown to the satis-
faction oJ the Secretary of the 'rreasury that in any c_ase of unascertained 
duties., or duties paid unde:r protest, more money has been: paid than the 
law reqnires, it shall be his duty * * to refund the same out of any 
n1oney in the 'treasury,'' &c. 
Under the above section, interest in the above class of cases on the ex-
, 
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cess of duties was allowed both by the decisions of the court~ and thw· 
Secretary of the Treasu1y. 
The act of 8th August, 1846, entitled "An act to refund to certain 
persons an excess of duty exacted on the importation of foreign merchan-
dise," (Stat. at Large, vo1. 9, p. ~4,) in the 2d section thereof, says: "That 
the Secreta1y of the Treasury be, and he is hereby authorized, ont of 
any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, to refnnd to the 
several persons entitled thereto such sums of money as have bet>n illegally 
exacted by collectors of the customs,. under the sanction of the T:re:;tsury 
DepartmP.nt, for duties on imported merchandise since the 3a March,. 
1833: Provided, ,-rhat before auy such refunding the Secretm-y shall be· 
satisfied, by decisions of the courts of the United States upon the princi-
ple involved, that such duties 'were illegally exacted; And pTovided, al.-o,. 
That such decisions of the courts snail have been adopted or acquiesced 
in by the Treasury Department as its rule of construction." 
Under said authority, by the usage of the department, duties wen~ re ... 
funded to claimants, and generaHy with interest. 
· Act of 29th April, 1816, (6 vol. Stat. at J....arge, p. 173,,) entitled "An act 
for the relief of Elizabeth Hamilton," provides as fo.Uows: "'l'hat the proper 
accounting officers of the treasury be, and they are hereby ,.Tequired to 
settle the account of Elizabeth Hamilton, widow and representatiYe of 
Alexander Hamilton, deceased; and to allow ber :five years' full' pay for 
the services of her deceased husband," &.c. 
Under this act principal was allowed, amounting to $3,600, and in-
terest amounting to $7,009 64. AuditPd July 1, 1816; report No. 32,467. 
The foregoing is but an example of a large class of claims adjusted 
for commutation of half pay, in a number of which interest has been 
allowed, though not provided for in the acts for the r~lief of the parties. 
Act of23d August, 1842, (Stat. at Large, vol. 6, p. 864,) entitled" An act 
for the relief of Charles F. Sibbald," provides "that the 'rhird Auditor of 
the Treasury, under the directiOn of the Attorney General, be,. and he is 
hereby, directed to ascertain the actual darn ages which Charles F. ~ibbald 
has sustained, and would be entitled to recovE;r 11pon the principles of law,. 
as applicable to similar cases;" '~ '*' * "and that the Secretary of the 
Treasury, after the said damages shall have been ascertained in the man-
ner aforesaid, in case any sum shall be found due, shall pay the same out 
of any money in the treasury," &c. 
Under the above, in addition to damages amounting to $14,.296 64~ 
interest was allowed amounting to $12,836. Audited December 9, 1845; 
report No. 92,699. 
Also, under resolution (vol. 9 Stat. at Large, acts 1845-'6, p. 34) re-
quiring the Secretary of the Treasury to audit and liquidate the claims. 
and demauds of said Sib bald upon principles of law and equity, and in. 
such manner as to secure to said Sibbald an indemnification for the in-
juries and damages sustained by him," &c., an allowauce for damage, 
interest, and costs was made, amfmntiug to $26,029 7(}.. Audited June 311 
1847; report No. 96;4.94. 
T. L. SMITH1 Fi2·st Auditor .. 
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IN SENATE oF THE UNITED STATEs-December 29, 1841. 
Mr. AsHLEY, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to ·whom was refer-
red the petition of Milledge Galphin, heir and legal representative of 
George Galphin, deceased, made the following report: 
That this case was before the Senate at the last Congress, and received 
the favorable action of the Committee on the Judiciary, to which it was 
referred during both sessiom:.. At the first session of the 29th Congress, 
it received a full and particular examination by the Committee on the Ju-
diciary, whose vie,vs, as set forth in the annexed report, are adopted by 
this committee and made a part of their report. 
IN SENATE oF THE UNITED STATEs--July 7, 1.846. 
Mr. AsHLEY, from the Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was refer-
red the petition of Milledge Galphin, legal representative of George 
Galphin, deceased, made the following report: . . · · 
' \ 
That George Galphin was, prior to the year 1773, a licensed trader \Vith 
the Creek and Cherokee Indians in the then colony of Georgia. That 
he was also, by the assignment .to him of their several claims, the repre-
sentative of other traders, to 'vvhom, with himself, those Indians had be-
come largely indebted. In the same year Sir James Wright, governor of 
the colony of Georgia, in pursuance of instructions from the British gov-
ernment, concluded a treaty with the said Indians, by which a consider-
able extent of territory (now forming the counties of'~Villtes and Lincoln, 
and portions of the counties of Ogletho'rpe and Green, in the State of 
Georgia) was ceded to the Crown of Great Britain; and by an express 
provision inserted in the treaty the debts of the Indians to these traders 
were secured to be paid from the proceeds of the lands ceded, which thus 
became charged with their payment. 
The King afterwards, in the year 1775, ratified the treaty, and directed 
instructions to be issued for the appointment of commissioners under it, 
to liquidate the claims of the traders, with a view to their payment out of 
the fund thus provided for ~hat purpose. Before these commissioners 
9alnhin's claims were proven, to · the amount of nine thousand seven 
hundred and ninety-one pounds fifteen shillings and five pence sterling 
money of Great Britain, and would unquesti0n~bly have been paid by 
that go\'ermnent had not an ·event occurred which totally changed there-
lations which existed between the colonies and the mother country, and 
arrested and, as it has resulted, entirely destroyed all prospect of a settle-
ment in that quarter. 
That event was the war of independence, which bro~te out in 1776, the 
year after the liquidation of Galphin 's claims by the commissioners; and 
disregarding all other considerations than those o( patriotism and love of 
liberty, he, with a magnanimity and self-devotion, the extent of which 
:was proved by the entire loss of his claims, threw himself into the ranks 
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of the opponents of tyranny and oppression, and manfully and faithfuiiy 
adhered to them and their cause throughout the trying period during 
which that struggle continued. And such was his devotion to his coun-
try, and the efficiency of his services against her enemies, and so import-
ant did the British government regard his destruction to the success of 
their cause within the sphere in ·which his services were rendered, that ·a 
resolution passed the Parl,ament attainting him of high treason, and a 
price was set upon his head as an outlaw and a rebel. 
The price of his patriotic devotion to his country was the loss of his 
claim against the British government, which was liquidated, and would 
have been paid but for this cause. Other Indian traders, whose claims 
rested on precisely the same grounds as that of Galphin's, and were pro-
vided for by the same treaty, but who adhered to the British side in the 
Revolution, were paid by that government; while that of Galphin's heirs, 
he bejng now dead, was rejected because of his adhering to the side of 
popular rights against an arbitrary and nnjust government. 
The lands ceded by the Indians in 1773 to the Crown of Great Britain, 
for the sole purpose of discharging their debts to the traders, on the suc-
cess of the struggle for independence, passed into the possession Qf the 
State of Georgia, and now constitute several counties and parts of coun-
ties within her limits. Believing the liability of those lands for the pay-
ment of their debt still to follow their change of ownership, the heirs of 
Galphin prosecuted their claim before the legislature of that State, but 
were never able to procure its recognition by more than one or the other 
branch of that body; for while all agreed in its justice and equity, doubts 
entertained by many as to the obligatioA of the State to pay it operated 
to defeat its success. · 
As there can be no question as to the justice or equity of this claim, the 
question presents itself, Who is bound to pay it-the government of' the 
United States, or that of the State of Georgia·? Here was a debt secured 
by express treaty stipulation between the British government and certain 
Indians, and no obstacle remaiued in the way to its payment as provided 
for in the treaty; it had become a vested right, and but for the Revolu-
.tion which intervened, would have been acquitted and discharged. The 
Revolution was not the act of the State of Georgia. She was merely a 
'participant in what was the common, glorious act of all; it was by no spe-
cial act of hers that the treaty by which this debt was secured was set 
.aside; and it would seem that, being only a sharer in the act which 
caused the rights secured under it to be disregarded, .she could scarcely 
rbe called on 1to meet the whole responsibility, which should be the joint 
-responsibility, as its benefits were the joint benefits, of all who contribu-
ted to its accomplishment. As well might any single State be called on 
to indemnify a citizen of the United States against the act of the general 
.government, because he resided ·within her limits, a<; that the State of 
1Georgia should be called on to discharge this debt, which was arrested in 
.its >payment by the Revolution; which may, considering its consequences, 
tbe called a national act, and which transferred from the British govern-
rment, against which Galphin's heirs could now have no claim, to that of 
the :United .States, their right of appeal for its settlement. By the act of 
the Revolution the government which followed, and oi which Galphin, 
as he had contributed to its establishment, claimed the protection, trans-
ferred to ·itself all the obligations which txisted prior thereto on the part 
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of the government which by it was set aside, as far as the claims of a 
similar character with the present were concerned. The government of 
the United States now stands in the relation to the Indian tribes that 
Great Britain did prior to the Revolution. And the oblig6ltions of the 
treaty entered into by that government with the Creek and Cherokee In-
dians before that event, which had for its object the payment of the just 
debts ef the traders, would seem to devolve on the United States, wher-
ever it could be shown that the claimant had fixed that obligation by his 
support of the government substituted. That the obligation runs no fur-
ther is sufficiently manifest, and needs no argument. •The government 
of Great Britain paid the debts of the Indians to such traders as had es-
poused her cause, and rejected Galphin's, who opposed it. And it was 
the duty of the United States, of whose government Gal ph in's heirs were 
now the subjects, to prosecute theirs, and, Jailing to do so, have 'made 
themselves justly liable for its payment. 
Apart from the considerations above set forth, the State of Georgia ap .. 
propriated these lands-set apart as they were by the tl·eaty of 1773, as a 
fund for the payrnwnt of these debts-to the public defence, and the bounty 
warrants of the qjicers and soldiers of the Georgia linr; in the 'revolutionary 
army were located uptm them. By an act of Congress approved July 5, 
1832, the government of the United States provided for certain claims, 
which Virginia had assumed to the officers of that State engaged in the 
public service during the revolutionary war. It is believed that the prin-
ciples of that act are applicable to the present claim, which the committee 
think ought to be allowed, and accordingly rep0rt a bill for relief. 
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~IlNORITY REPORT. 
!\fAY 17, 1850. 
Mr. DrsNEY,from tlze Select Committee appointed to investigate the con-
ne.Tion and 'relation of the Secretary of JiVar to the claim of the repre-
sentatives of Georf?e Galphin, sub1nitted, in beltal( of himself, Mr. 
Featherston, and Mr. Job ltlann, t!te following argume11t: 
The undersigned, members of the committee appointed to make in-
vestigation into the origin and nature of the Galphin claim, together with 
such other matters connected therewith as may be necessary to a full 
understanding of its merits and its mode of settlement, beg leave to re-
port: 
That the facts of this case, as set forth in the report of the majority of 
the committee, exhibit its history; and a brief examination of the opin-
ien of the Attorney General will enable us not only to determine the 
character of the claim, but to decide upon the propriety of the allowance 
of interest upon it. The obligation of the United States to pay the debt 
is claimed to be derived from the faet that, "upon the cession by Georgia 
(to use the language of the Attorney General) to the United States in 
1802, the latter became liable for the stipulations of the treaty of 1773, 
and bound in law and honor to execute them." How the United States 
became liable, we are not told. We, however, are left to infer that, in-
asmuch as the United States became bound by the terms and conditions 
of that cession to extinguish the Indian title to all the other lands within 
the State of Georgia, they became bound to extinguish any outstanding 
title which might be in these lands. But whether this was so, depends en-
tirely upon the fact of its being an Indian title. The United States were 
bound to extinguish no other; but their obligation to extinguish that was 
perfect. 
The treaty of 1773 conveyed the Indian title to the British Crown: it 
passed, to be sure, ltmded with the incumbrance of this claim of Galphin, 
together with the claims of others; but the entire title of the Indians 
passed. The traders executed releases to the Indians, and the Indians 
ceded the lands, and all the liabilities between the two were settled and 
definitively closed. The legal title vested in the Crown: Galphin, it may 
be, had an equitable lien; but the remainder was in the Crown, and no 
reversionary interest was left behind. No event short of actual repur-
chase could reinvest the title i111 the Indians. They had neither title nor 
interest left, present, prospective, or contingent. The proceedings of the 
war of the Revolution placed the State of Georgia in the stead of the 
British Crown, and she became seized of the latter's title, and subject to 
its liabilities; but what stipulations or part of the stipulations of the treaty 
of 1773 the United States became liable for by the conditions of the ces-
sion of 1802, it is not easy to understand. The burden of the stipulation 
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to apply the proc.eeds ofthe land to pay Galphin's claim, if it :rested any-
where, was on Georgia, and the title to the lands was in her. There 
was no title to extinguish for Georgia's benefit. The lien of Galphin 
and the Indian title were two quite different. things. The title had been 
successively the title of the Indians, of the British Crown, and of the 
State of Georgia; but the lie:n remained the lien of Galphin. It was but 
a lien at best, and could be converted into a title only by proceedings 
for that purpose. As a lien it might have been discharged. So far as it 
had effect, it i1n.paired and weakened the Indian title; and from tlte nw-
ment of its crr-ation, it stood in opposition to it. 
If there could be any doubt about the meaning of the phrase, as used 
in the agreement and cession of 1802, a brief consideration would ex-
plain it. GeOl'gia had been harassed and annoyed by the inroads of the 
Indians, and by conflicts between them and her citizens in reg.ud to the 
occupancy of certain tracts, and she desired to have "the Indian title" 
extinguished throughout her entire domain. It was to accomplish this 
that she inserted the condition which bound the United States to extin-
guish it " to aU the other lands within the State of Georgia." There 
was no dispute in regard to the occupancy of the Galphin lands. These 
had been settle'd and occupied by the whites, and they had remained un-
disturbed for nearly thirty years, when the agreement of 1802 was made. 
'rhe Indians set up no claim to them, buP they did to other lands, the 
occupancy of which they either retained or claimed; and these were the 
lands which Georgia sought to have relieved. The title of occupancy 
was the Indian title, and it was the tiJ;le of occupancy which she con-
ditioned should be extinguished. 
"'rhe ultimate fee, incumbered with the right of Indian occupancy, 
was in the Crown previous to the Revolution, and in the States of the 
Union afterwards, and subject to grant." (Clark vs. Smith, 13 Pet, 195.-
See United States Statutes at Large, Indian 'rreaties, 11.) 
"Indian possession G>r occupation was considered with reference to 
their habits, &c., and their rights were as much respected until they 
abandoned them, made a cession to the government, or an authQrized 
sale to individuals. In either case their rights became extinct, &c. Such 
was the tenure of Indian lands by tlt~; laws of (all the original thirteen 
States as well as) Georgia." (Cherokee .nation vs. the State of Georgia, 
5 Peters, 1.) 
'rhe laws of Gem-gia thus acknowledged no Indian title to the Galphin 
lands. Then by what reasoning r.an we attach a meaning to the phrase 
in the deed of cession of 1802, which the laws of Georgia herself deny? 
To come directly to the case, had the Indians a right in 1848 to pay Gal-
phin? and resume pro tanto their title in the lands? 
'I,he stipulation of 1802 was inse~·ted by Georgia. It was inserted for 
her own benefit; and for the purposes of this case, it will be admitted that 
she knew whether it was intended to cover the Galphin c1aim; whether 
she held those lands by an "Indian title," within her meaning, as ex-
pressed in the agreement of 1802. What is her testimony? Uniformly 
and constantly she has denied her own obligation for the debt, and when 
asked to recommend its- payment by the government of the United States 
she has refused. Such has been her construction of the obligations of the 
United States towards her. She was the party in interest; the obligation 
was due to her: she knew the title which she intended to describe, and 
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she denied its existence in regard to the lands incumbered by Galphin's 
claim. This alone disposes of the case. • Besides, the obligations on the 
part of the United States existed as between her and Georgia. They 
were the fruits of stipulations entered into between two independent 
.governments from motives of policy for the benefit of each, and either 
party had a right to relieve the other fi·om all or any part of the agreement. 
'l'o deny this would be subversive of the very end and object of govern-
ment. If individual rights could arrest the action of the government in this 
respect, its policy would no longer be within its own control. It would 
cease to be a governmeqt. That Georgia had an undoubted right to annul 
that particular stipulation, and release the government of the United Statei 
from its fulfilment, cannot be denied, and her right to release it from any 
part of that stipulation is equally clear. That she did release it, (even if 
we admit that the obligation had existed,) when, on formal application, 
her legislature refused to acknowledge it as the duty of the government of 
the Uuited States to pay the debt, follows as a consequence, from which 
we can see no escape. . 
The various treaties bv which the Indians ceded additional lands and 
removed their boundary iines further from the original settlements of the 
whites, of necessity iHcluded a confirmation of their previous grants. A 
number of treaties of this sort were held subsequent to the treaty of 1773. 
rrhey were held at Hopewell, New York, on the Holston, at Philadelphia, 
Colerain, and at various other places. 
By the treaty of New York, in 1790, the Creek nation expressly "re-
lease, quit claim, relinquish, and cede all the land to the northward and 
.eastward of the boundary line herein described.'' A similar provision is 
to be found in the treaty of 1792, made with the Cherokees. 
In the treaty of Indian Spring, made in 1821, it was agreed "that all 
the talks had upon the claims, together with all claims on either side, of 
'Whatever nature or kind, prior to the act of Congress of 1802,'' &c., 
-should be referred to the decision of the President, &c., and that "the de-
cision thus made should be binding." And in c.onsideration of two hun-
dred and fifty thousand dollars, paid to the State of Georgia, her com-
missioners released the Creek Indians "from every claim and claims, of 
whatever desr-ription, nature, or kind the same may be, which the citizens 
of Georgia now have or may have had prior to the year 1802 against the 
said nation." And in 1825, by the· treaty of the Indian Springs, the 
Creek nation ceded "to the United States all the lands lying within the 
boundaries of the State of Georgia, as defined by the compact hereinbefore 
cited, now occupied by said nation, or to which said nation have title or 
claim." This completed the cession of Indian lands, so far as the Creek 
nation was concerned, within the boundaries of Georgia, and fulfilled the 
contract and discharged the obligation imposed upon the United States by 
the agreement of 1802. And by the treaty of New Echota, in 1835, 
the Cherokees did "cede, relinquish, and convey to the United States all 
.the lands owned, claimed or possessed by them east of the Mississippi 
river.'' Thus no Indian title remained in 1848 to either ofthese tribes 
within the limits of Georgia; and whatever title may have remained in the 
Galphin lands, that title was certainly not in the Indians. But, admitting, 
for the argument, that Georgia took the lands in question, and held them 
by the Indian title for the purposes of the trust, that title was merged 
when she made her grants. The misapplication of the proceeds did not 
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affect the title. rrhe grantees were not bound to. see that th~ State o£ 
Georgia paid Galphin''s lien, ifhe had one1 nor could the lien have been 
enforced against them. In contemplation of law, the grantees would 
have done enough when they relied on the dignity of the State. It was 
a time of war and Tevolution, and the sovereign seized the fund and ap-
propriated it to the public use. The necessities ,of State demanded the· 
destruction of the trust, and it fell before her sovereignty. The lien 
of Galphin vanished; and whatever obJigations her action may have 
imposed on Georgia, it was for Georgia and the representatives of Galphin 
to settle. It certainly left no Indian title. Thus, e-xamine it as we may, 
the claim or lien of Galphin was not within the meaniug of the agreement 
of 1802. It is suggested, however, that them is another point of view 
from which an obligation might accrue on the part of the United States to 
pay this debt. T'he Attorney General does not present it. He probably 
saw its weakness. It is supposed by some, that as the lands in question 
were a trust-fund in the possession of Georgia, but which she, by ap-
propriating them as bounties to the soldiers of the revolutionary war, 
transferred in point of fact to the government of the United States, and 
Galphin having a right to pursue this fund, the general government be-
came bound to pay his claim. 
It is, however, essential to this conclusion that the fact should be first 
established that the government of the United States receiv~d the benefit 
of the fund. Was this so? At the time of the war of the Revolution, 
Georgia, North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York, 
Connecticut~ and Massachusetts, each possessed and 1 owned vacant and 
unappropriated lands, and each o{ them, with the exception of Connec-
ticut, donated them in bounties to their own soldiers. 'rhese were State 
donation;3. The old Congress donated in a similar manner bounty lcmds 
to all the soldiers of that war, withou~regard to the States in which· they 
might have served. The donations of the States were held to have been 
peculiarly for themselves; the donations of Congress were for the interest 
of all: to have indemnified the States for the grants they made would, in 
point of fact, have made the g·eneral government itself the donor. And 
thus it would have given twice or thrice, as the case might be, the quan-
tity of bounty land to the soldier ·of a State owning such unappropriated 
lands, that it would have given to the soldier of a State which owned 
nane-a discrimination forbidden at once by every consideration of justice 
and of right. The soldier of Georgia received from the general govern-
ment his botmty land, to an extent as great as did the soldier of any 
other State, and here the obligation ended. Georgia's donations wm·e 
from her own bounty, and not from the common fnnd. As 20ssessor of 
the eminent domain within her limits, she could appropriate her vacant 
lands as she willed, regardless of the bounty of the United States. She 
did so; -and any obligations which she incurred in the disposal of her 
lands were peculiarly her own, and she must discharge them. These 
lands, then, were not used for the benqfit of the United States;. the United 
States derived no benefit from the fund, and, of course, incurred no lia-
bilities on account of any incumbrances charged upon it. Besides,- if the 
fund had actually been appropriated fo:J: the commQn .benefit, it by no 
means followed that the government of the United States would be liable 
for the charges on it. The States were quite unequal in wealth and gen-
erosity, as well a~ in population, and it welL might be that a wealthy or a 
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generous State might make donations larger than the common interest 
required. If this were so, it would be a subject of consideration how far 
the federal government should discharg0 an obligation thus imposed. 
Equity and right, with regard to the other States, would, under such ch·· 
-cumstances, deny indemnity to its full extent; and the precise amount to 
be allowed could be properly determined only by an agreement. Nor 
would the case be altered if the property donated had been a trust.fund 
in the possession of the State. In such a case the liability or the extent 
<>f the liability of the United States would flow only from its agreement, 
and it is not pretended that any such was made in regard to the lands in-
cumbered by Galphin 's claim. If Georgia appropriated the fund charged 
with the payment of Galphin's debt~ Georgia must answer for it: no obli-
gation devolved upon the United States. 
By th.e act ()f 5th August, 1790, Congress made provision for "the set-
tlement of th.e accounts between the United States and the individual 
States." The act created a board of commissioners to receive and ex-
amine <Ill the claims of the individual States, and "to determine on all 
such as shall have accrued for tlte general or particular defence during 
the war," and ... made most liberal provision for their allowance. It di-
rected each State to b.e debited with all advances made to it by the Uni-
ted States., and to be credited for its disbursements and advances. Under 
its provisions the cmnmissioners discharged the duty imposed upon them, 
and made the settlement required; and on the 29th June, L 793, reported 
that they had maturely considered the various claims, and find that there 
is due to and from the different States therein named the sums as stated. 
Among these States is Georgia; and there was found due to her the sum 
of nineteen thousand nine hundred and eighty dollars, including interest 
to the 31st May, 1789, which, "by virtue of the authority to them dele-
gated," they declare to be •' the final and conclusive balances due to and 
trom the several States." This closed the accounts of Georgia for receipts 
and expenditures during the war of the Revolution; and if Georgia appro-
priated any lands as bounties to her soldiers, the presumption is, that it 
gave her no claim on the federal government, or~ if it did, that she pre-
sented it; and whether allowed or refused, the claim was closed. It is 
too late now either for Georgia, or for others for her, to raise a claim in 
her behalf on account of expenditures or liabilities growing out of the war 
of the Revolution, the obligation for which was fixed and ascertained 
prior to the date of the settlement referred to. 
From these considerations our mature conclusion is, that there was neither 
a legal nor an equitable obligation on the United States to pay this claim. 
The terms of the aGt of 1848) however, have properly been held as di-
recting it, and it was paid; and the question next arises, Was it proper to 
pay interest on it? To determine this, we are naturally first led to ex-
amine the act itself. Its terms authorize and require the Secretary of the 
Treasury" to examine and adjust the claim," and to "pay the amount 
which may be found due to Milledge Galphin, executor," &c. The 
claim is described as "the claim of the late George Galphin, under the 
treaty made by the governor of Georgia with the Creek and Cherokee 
Indians, in the year 1773." The words of the act contain nothing in 
their arrangement, so far as they point out and direct the duty of the 
Secretary, which indicates an attention on the part of Congress to take 
the examination and adjustment of the claim from under the established 
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and ordinary n1les which govern the accounting officers in similar cases. 
The language employed seems to be that in common use: "to liquidate 
and settle," "to adjust and settle," " to and it and settle," " to audit and 
pass," "to settle," "to liquidate and adjust," "to audit and adjust;" 
and in this case, "to examine and adjust" is the phraseology of the acts 
of Congress in relation to the settlement of claims. Sometimes additional 
words are added ; as, '' according to the principles bf equity,'' or '' ac-
cording to the principles of equity and justice;" and these words have 
been held. to be directive of the rule by which the adjustment shall be 
made, while their absence has been considered as leaving the settlement 
under the rules ordinarily applied. But there are no such words in the 
act of August, 1848; and if it were admitted that the language which de-
scribes the claim could be hellll as directive of its settlement as a claim 
under the treaty of 1773, still that settlement was required to be made 
according to the ordinary rules in such a case. It was to be examined 
and adjusted under the ordinary application of the established rules. 
In relation to interest on claims against it, the rule of the government 
is well established. 'rhe government does not allow it. 
"The act of Congress does not direct the payment of interest, nor does 
it refer to any principles of settlement from which it can be inferred that 
interest was intended to be allowed. "-(Opinion Attorney General Wm. 
, Wirt, April 3, 1819.) 
"The c.laim for interest it appears the accc.unting officers do not think 
a proper allowance, because the law does not expressly give interest. As 
a general rule their view is the correct one. "-(Opinion Attorney General 
B. F. Butler, 1158.) 
"I am given to understand that it has not been the practice of the ac-
counting officers of the Treasury Department to allow interest upon an 
account directed to be settled or paid by an act of Congress, unless there 
be in the act itself special words to that effect.' '-(Opinion Attorney 
General R. Rush.) 
" There may be cases in which I might think the head of a depart-
ment authorized to allow interest, but they would be rare and singular 
exceptions."-(Opinion Attorney General H. S. Legare, 2d April, 1842.) 
"It is confidently believed that in all the numerous acts of Congress 
for the liquidation and settlement of claims against the government, there 
is no instance where interest has ever been allowed, except only where 
those acts have expressly directed or authorized its allowance. "-(Opinion 
Attorney General Crittenden, 17th June, 1841.) 
In his reply to a call of the House of Representatives on the 23d 
.March, 1816, Mr. Crawford said (as quoted in the report of Mr. Whittle-
sey) that " the general usage of the ·war Department has been to pay no 
interest." Mr. ·Whittlesey himself, in this case, testifies to the same rule. 
"It is admitted that the government in general ought not to pay inter-
est in the absence of special contract to that effect. It is admitted that 
this is a stern but necessary rule."-(Opinion Attorney General H. S. 
Legare, 20th December, 1843.) 
So rigidly is the rule adhered to, that interest is not allowed, though 
the principles of equity and the rulings of the law, as between individu-
als, may demand it. 
"'!'here can be no doubt that the well-established, equitable principle 
between rnan and n1.an, is, in general, the other way. The P-xception in 
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favor of the government has been established by the policy of society 7 
and for the protection of the public."-(Opinion of Attorney General H. 
S. Legare, 20th December, 1843.) 
"I am also confirmed in this conclusion by a conviction, after looking 
into the original contract and all the papers, that the claim to interest is 
agreeable to equity and justice. This conviction, in the absence of a 
special reference, &c., &c., might not perhaps have been sufficient to 
take the case out of the general rule stated by the accounting officers, 
&c."-(Opinion of Attorney General B. F. Butler, ll60.) 
Nor will the executive departments permit this usage to be set aside, 
even by judicial authority, if it be inferior to that of the Supreme Court 
of the United States. 
"The right of the judge to allow interest was therefore unwarranted. " 
(Opinion of Attorney General Crittenden, 17th June, 1841.) 
"I am fully aware of the great weight that ought to be attached to the 
decision of the circuit court for the first circuit, and I have no objection 
to admit that, as between individuals, the claim for interest in such a case . 
would be an equitable and reasan(J,ble anej b t that is not enoug h to justify 
the executive department in deviating from what I have always understood 
to be one of the best ascertained and rnwst infle.'l'ible rules of its adminis-
tration.'' 
Again: 
"If courts of justice allow of a set-off against the United States, on 
alleged principles of justice and equity, by way of mere defence, thP.re is , 
of course, no remedy for the government against a final decision to that 
effect. But when, on the strength of such decision as an authority col-
laterally binding upon the executive department, these are requiretl to 
depart from their clear and fixed rules, I must say that I cannot assent 
to the doctrine. "-(Opinion of Attorney General H. S. Legare, 2d April , 
1842.) ' 
"I am bouud to adhere to the course of the executive department until 
Con~ress shall see fit to change it. * ~ "* The accounting officers 
are bound by the law. The courts have authority under that statute 
(1797) to admit equities."-(Ibid.) 
It is not the duty of your committee to inquire either into the propriety 
or the reason of the rule; it is sufficient for us to learn that the rule ex-
ists-that it is well established. 
''Usage cannot alter the law; but it is evidence of the construction 
given to it, and must be considered binding on past transactions. Hence, 
of necessity, usages have been established in every department of the 
goVf~rnment, which have become a kind of common law, and regulate the 
1·ights and d~ltiea of those who act within their respective limits. "-(United 
States vs . .McDaniel, 7 Peters, 1.) 
This would seem to be conclusive. The general rule is clear. That 
there are exceptions is a matter of course. These are: 1st, when interest 
is directed to be paid by special act of Congress, either by express terms , 
or by strong implication; 2d, when it 'is stipulated for in the contract; 3d, 
when the claim is for advances made to the United States, though this 
exception has its limits; and 4th, under decisions of the Supreme Court 
of the United States. ·"Vhen the act directs damages to be paid or in· 
demni/ication to be given, or authorizes the accounting officers to adjust 
the claim upon principles of "equity " and "justice," the usage permits 
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~n inqui1·y into the propriety of allowing interest; but in every othet· case 
it is not an open question. 
The present case was not ·within either of these exceptions; 3.lld if it 
had been, it would have been subject to another rule. Interest could 
'Only be allowed from the time that the claim was presented with the 
proper vouchers. 
"As the United States are always ready to pay when a claim is pre-
sented supported by proper vouchers, it can rarely, if ever, happen that 
they are justly chargeable with interest, because it is the fault of the 
dairnant if he delays presenting his claim, or does not bring forward the 
pr,oper vouehers to prove it' and jllstify its payment. n-(Opinion of Attor-
ney General R. B. 'faney, 841.) 
"He has never 'made application for payment, and therefore there has 
been no withholding payment against his consent. If he conceives him-
self aggrieved by the practice of the treasury in similar cases, he has 
his remedy before Congress.)' -(0 pinion of Attorney General William 
Wirt, 195.) 
To apply the prindple to this case raises the inquiry, When did the 
parties "present their claim and bring forward the proper vouchers?'' Its 
history shows that the first application to the government of the United 
States was made in 1837. lt was not allowed until the passage of the 
act of 1848. . 
"The whole adjustment of these claims being confided exclusively to 
the Secretary of the Navy, the amount allowed by him becomes a debt 
due from the United States at the time of the allowance. ''--(Opinion of 
Attorney General William 'Virt, p. 455.-) 
Then> how could inte\·est be allowed prior to that date? It is clear 
that if, instead of being issued by the commissioners of Great Britain,. the 
certificate held by Galphin had been issue_d under the authority of the 
United States> interest would not have been allo,ved upon it prior to the 
date of the demand for payment. Then, we may ask, did the obliga-
tions of the United States become stronger because, instead of issuing the 
certificate themselves, they acknowledged the responsibility upon ther!1 as 
arising from the acts of others '? This hardly will be claimed. 
The Attorney General says that-
" As the lands were used in a e-reat measure for the common ben~fit of 
all the United States, the United States, in 1848, when they agreed to pay 
this particular claim~ agreed to assume a liability coextensive with that of 
Georgia. In this respect, (he adds) I am unable to distinguish between 
this case and that of the Virginia cor.ntuutatibn cases assumed by the 
United States by the act of July, 1832." 
And again he remarks: 
"Here, beside the obligation resulting from assuming, as was done by· 
the act of 1848, this debt of Georgia, because of the appropriation by her 
of the lands charged with the debt to the common eause which was ai.if 
that existed in the Virginia cases, there exists this addit-ional ground, that ,.-
by taking the ce~sion of Georgia in 1802, we bound ourselves to extin .. 
guish all o·utstanding titles to the lands within the limits of Georgia." 
'rhe " additional ground'' here spoken of we have heretofore exam-· 
ined. The other point rests upon the assumption, that, by the act of" 
1848, the United States assumed the debt as the debt of Georgiet•, and 
did so because the lands were used in the common cause, from which it· 
3 
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is claimed to follow that the United States mnst discharge the full extent 
of liability which Geor~gia had incurred. But are we te decide whether 
t~1is was the debt of Georgia? She was not a party te these proceedings. 
Congress did not sit in judgn1ent on her. The claim was not directed 
to be paid as the debt of Georgia. The act describes it as "the claim of 
the late George Galphin," and in no way implicates the State, Then 
by what authority does the Attorney General undertake to pronounce it 
to be her debt? The implications of his position are, that this was a 
debt of Georgia; that she broke her good faith, and that the United States 
undertook, in her behalf, to pay the debt and satisfy the damages in-
:fiicted by her-this, too, in opposition to her wish. 
It is pronounced to be her debt; and the extent of the debt is measured; 
though, by her action, Georgia had protested and denied the rule by 
which the extent of the debt was ascertained, as well as the existence of 
the debt itself. The claim of Galphin fs one thing, and the debt of 
Georgia is another; and it was not the latter, but the fmmer, which the 
act of 1848 directed to be examined and adjusted. 
The Attorney General can see no difference between the act of Au-
gust, 1848, and that of July, 1832, in relation to the Virginia commuta4 
tion cases. Is there any? 'rhis latter was "An act to provide for liqui-
dating and paying certain claims of the State of Virginia." The former 
was an act to adjust and pay the claim of the executor of George Galphin. 
The latter was to indemnify Virginia for moneys paid or to be paid by 
her, for services in the common cause. The former was to pay a claim 
arising out of goods sold to the Indians, the payment of which was in-
tended by the parties to be secure<.l by a fund, no part of which inured 
to the general benefit. The act of 1832 did not pass in judgment upon 
the rights of the claimants against Virginia. She had fixed these rights 
before, and the act of Congress was to indemnify the State. Was the 
act of 1848 to indemnify Georgia? Georgia had neither paid nor fixed 
an obligation to pay Galphin. She had suffered nothing for which in-
demnification could be asked or given. The act of 1832 was for reim-
bur~ement to the State, but the act of 1848 was to pay tbe claimant. In~ 
krest was allowed under the act of 1832, because Virginia was compelled 
to pay it, and this is the doctrine of Attorney General Johnson him~elf in 
the Ewell case. Interest under the act of 1848 was allowed, though 
Georgia denied both debt and interest. The act of 1832 allowed the 
State to decide upon her obligations, aud yet the Attorney Ge11eral as-
sumes that the act of 1848 denied this power to her. 
In the case of Trezevant, for supplies furnished to the army in 1777, 
Georgia allowed and paid the debt, but she refused interest on it; and 
this rule would have refused interest to the representatives of Galphin. 
What similarity, then, is there between the acts of 1848 and 1832? vVe 
can discover none. But if the principles of the latter could have ap-
plied, they would have refused interest under the act of 1848. 
The Attorney General presents another point. As Congress knew the 
amount of the principal, its reference of the claim for an adjustment indi-
cated a reference of something beside the principal, and this of course 
must have been the interest. This, we apprehend, is simply a mistake 
in a point of fact. The certificate held by Galphin was for pounds, shil-
lings, and pence, " lawfal money of the province j'' and to bring that 
amount to dollars it required to be examined. In what, perhaps, may be 
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_ ~tonsidered as his supplemental opinion, he remarks that the act was to 
~tljust and pay the daim, the whole claim; and the interest was as mQch 
.a part of the claim as wa.s the principal. Such, however, we must be 
permitted ·to ·observe., does not seem to have been the opinion of his pre-
(l_ecessors. 
"Interest on the amount of such lvsses is certaiuly a thing very distin-
guisha-ble anol different from the lo'Sses themselves, It may be that jus-
t~ce would .1-tave requit·ed in this case the allowance of interest as well as 
()f the princiJ.l.al; but Congrf!Ss alone :was cmnpet~nt to determine the ex-
tent of its obT!gations, and to giv-e ()r withhold authority fo:r: the allow-
ance of the principa'l-tltat is, the vatue of the property lost, with ot 
without -int·erest. The whole subject was before them for consideration . 
.and legislaJion, and the question of interest was as iu1portaut in amount 
.as the principal. "-(Opi:aion of Attorney General Crittenden, June 17, 
1841.) ' 
And this, unquestionably., is the d-octrine of the !l;:tw. Interest is not a 
part of the debt, but ·something added to the debt by way of damage for 
the detention of it, Formerly, aU iaterest was considered unlawful in 
every country in Europe. In France particularly, a few years since, and 
perhaps y-et., so thoroughly did the laws condemn it, that., with the ex-
ceptions of minors., marriage-portions money, and the price of lands, a 
party who had paid i~t-erest voluntarily might recover it back at pleasure. 
Bven in England, the aUowanee of interest is not given by express law, 
bnt rests on the d<iscretion of judges and juries, as the arbiters of damages. 
It is a measure ot damage. It may be payable in cas~s of delay, if a jury 
.in their discretion shaH. think :fit to allow it. It is not a part of the debt, 
.neither oomp:rehend-ed in tlw thiug nvr in the term, and words which pass 
the debt do not give interest necessarily. It depends altogether on the 
discretion of the judges and jurors; and where the party cannot make 
pr·ofit out of the 'nUJney in Ids hands, it ought fl:l{)t to be allowed.-(Letter 
()f Mr. Jefferson to Hamm'Ond, State Papers, vol. 1, p. 213. Opinion of 
Attorney General WiHiam Wirt, 413.) There is no general statute of 
tke United Stares allowing interest; and if., for the argument, we admit 
that the trust-fund had passed into the possession of the United States, 
one of the authorities relied on by the Attorney General would not have 
given interest in the case. 
"Interest will not he allowed against a trusteP-·, holding a fund, where he 
had made no interest, if there be no laehes or neglect or use of the money 
-on his part. "-(Cassels vs. Verner, 5 Mason, 332.) 
'The exceptions grow -out of the profit which the trJ-lStee may or might 
have made by the use -of the money; hut as the law will raise· no such 
presumption against it, they will not lie against the government. 
Such are t~e principles which ought to govern .the accounting officers 
in settling claims against the United States, and the records show how 
cl-osely they have been observed in practiee.-(See Auditors' reports, 
post.) 
Mr. Crawford was appointed agent and counsel for this claim as far 
back as the year eighteen hundred and thirty-three. As such he asked 
payment from the legislature of Georgia, from the Indians at the treaty of 
New Eehota, and lastly from the government of the United States. Up 
to the year 18:35, with the exeeption· of the applica~ion to the BritiEh gov-
ernment, the claimants had besieged the government of Georgia atone. 
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No one concerned seemed to have· thought that the United States ~'e'le' 
under any obligation either legal or moraf to pay the debt; but at the 
treaty of New Echota the United States commissioners agreed that the 
· federal government should guaranty its payment "without expense" to 
the Indians. The claim wns, however, reJected by tne Senate,. as is 
shown in the histo.ry of the case; hut that event marked the first develop-
ment of the thought that the United States- might be induced to pay it. 
More than half a century had rolled away ti·om the time that the war of 
independence had closed; the claim had been kept alive by the industry 
of Galphin's representatives; it had been urged and argue! again and 
again before the legislature of Georgia, hut no intimation had dropped 
from any quarter that the government of the United Sta1fes ought to be 
answerable for the debt. rrhe proceeding~ at New Echota, however,. 
opened a new quarter from which payment might be obtained, but in the 
first instance the effort failed. The Senate of the United States rejected 
the provision, and the until·ing claimants renewed their application to the· 
Georgia legislature,. though again without success. Not yet discouraged,. 
in 1844 they again applied to Congress; and finally, in 1848, Congress 
passed the act requiring the Secretary of the Treasmy to examine and 
adjust the claim. Mr. Crawford stin maintained his relations to it, and 
by agreement virtually owned the one-half of its entire amount. Undei.r 
the terms of the act, the late Secretary of the 1'reasnry felt it to be his 
duty to pay the principal; bnt his tenn of office being about to close, he 
was unable to dev0te the time necessary to that examination which alone 
could enable him to decide the question of interest; and though his 
impressions were against its allowance, he left the matte¥ open fm his 
successor to decide. The principal was paid, and Mr. Crawford recebved 
his share. Such 'vas the position of the mauer when Mr. Crawford 
entered the cabinet as Secretary of War. Desiring his l·e]ations to be 
fairly ur1derstood, he availed himself of an ea:dy moment to advise the 
President of the facts. He informed him that he was connected with a 
claim then pending before one of the departments for decision, and soli-
cited his opi ion upon the propriety of that position fm a member of the 
cabinet. The President replied that he did not know that he had for-
feited any of his Tights by becoming a member of his administration r 
This he felt to be a sanction, and Mr. Crawford at once employed 
counsel to prosecute the claim. He, however, assisted in revising 
and in the preparation of the arguments, and on several occasions 
spoke to the Secretary of the Tieasury, urging him to make an early 
disposition of the case. He spoke also to the Attoruey General to 
the same purpose; but he declares that he never apprized either of 
these gentlemeu of his interest in the matter, nor did he authorize any 
otber per::;on to give them the information. rrhe general power of attorney 
in the case, executed by Milledge Galphin, executor, to Mr. Crawford, 
as well as a sirHitar power to receive and receipt for the money, were 
among the papers on the file, as well as sfweralletters, showing that l\1r. 
Crawford was acting in the affair. All these papers were bef01e the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, the Attorney General, and the First Comptroll~r; but 
the two former deuy that they had any knowledge of Mr. Cmwford's 
interest. 1,he Secretary of the 'freasury admits that, at some time, he 
heard that Mr. Crawford had been connected with the claim, but the 
remark left no impression on his mind; and the Attorney General says 
I 
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that he examined no papers not necessary for him to understand its merits. 
'rhe opinion of the Attorney General was given; and the Secretary of the 
'l'reasury ordered that inasmuch as the Attorney General's opinion decided 
the priuoirple that, in point of law, interest ought to be allow:ed, it should 
be done. 1,he matter was referred to the First Auditor for a statement of 
the accmmt. This passed to the office of the First Comptroller, who 
.appended his approva!l, with the pithy remark that "the signing of this 
certificate is an admin.istrative act." The money was paid; and after a ba-
iting the sum paid for expenses incident to the prosecution of the case, Mr. 
Crawford receiv-ed, in conformity with his agreement with the heirs, 
the one-half of the amount, as his own proper share. The interest 
.amounted to oue hundred and ninety-one thousand three hundred and 
fifty-two dollars and eighty-nine cents: from this three thousand dollars 
were paid as fees to counsel. His receipts were twenty-one thousand 
four hundred and one dollar<; and uinety eight cents from the prin-
.cipal, and ninety-four thousand one hundred and seventy-six dollars and 
tforty-fotH cents from the interest allowed: in all, one hundred and fifteen 
Jthousand five hundred and seventy-eight dollars and forty-two cents. 
Such are the facts connected with Mr. CrawfiHd's conduct in relation 
to the affair; atld we submit them without comment to the judgment of the 
Honse. -
The matter involved was not a debt due from the United States. The 
payment of the principal was a rnatter of grace on the part of Congress, and 
the e~tent to which it carried its; bounty was fixed by the act of 1848. 
'The duty of the Attorney General in such eases is limited to the construc-
tion of the law. Whatever may have been liberal or illiberal was not with-
in his province to determine. He is not the almoner of the publir. bounty; 
nor has he a right to superadd to his duty of determining the obligations 
·of the law, the kinder office of dispensing the liberality of the government. 
'The administration is the legal custodean of the public treasure. As the 
:guardian of it., the people have "right to look for its protection; but if the 
members of the cabinet are to hecome feed counsel against the treasury, it 
requires btlt little knowledge of human nature to anticipate what must be 
the inevitable result. 'rhe instinctive uotions of every man, and the com-
mon judgment of the public, will condemn a _rosition of the kind; but it 
becomes doubly dangerous when it is deliberately sanctioned by the Presi-
dent of the United States. 
'rhe rep1:esentatives of Gal ph in had no rights as against the general gov-
e,mment, and no one had a right to extend its bounty beyond the limits 
fixed by the act of Congress. That acF did not direct interest to be paid; 
.and we feel compelled to say that, in our opinion, its allowance was un-
sauctioned by either the law or the usages of the government. Tbe sup-
plemental reasons of the Attorney· General bring no different conviction to 
our minds. (See ea-:es cited, appended to this report.) In the history of 
()lH government, many cases of grievous hardship have arisen, where 
interest has been denied. The Gtern rigor of the law has refused to yield 
to their appeals, aud they uow stand in ragid contrast to this case. In our 
judgment, under the phraseology of the aet, this stands without a precedent 
to sustain it. Such is our most mature opinion, and we submit it with an 
unshaken conviction of its truth. -
'We recommend the adoption of the following resolutions~ 
L Resolved, That .the claim of George G.ilphin was one that the United 
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States was under no obligations to pay prior to the passage of the· act ~f 
1848, which authorized and required the payment of the principal only. 
2. Hesohed, That the interest thereon was paid without authority of 
law or usage. 
3. Resolved, That Congress should pass a taw prohibiting the payment 
of interest in any case by any o:fficer of the, ~over.nmeNt, unless expressly 
directed bv law. 
4. Res,;lved, That Congress should puss a knv proh~biting any member 
of the cabinet from deciditlg on any claim or demand against the govern· 
ment in which any other member of the same cabinet shaH be inteYested,. 
while they may be thus associated together i 1 the ad:millist:ratiolil of the 
governmeut. 
5. Resolved, That WP recommend the pa~suge of a· law making fina1 
the decisions nn1de by the heads of the diffenmt depm~tments,. and l·egu-
Jating the right o£·avpeal,. &c ~ 
I 
D. 'r. DISNEY, 
W. s . FEATHERSTON,. 
JOB MANN. 
CASES CITED BY THE ATTORNE~ Gb."'N-NRAL~ 
1st. The case of Mrs. Hamilton.-The question in this ca~e was~ Is. 
it intended to place her under the operation of the resolution of March 22,. 
1783 ? That resolution allmced i·nterest hy its terms. " I am gi veu to 
understand that it has not been the practice in the accounting o:ffi.ces of 
the Treasury Department to allow iutcrest npon an account directed to be 
settled or pa;d by an act of Congress, urJess tltere he in tlw act itself 
special words to that ifect. ~ ~ '~ Nor is it supposed tha~ the above 
opinion will imply any contradiction. ~ ~ '* rrhe resolution of the 
22d March, 1783, appears to me, on fun consideration, to enforce th e-
constructiDn that it was the intention of Congress to place- her 11pon a 
footing of equal advantage in aU respect~ ·with the o:fficeis entitled. to com-
mutation under that resolution." -(Opinion Attorney C:.eneral Richard 
Rush, Revolutionary Claims, 116.) 
'rhe act in relation to Mr~. Hamilton rc:fur:red to principles of sett!en1ent,. 
from which it can be infencd that interest was intended to 'be aUowed.--
(Opinion Attorney General \Vii!iam \Virt, 195.) 
"fhe cases re:fi.~rrcd to in the compendium of R.evolution~ry Claims are 
thus divided: The 
First class embraces th0se 'vhose settleme-nt was provided fi>I accord-
ing to former acts; those where, instead of paym~nt,. the debt was regis-
tered, and those where the act specially directed the payment vf inter-
est. 
Second class.-Where it is believed that interest was aMowed,. this opin -
ion being formed from ''the peculiar phra~eology of several' of the aC'tS.' " 
Third rlass.-Cases arisiug under the resolution of 23c.l l\llm;ch, 1783'L 
Interest allowed by the bill as it passed. the House of Represent.ativf~s, bu~ 
stricken out in the Senate, with the understanding that the pr}nciple i 
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such cases was not settled, and the parties should stand without preju-
dice. 
These classes, with but few exceptions, arose under acts passed in re-
lation to revolutionary services; the original act having provided for the 
payment of interest, and all the cases being settled in conformity with 
the respective acts. 
Mary 0' Sullivan.-A case of indemnity fo1~ damages done hy a com-
mercial and political agent of th~ United States, and compensation for 
"actual loss" was by the act directed to be paid. 
Ja1nes Tlmmas.-Interest was allowed, because of the judicial decision 
of the district court of the United States, which the act rec0gnised. 
Major Tharp's case.-'' It is the fault of the claimant !f he delays pre-
senting his claim, or does not bring forward the proper vouchers to prove 
it and justify its payment. If the Secretary shall be of the opinion that in-
terest is justly due, he may allow it. "-(Opinions Attorneys General, p. 
841.) ' I 
Charles 7'. Si!Jbald's case.-The act directed "to ascertain the actual 
damages sustained, and would be entitled to recover upon the principles 
of law as applicable to similar cases." "I understand the act, in terms, 
to authorize it~' (interest.)-(Opinion 'Attorney General, 30th September, 
1844, Mr. Nelson.) , . . 
Sarrw case.-Resolution lOth August, 1846, required to audit and liqui-
date upon principles (}flaw and equity, and in such manner as to secure 
to said Sibbald an indemnijica'tinn for the injuries and damages, &c. 
Lo ms for ?lorida.-Resolu tion that nothing shall be understood or 
construed to prevent the Se~retary of War from. allowing and paying any 
just and etluitable clai.ms for supplies furnished, or advances or loans of 
money made to provide for the defence of the inhabitants, &c. Interest 
allowed. 
George Fishcr.--12th April, 1848.-'' So as to afford a full and fair in-
demnity for all losses and injuries." Interest allowed by the Second 
Auditor. Attorney General refrained from an opinion, the Auditor having 
decided it. 
Corporation of Mobile.-Advanccs of money by the corporation in 
equipping and sending troops under a call at the beginning of Indian 
hostilities. Interest allowed. 
lJe la Prancia.-Is not noted, because .it is understood to be under ex-
amination by another committee. · 
Cham!Pneys 1erry.-Under the act of 18th April, 1814, "on principles 
of equity and justice," advances made by inhabitants of West Florida, 
&c. Interest aHowed. 
Paper 1Vo. 37.-'To show that in ca5Ses 'of set-off, the judicial courts of 
the United States allow interest to individuals as against the government. 
Paper No. 38.-0pinion of Attorney General Crittenden, 17th June, 
1841: 
"Are the United States bound to pay interest on the damages a~rarded 
in these cases when it has been awarded?'' · 
By the terms of the act, he is " authorized to receive and exan.~ine and 
adjurf~e aU cases of claims for losses occasioned by the troops." 
Opinion.-Interest on the amount of such losses is certainly a thing 
very distinguishable and different from the losses themselves. It may 
be that justice would haYe required, in this case, the allowance of in-
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terest, as wen as of the principal; but Congress alone was competent ta 
determine the extent of its obligation, and to give or withhold authority 
for the allowance of the pri11cipal-that is, the value of the property lost, 
with or without interest. The whole subject was before them for con-
sideration and legislation; and the question of interest ·was as important 
in amount as the principal. They did legislate, and provided for the 
liquidation and payment of claims :fiH losses, but made no provision for 
any claims of interest. The infe:rence, t~ my mind, is irresistible that 
they did not :intend to authorize the artowance of interest. It is confi-
dently believed that, in all the numerous acts of Congress for the liqui-
dation and settlement of claims against the government, theie is no in-
stance where interest has ever been allowed, except only where those 
acts have expressly directed or authorized its allowance. ''The power 
of the judge to allow interest was therefore unwarranted." 
Thomas Ewell.-Virginia commutation pay .-Decid8'1J upon the ground 
of indemnffication to Virginia.-(See opinion Attorney General R. John-
son, 20th July, 1849.) 
Supplemental opinion of the Attorney GeneraL-Reasons: 
First. Claims presented under circumstances not stronger than this. 
The United States have uniformly demanded interest. Cases cited·: Con-
vention of St. Petershurgh, under the treaty of Ghent, and convention 
with Brazil. The first was for slaves and other property carried away in 
violation of the treaty of Ghent. Under the convention, an award was 
made, "that the United States are entitled to a.fust indcmnijication," &c. 
Sir, John Nicholl said: " To reimburse to claimants the original cost of 
their property and all the expenses they have actually incurred, together 
with interest on the whole amount, would, l think, be a just and adequat~ 
compensation. This, I believe, is the measure of compensatiOn usuarly 
made by all belligerent nations for losses, costs, and damages occasioned 
by illegal captures." Sir William Scott seems to have held the same 
doctrine.-(See opinion of Attorney General Witliam Wirt, :May 17, 
18'26.-Life of \Vm. Pinckney, by Wheaton, p. 198.) 
The case with Brazil is precisely similar-indt!mnijication for wrongs, 
allowance :fi.w damages. 
Second. The bounty of Congress takes them from under the law. The 
discretion of Congress is not extended to the executive officers. 
Third. No cases cited. ' 
Fourth. No cases cited. 
Fifth. Sometimes as set off. Each case forms its own rule. 
Sixth. 1~he decisions of prize courts are for indemnification, and come 
.under the rule laid down by Sir John Nicholl.-(See above.) 
Seventh. See report. 
Eighth. See report. 
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1IINORITY REPORT. 
MAY L7, 1850 . 
.Mr. BuRT, from the Seler:t Committee appointed to invesli~ate the connex-
ion and relation of the Secretary C!f War to the claim of the representa-
tives of George Gqlphin, in behalf of himself and lVIr. Joseph W. Jack-
son, submitttd the following argument: 
It is made the duty of the committee, by the resolution of the House, 
to say whether the principal and the interest of this claim have been paid 
"in conformity with law or precedent." "ro the determination of this 
question a recapitulation of the points made by the testimony is neces-
sary. The indebtedness of the I~dians to George Galphin and the other 
traders was admitted by themselves by the treaty of 1773, and extensive 
at1d valuable lands in the State of Georgia were ceded to the Crown of 
Great Britain to discharge them. The lands were to be sold by the 
Crown, and the proceeds of the sales thus appropriated. The suh1 due 
to George Galphin ·was ascertained hy commissioners to be nine thou~and 
~even hundred and ninety-one pounds fifteen shillings and five pence, 
and a certificate ior that sum delivered to him. The commissioners of 
the Crown were proceeding to sell the lands, when the Revolution arrested 
them. Its result defeated the performance of that duty, overthrew the 
sovereignty of Great Britain in Georgia, and gave to that State not only 
the title to the lands, but the sole jurisdiction and control over them. She 
disposed of them as bounties to her officers aud soldiers who were faith-
ful to the cause of America in the Revolution, and in grants to actual set-
tlers, for the protection of her frontier against the Indians. It is believed 
that Georgia derived no revenue from these lands. It is equally clear 
that she paid nothin~ for them, as did not Gteat Britain, and that the In-
dian title to them was conveyed to the Crown solely for the purpose of 
paying the debts of the traders. These creditors, in consideration of this 
cession of lands by the Indians, exeC''uted a solemn release of their debts 
against them, and relied on the engagement of Great Britain to apply the 
proceeds of the sales of these lands' to the paym·ent 0f their demands. The 
act of the British colonies, and of Georgia amnngst them, rendered the 
performance of this engagement impossible, and gave to Georgia the lands. 
All the benefits and advantages that constituted the c6nsideration for this 
compact on the part of the Crown accrued to Georgia. She took the lands 
subject to the charges upon them, and became bound, as was the Crown, 
to dispose of them for the purposes for which they were ceded. Having 
appropriated them to her own use, she became liable for the debts. The 
Cro\vn having paid the debts of the Indi'an traders who remained loyal to 
their government, only the debt of Galphin remained a charge upon the 
lands. Georgia has always admitted the debt of Galphin against the In-
dians to be clearly just and unpaid; and, in the opinion of the committee, 
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she was clearly liable to pay it, unless the lands were an inadequate fund. 
This she has never alleged. Besides, the evidence is satisfactmy, from 
the quantity and description of the lands, that their value was immensely 
greater than the amount of all the debt to be paid. Whether Georgia was 
liable for interest on Galphin's debt could be deterrnined only by her own 
sense of her duties. She alone could prescribe the measure of her justice 
or her bounty. The committee cannot doubt that she has ever met her 
obligations in justice and good faith, according to her understanding of 
them. But the payment of the principal and interest by Great Britain 
of the debts of the Indian traders who adhered to her fortunes, would 
seem an admission that, according to her sense of their rights, interest 
\vas due to them. Georgia seems to have entertained the same opinion, 
as, in 1780, she passed a law authorizing the payment, with interest, of 
the claims against these lands, hel!A. by those whose claims should be found 
to be just, and who had been friends to America. But, whilst she has 
always admitted the justice of Galphin's claim, and his valuable services 
in the war of the Revolution, she has steadily refused to pay it. It is a 
fair inference, however, that her refusal was the consequence of her con-
viction that the United States, and not Georgia, was bound to pay it. Yet 
it is undeniable that she was liable, in the first instance, to pay this claim, 
and could call upon the United States to relieve her from that obligation 
only on the ground that these lands had been appropriated not to her use 
exclusively, but to the common use of all the States, or that the latterhad 
assumed, expressly, the obligation to pay the claim. 
The report of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary which accompa-
nied the bill that passed for the payment of this claim must be presumed 
to contain the reasons that influenced Congress to assume it. ,.rhe chief 
ground relied on in this document of the liability of the United States is, 
that these lands were taken from the jurisdiction and control of Great 
Britain, not by the act of Georgia alone, but of all the States, and that 
they were applied by Georgia to the common cause of all the States. 
The facts on which this allegation is made have been already fully and 
accurately narrated, aud need not be stated again. Whether they sustain 
the allegation, it is unnecessary to decide. lt may be conceded that they 
do support the position; and yet it by no means follows that the liability 
of the United States is established, as will be seen from a brief but deci-
sive statement. All the States, except Connecticut, that owned public 
lands, granted portions of them to their own troops, in addition to the 
bounties in land which were granted by Congress. No uniform rule was 
observ-ed by the respective States in conferring these bounties. The 
quantities and values of the lands granted were different in the several 
States. They were mere gratuities or rewards of the States for the 
patriotism or gallantry of their own citizens. They were never supposed 
to eonstitute a demand on the part of the States making them against the 
United States. 'rhey were never recognised as such by the U11ited 
States. But if thty had constituted just demands against the United 
States, they were embraced by the provisions of the act of CGmgress of 
1790. This act was intended to effect a full and final settlement between 
the United States and the individual States of all claims of the latter, 
"for the general or the particular defence" during the war of the Revolu-
tion. The 3d section of the act is as follows: 
"It shall be the duty of the said commissioners to receive and examine 
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all claims which shall be exhibited !O them before the first day of July, 
one thousand seven hundred and ninety-one, and to determine on all 
~uch as shall have accrued for the general or the particular defence during 
the war, and on the evidence thereof, according to the principles of gen-
eral equity, (although such claims may not be sanctioned by the resolves 
of Congress, or supported by regular vouchers,) so as to provide for the 
final settlement of all accounts between the United States and the States 
individually; but no evidence of a claim heretofore admitteJ by a com-
missioner of the United States for any State or district shall be subject to 
such examination, nor shall the claim of any citizen be .admitted as a 
charge against the United States in the account of any State, unless the 
same was allowed by such State before the twenty-fourth day of Sep-
tember, one thousand seven hundred and eighty-eight." · 
The commissioners under this act did state the account between Georgia 
and the United States, and found a balance dqe to her. But Georgia did 
not then, nor has she at any time since, set up this claim, either on her 
own part or in behalf of George Galphin or his representatives, against 
the United States, as having "accrued for .the general or particular de-
fence during the war." On the contrary, the legislature of that State 
has decliEed eyen to instruct her delegation in Congress to urge its pay-
meut by the Uuited States. The claimant himself does not appear to 
have looked to the United States for payment until a recent period, and 
until all hope of obtaining it from Georgia was finally extinguished by her 
peremptory refusal in 1840. It is thus shown that the authorities of 
Georgia ·have never preferred this claim against the United States, and 
that thi£ ground of the report of the Senate committee has been repu-
diated by the legislature of that State~ 
'rhe remaining ground in that report-that is to say, the principles of 
the act of Congress of 1832, which assumed the liabilities of Virginia for 
the half-pay pension to her officers of the Revolution unpaid-remains to 
be examined. Certain officers of Virginia had . been promised by that 
State, in 1790, a pension of half-pay for~ life, which had been commuted 
to five years' full pay. For reasons that do not appear, Virginia paid 
some of these pensions, and refused to pay others, but permitted those 
claiming them, or their representatives, to prosecute suits against her. 
Suits were accordingly brought, and in many cases judgments recovered 
for the commutation and interest. Others had either not obtained judg-
ments, or had not commenced suits. The act of 1832 directed the money 
paid by Virginia on these claims to be refunded, the judgments recovered 
to be paid, and the claims which had not been put in suit, but which 
Virginia was liable to pay, on the principles oJ the cases already decided 
in the supreme court of that State, to be paid also. r-rhese claims belonged 
to a class that had in other insta.nces been recognised by the United States 
as just against them, and paid. They were for pensions to officers for 
meritorious services and personal sacrifices in the war of independence, 
and the State of Virginia applied to Congress to assume them and pay 
them. The undersigned do not feel that it is any part of their duty to 
vindicate or to c_ondemn, or even to · consider, the policy of the pension 
system of the United States. But they are yet to learn that a pension 
can, with anv propriety, be regarded as a debt. It is enough that the 
claim of Gulph in bears not the remotest analogy to such claims, and the 
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committee do net . perceive how it could have been embraced by the prin-
ciples on which Congress assumed them. 
Having disposed of the grounds on which Congress is presumed to 
have authorized the payment of Galphin's claim, the undersigned proceed 
to a brief notice of another ground on which the officers of the govern-
mfmt confidently rely to establish this claim against the United States. 
It is, that the act of 1802, by which Georgia conveyed to the United 
States the immense territories which constitute the States of Alabama and 
Mississippi, required the former to extinguish the Indian title to all the 
lands within the State of Georgia; and that as the Indians had conveyed 
their lands in 1773 to pay Galphin's debt, it was an equitable Indian title, 
and the United States were bound by express engagement to extinguish 
it. That act makes it the duty of the United States to extinguish, £1r the 
use of Georgia, the Indian title to certain lands specifically described, and 
then in the possession of the Indians, "as soon as could be done peacea-
bly, on reasonable terms," and that the United States should "in the 
same manner extinguish the Indian title to all the other lands within the 
State of Georgia." The act recites that the President had ordered a treaty 
to be held for "these several purposes." Now, the only title which In-
dians have to lands within the United States, is the right of occupancy. 
That extinguished in Georgia the lands belonging absolutely to the Crown 
before the Revolution, and to the State of Georgia since that event. The 
Indian title-the right of occupancy, of possession-was to be extin-
guished, as soon as it could be done "peaceably, on reasonable terms," 
to all the lands within the limits of Georgia; and a treaty had been ordered 
to be held with the Indians for that purpose. Can a doubt be raised in 
the mind that lands in the occupancy of the Indians, or to which they 
had then the right of occupancy, were alone contemplated? The Indian 
title to the lands charged with Galphin's debt was extinguished, effectu-
ally and forever, in 1773; and, in 1802 they had long been in the pos-
session of citizens of Georgia. It is quite clear that, whether the debt of 
Galphin should be paid or not paid by the Crown of Great Britain or by 
the State of Georgia, the Indian title was totally extinguished by their 
cession of that title to the Crown in 1773. The Indians could have had 
no interest in the application of the proceeds of these lands to the debts of 
the traders, because the cession to the Crown for the benefit of the traders 
was accepted in satisfaction of their debts, and releases given to the In-
dians. In the opinion of the committee, a shadow of foundation for the 
obligation of the United St~tes to pay the claim of Galphin cannot be 
found in the cession of 1802. 
But, notwithstanding the undersigned entertain a decided opinion that 
upon none of the grounds relied on could the United States be justly held 
liable for the claim of Galphin, it must be conceded that Congress assumed 
its payment for the reasons set forth in the report of the Senate eommittee. 
The act is as follows: "That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is 
hereby, authorized and required to examine and adjust the claim of the 
late George Galphin, under the treaty made by the governor of Georgia 
with the Creek and Cherokee Indians in the year seventeen hundred and 
seventy-three, and to pay the amount which may be found due to Th'Iil-
ledge Galphin, executor of the said George Galphin, out of any money in 
the treasury not otherwise appropriated.'' No doubt has been suggested 
since 1775, the date of the certificate, that nine thousand seven hundred 
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end ninety-one pounds fifteen shillings and five pence were due to George 
Galphin under the treaty of 1773. The Secretary of the Treasury was 
required to ascertain what sum was due under the treaty, and to pay that 
sum. 'rhis was his whole duty. It embraced no other inquiry or con-
sideration. The law was imperative. The undersigned are, therefore, 
of the opinion th~t the principal was paid "in conformity with law" and 
'' preeedent.'' 
Whether the interest was paid "in conformity with law or precedent" 
demands a special and more extended inquiry. It must be kept in re-
membrance that it is not a question whether the United States were bound 
to pay the interest, or whether there are equities in the claim itself, that, 
in justice and conscience, entitled Galphin to demand it of his debtor, 
· whether that debtor be the United States or Georgia. But the question 
is, whether the act under consideration aut.horized and r,equired the 
Secretary of tbe Treasury to pay it? That question cannot find an ap-
propriate answer in any precedent or usage of the Treasury Department, 
or any other department. It cannot be answered by consulting the rules 
that apply to the transactions of individuals. It was the sole and in-
contestable prerogative of Congress to prescribe the measure of justice or 
of grace that should be dispensed to Gal ph in; and its decision was as im-
perative upon the officers of the government as it was conclusive against 
the claimant. In the examination of this question, it is a consideration 
not to be forgotten, that the act of Congress conferred the only authority, 
and all the authority, the Secretary of the Treasury could exercise. 
'Vithout that act, he would have had no authority whatever to pay even 
the principal. He is an officer of the executive department, and his 
duties are to execute the law, and not to make it. As the law is written, 
so shall he conform to it, without inquiry whether it is wise or unwise, 
jnst or unjust. His care should be to forbear the exercise of a doubtful 
power, rather than hazard the exceeding of his authority. And he best 
conforms to his duty, and best consults the public interest, when he 
obeys the clear prescriptions of the law, and leaves it to Congress to 
remove ambiguity or uncertainty by supplemental or explanatory legis-
lation . . On the question of interest, the officers of the Treasury Depart-
ment held different opinions. .Mr. Jones, the acting First Auditor 
under the administration of Mr. Polk, first examined this claim under the 
law of I 848, and came to the conclusion that the debt and interest should 
be paid. His report was submitted. to the Comptroller, Mr. McCulloh, 
who thought· the principal, but not the interest, ought to be paid. Mr. 
Walker, the Secretary of the Treasury, decided that the principal should 
be paid, and left the interest an open question, with an impression against 
its allowance, which he expressed in his decision. It is true that the 
question came before him towards the close of his term of office, and the 
pressure of his engagements did not allow time for .a full and satisfactory 
investigation. After .Mr. McCulloh went out of office, he modified his 
opinion so far as to think interest should be allowed for a part of the time, 
and communicated that opinion to his successor, Mr. Whittlesey. Mr. 
'Vhittlesey examined the question at length, and made a r~port to Mr. 
Meredith, with an emphatic expression of his opinion against allowing 
interest. Mr. 1\'leredith, upon whom the act had imposed the duty ot 
deciding it, entertained doubts whether it should be allowed, and referred 
it, as a question of law, to the Attorney General, Mr. Johnson. He ex-
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ami ned it, and formed and expressed a clear and confident opinion that 
it should be allowed; and upon that opinion Mr. Meredith ordered interest 
to be paid. The inquiry whether it was properly allowed will be mate-
rially aided by a clear understanding of what interest is. In a very able 
correspondence with the British minister, (Mr. Jackson,) in 179:2, Mr. 
Jefferson, the Secretary of State, maintained that "interest is not a part 
of the debt, but something added to the debt for the detention of it." 
'rhis is believed to be the received definition of interest. It is recovered 
in courts of justice by way of damages, on account of the detention of a 
debt. It is a rule well established and universally admitted, that sove-
reigns and governments do not pay interest to each other or to individuals. 
The reason of the rule is, that they are presumed to be always ready to 
pay their debts, and that it is the duty of the creditor to present his de-
mand, and submit the proof to establish it. This rule is stated by Mr. 
Jefferson in the correspondence referred to, and is as well vindicated by 
argument as it is fortified by authority. In 1822, Mr. Wirt, Attorney 
General, referred to this correspondence of Mr. Jefferson as a clear and 
able statement and illustration of the rules on the subject of interest. In 
an opinion delivered the 17th of June, 1841, Mr. Crittenden, the Attorney 
General, uses this language: " It is confidently believed that in all the 
numerous acts of Congress for the liquidation and settlement of claims 
against the government, there is no instance in which interest has ever 
been allowed, except only when those acts have expressly directed or 
authorized its allowance." In an opinion of Mr. Legare, the 2d of April, 
1842, he asserts the general rule that governments do not pay interest, 
and says: "There may be cases in which I might think the head of a 
department authorized to allow interest; but they would be rare and 
singular exceptions." :Mr. Legare, by request, reconsidered this opinion 
the 20th December, 1843, and affirmed the principles stated in it, and 
maintained that the rule on the subject of interest is an exception to that 
which exists between individuals in favor of governments. But he in-
sisted, that however it overlooked or disregarded the equitable principle, 
" that interest is an incident to the debt," yet the rule is stern and in-
flexible. 
That there are exceptions to the general rule disallowing interest against 
the government will not be denied. These exceptions are enumerated by 
1\lr. Walker, Mr. Meredith, and Mr. Whittlesey. ''l'bey are mainly rules 
adopted by the executive departments in ~ettling demands that grow out of 
the operations of the government, and are incident to the public service. 
In the opinion of the committee, the principle of none of the exceptions 
to the general rule would, by any fair interpretation, embrace the case 
before them. The allowance of interest by the executive dep3.rtments, 
in cases referred to them by acts of Congress, appears to have invariably 
depended on the intention of the legislative department that it should be 
allowed. 11 his intention is usually expressed by directing it in terms ; 
but it has been sometimes manifested by reference in the laws to princi-
plP.s of settlement which make the cases exceptions, and save them from 
the operation of the well-established general rule. Cases which direct 
that the claimant shall be indemnified for losses, or injuries, or damages 
sustained, or that the claim shall be settled according to the principles of 
justice and equity, are examples of this kind, and have been held to allow a 
discretion to pay interest in proper cases. It is believed that no instance 
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can be found in which it has been allowed by an executive officer by 
virtue of any usage of a departmeut, or by analogy to any rules which 
apply to the transactions of individuals, unless the law directing the settle-
meut intended it should be paid. But a view of this question remains to be 
presented which seems to be decisive against the allowance of interest. 
By the treaty wi1h the Creek indians, of the 8th January, 18~1, the 
United State~ engaged to pay certain claims of the citizens of Georgia 
against that nation. Interest was demanded on the amount found due to 
the claimants. The qnestiott was snbmitted by the President, Mr. Monroe, 
to Mr. Wirt, the Attorney General. On the 2Uth of July, 1~22, Mr. Wirt 
deli Vt'red his opinion against the claim of interest, and said : 1 ' The Uni-
ted States in this case have taken the place of the Indians; they r.ave 
agreed to be responsible, as the Indians were responsible; aud therefore 
thl-' same principles and usages f.hould be applied to the liquidation of these 
claims in relation to the United States, as if they were still to be paid by 
the original debtors, the Indians; and it is believed that a claim of interest 
against a nation of Indians, or the payment of interest by them, would be 
withont a precedent." Gc~ lphin's claim was originally against the Indi-
ans, against whom Mr. \Virt t;aid " a claim for interest is without a pre-
cedeut." The United States have as~umed the debt of the Indians to 
G d ph in under the treaty of 1773. They have taken the place of the In-
dians : have made thernsel ves responsible, as they were responsible, and 
the claim should have been settled and paid according to the same prin-
ciples and usages as if it were to have ueen paid by the Indians. These 
principles aud usages forbid the idea of a.llowing it1terest in such a ~ase. 
lt is worthy of special remark in this case, and should have received 
earnest consideration in examining the claim of interest-
1st. That the claim of Galphin was originally against an Indian na-
tion, and thut there is no precedeut for a claim of interest against an In-
dian nation. 
2d. rrhat the treaty of 1773 contained !10 stipulation for interest. 
3d. That the certiticate of the snm due in 1775 did not bear interest. 
4th. 'rhat the claim was first presented against the United States in 
the treaty of New .Echota, in 1835. 
5th. That the memorial of the c aimant was first presented to Congress 
in 1844, and did not claim interest. 
6th. That the report of the Senate committee did not recommend the 
payment of interest. 
7th. That the act of 18·18 for the relief of the claimant did not author-
ize the payment of interest, eo nomine. 
8th. That the act d1d not direct the settlement to be made according to 
special or unusual principles. 
The inference, almost irresistible from these facts, is, that interest was 
not in the contemplation of any of the parties to this claim-either the In-
dians, the claimant, or the United States. There is, certainly, nothing in 
t1e act for the relief of the 'claimant to show that an inference so well de-
duced from t.he history of this case was not the intention of Congress, and 
should have been the gnide of the executive officers. It may be supposed 
that the claim of Gal ph in was peculiar in its character and its merits, and 
that its equities commended it strongly and earnestly to favorahle consid-
eration. This m-ay be admitted ; and yet the appeal \Vas to Congress 
alone; and as that body did not think fit to provide for the peculiar hard-
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ships Df the case by directing compensation commensurate with them, it~ 
omi:-.sion ought nnt to have been supplied by a mere executive 0ffi.cer. 
The duty of the Secretary was plainly prescribed to be the ascertain· 
ment and payment uf what was due to George Galphin from the Indians, 
under the treaty of 1773, and that was his eutire duty. It was not dele· 
gated tu him to pay interest, by way of damages, on that sum, to any 
amount, especially to a'n amount more 1han four folcl gre&ter than the debt 
irselt: A well-founded doubt in the mind of the Secretary, in a case in 
which the principal bore so smnll a proportion to the interest, whether he 
had authority of law to pay it, should have bee11 decisive ag::.tinst it. Con. 
gress could have readily and promptly interposed to remove the doubt. 
A thorough investigation of the facts of this case, and a pa1ient and ~e· 
liberate con~ideration of the arguments and authorities adduced to jnsnfy 
the payment of interest, have brol!lght the undersigned to a coufident 
conclusion that it was paid agaiust precedent, and without the authority 
of I a w. 
ARMISTEAD BUR~r, 
JOSEPH ~V. JACKSUX. 
PAPERS APPENDED TO THE REPORT. 
TREASURY DEPARTMEK'r, 
Fil·st Auditor's O.ffice, September 6, 1848. 
Sm: Upon an examination of the papers in the case of George Gal .. 
phin, deceased, referred to this office for a report under the act of August 
14, 1848, I find that this claim originated in certain debts due to the said 
Galphin and other traders from the Creek and Cherokee Indians, the 
payment of which was provided for by the treaty of 1773, between the 
smd Indian tribes and the British Crown. That on the 2d May, 1775, an 
account of those debts was m:amined and adjusted by a commission, com· 
posed of the governor and council of the colony of Georgia, and the sum 
of nine thousand seven hundred and ninety-one pounds fifteen shillings 
and five pence (.£9,791 15s. 5d. =$43,518 97) was found dne to the 
said George Galphin, in his own right and as assignee of various other 
individuals, to be paid out uf the proceeds of the sale of the lands ceded 
• by the said Indians to the British Crown by the said treaty, provided the 
same should be sufficient for that purpose; but if insufficient, then in a 
ratable proportion to each of the claimants, as appears from a certificate 
rendered in his favor, and recorded in the journal of the proceedings of 
said governor and council on that day. That after the said adjustment, 
and before the payment of any portion of the said claims, the war of the 
Revolution intervened, and ultimately resulted in a transfer of all the 
rights and interests acquired by the British Crown, under the aforesaid 
treaty of 1773, to the government of the United States. That during 
the revolutionary struggle, the said George Galphin warmly supported 
the cause of independence, and by that act excluded himself from a 
participation with other Indian traders, who took part with the Crown in 
that contest, in the payments made by it on account of the said treaty , 
after the close of the war, amounting to the sum of .i~49.,556 17a. 6d. , 
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:as appears from the general appropriation act of Parliament for 1790, 
(Pickering's Statutes, volume 37, page 36.) That various committees of 
both branches of the legisla~,Jre of Georgia have at different times re-
ported in favor of this claim, setting forth its justice, and recommending 
its payment hy that State. That these recommendations failed to re-
ceive the concurrence of both Houses at any one session, upon the 
ground that this was a claim properly against the government of the 
United States, which, after the establishment of our independence, had 
succeeded to all the rights, and consequently incurred all the obligdtions 
of the British Crown in regard to this matter, and that, therefore, the pay-
ment should be made by the United States as a whole, and not by the 
single State of Georgia~ 
It further appears by the testimony filed in this case, that the lands 
ceded by the Indians under the aforesaid treaty very far exceeded in 
value the amount of all the debts charged upon them, and that a con-
siderable portion of them were, in fact, diYerted from their application to 
the purposes of the treaty, and applied to the settlement of revolutionary 
bounty land claims. 
Under this state of facts, thus briefly recited, but which are more fully 
presented in the papers and documents filed in the case, there can be no 
doubt about the obligation on the part of the United States to pay the whole 
amount ascertained to be due to the claimant, by the settlement made by 
the governor and council of the colony of Georgia in May, 17i5, the sole 
contingency by which that obligation could have been properly effected, 
viz: a deiiciency in the value of the ceded lands not having occurred. 
The only question of difficulty in this case relates to the payment of in-
terest. 'fhis is usually withheld, upon the principle that the government 
is supposed t1> be ever ready to pay all just demands against it. The 
propriety of this principle, in its application to unliquidated claims, will 
not here be questioned. But when a claim has been once fully exam-
ined and adjusted, and a specific amount found due to a party, it would 
seem that such claim should stand on different grounds, and that the 
principle of even-handed justice would impose the same obligation upon 
the government as that which rests upon individuals in similar cases; 
and inasmuch as the latter would be properly liable for tbe payment of 
interest, the government ought not to be released from a corresponding 
liability to pay interest upon its debts. But in addition to this, there is 
yet another consideration, which, in the determination of this question, 
should have its due ·weight. In paying the claims of such of the In-
dian traders as sustained the interests of the British government in the 
war of the Revolution, that government allowed interest. These claims 
originally occupied no higher ground than that now under consideration. 
H they were entitled to interest, this should be equally so. The pat-
riotism of this claimant, the more praiseworthy because he stood alone 
.among his former associates, surely should not be converted into the 
means of injury to his private interests--as would be the case if, after 
having his just and established rights withheld from him for nearly 
three-fourths of a century, the interest thereon should now be also with-
held. 
In red11cing the amount to our own currency, parenthetically stated 
above, not being able to ascertain certainly what was the established 
4 
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rate of exchange at that day 7 I lwYe adopted the one usual in otT1er 
cases, viz: $4 44 to the pound sterling. 
I enclose herewith a statement of the account of George Galphin,. 
drawn up in accordance with the views ubove presented. 
I have the honor to be, Yery respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEO. H JONES, Acting Auditor. 
Hon. J\1cC. Youxa, 
Acting Secretary of the Treasury. 
First Comptroller':-; repm·t on tlze claim of Milledge G'alpltin, exef:"utor of 
Thomas Galpkiu, e:r;(;cutor of George Galpltin. 
TREASUUY DEPARTMENT, 
ComptroLler's (!flice, F(;b. uary 15, 1849. 
SIR: In compliance with your request7 I have read the evidence which 
has been submitted by and on behalf of Milledge GaJphin, of South 
Carolina, to thi:::; department, under the act of Congress approved August 
14, 1848, for the relief of Milledge Galphin, executor of the bst will and 
testament of George Galphin, deceased, and now have the honor to 
report: 
l!-,i1·st. That :Milledge Galphin aforesaid is not, in my opinion, lawfully 
authorized to demand the sum of any debt that might be found dl18 under 
the aforesaid act of Congress, nor ernpo,vered to exec-ute a valid discharge-
for such sum, if the same were now to be paid to him by the government 
of the United States; for, although it may be true, as gentle ... en learned 
in the law have inlimated to you, that he might lawfully receive the sum 
of any debt found, due to said testator in South Carolina, and, upon 
receipt thereof, might execute a valid discharge for the same-but which, 
hm~rever, I neither admit nor deny, for reasons that will be hereinafter 
mentioned-still, it docs not theref<)re necessarily follow that he could 
lawfully demand and receive any debt so found due elsewhere than in 
South Carolina; nor, especially, that, in the District of Columbia, he 
could fully discharge the debtor who might pay such del1t to him merely 
by virtue of his being the sole surviving qualified executor of the wiU 
of Thomas Galphin, and of the fact-if, ·indeed, it be one-that said 
Thomas was, before his decease, (which happened in the year 1812,) the 
sole surviving qualified executor of the last will and testament of George 
Galphin aforesaid, because the power which the said Milledge may law-
fully exercise over any debt found due in the District of Columbia to the 
estate of said George, can only be \vhat the te:stamentary law in force 
here would confer on said Milledge. 
By the first section of the act of Congress concerning the District of 
Columbia, approved 27th of February, 1801, it is enacted that the laws 
of the State of Maryland, as 'they then existed, shall be and continue in 
force in that part of said District which was ceded by that State to the 
United States and by them accepted. (2d Statutes United States, 104-5.) 
And by the testamentary laws then in force in Maryland, (chap. 101, sub-
chap. 5, sec. 6,) passed Ja11uary 20, 1799, it is enacted that, in case any 
executor shall die before the estate shall be fully administered, letters of 
administration de bonis non shall be graD ted to the person entitled agreeably 
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"to the rules be:fiJre laid down, and the proceedings shall in a!I respects be 
the same as if administration had been originally granted, and in no case 
shall the executor of an executor be entitled, as executor, to administration 
de bonis non of the first deceased; and the letters, bond, and oath of an 
administrator de bonis non shall be in the form before directed, except the 
words not already administered shall be added in the proper places. 
And by the 11th section of the act of Congress, approved 24th June, 
1812, to amend the la-vvs within the District of Columbia., it is enacted 
that it shall be lawfnl for any person or persons, to whom letters testa~ 
mentary or of administration hath been or may heTeafter be granted, 
·"by the proper authority in any of the United States, or the Territories 
thereof, to maintain any suit or adion, and to prosecute and recover any 
claim ·in the District of Columbia, in the same manner as if the letters 
testamentary or of administration had been granted to such person or 
persons by the proper authority in the said district; and the letters testa-
mentary or of administration, or a copy thereof, certified under the seal 
of the authority granting the same, shaH be sufficient evidence to prove 
.the granting thereof; and that the person or persons, as the case m.a_y be) 
hath or have administration. (2d U . S. Statutes, 758.) 
But in the ·evidence produced to support this claim, I do not ·find any 
letters testamentary that may have been issued under the will of George 
Galphin, or t~.nder the vvill of 1'homas Galphin aforesaid; nor any copy of 
any of said letters testamentary. 
1 do find, however, amongst the papers submitted, a copy of the 
will of said George, certified on the 9th November last by the judge of 
the court of orElillwry for the district of Abbeville, South Carolina, who, 
upon said copy, has also certified, from the records of his office, C!f date 
the 6th A"pril, 1782, that Thomas Galphin, George Galphin, and William 
Dunbar were qualified as executors of said will; also a copy of the will 
of Thomas Galpbin, certified on the 18th January, 18:36, by the judge of 
the court of ordinary for the district of Barnwell, South Carolina, who, 
upon said copy, then also certified that said will was proved 8th May, 
1812:; that Barna McKenna qualified as executor of said will 9th July, 
1812; that Milledge Galphin also qualified as executor of said will 30th 
March, 1822; and that John Milledge, nominated in said will as an exec-
utor) never qualified as such; and that the said John Milledge and Barna 
McKenna were both dead when, in the year 1836, said certificates were 
made. I likewise find amongst said papers proof that \'Yilliam Dunbar, 
one of the qualified executors of George Galphin, testator aforesaid, 
died prior to the year lSOO-his co"executors, Thomas Galphin and 
George Galphin, surviving him; but which ef the two executors last 
mentioned survi'ved the other is not proved; nor is the death of George 
Galphin, executor lust above mentioned, proved, although he is most 
probably dead; and several affidavits procured in January, 1849, have 
been produced, in which rumors of his death, founded simply .upon heur-
.say, are mentioned. 
-\Vhy, in view of the uncertainty of his death, and of the period when 
it may have happen-ed, and consequently of the possible invalidity of 
the claim of the afore~:aid Milledge Galphin to act as the executor of the 
will of George Galphin, testator aforesaid, by reason of his being an ex-
ecutor of the will of 'rhomas Galphin, and the assumption that said 
Thomas survived George, his co"executor, the said Milledge Galphin has 
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not applied for and obtained letters of administration, with the will an .. 
nexed, either in South Carolina or in the District of Columbia, I cannot 
imagine, as they could have been obtained with less effort than has been 
made to obtain the aforesaid affidavits, unless, indeed, more of the sum of 
said claim might inure to the nse of said Milledge Galphin and his afore-
said attorney if said Milledge Galphin, hy reason simply of his being the 
sole surviving qualified executor of the will of Thomas Galphin, were 
recognised also as the qualified executor of the will of George Galphin, 
first testator aforesaid, titan would inure to the said Milledge Galphin, 
or to his attorney, if letters of administration, with the will of George 
last aforesaid annexed, should be obtained by said Mill dge Galphin in 
South Carolina or in the District of Columbia. Yet, if his omitting to 
obtain these letters could produce such a difference, or might otherwise 
prejudice the rights of the ereditors, devisees, or legatees of George Gal-
phin, testator aforesaid, the possibility of such results-independently of 
other. considerations-indicates the justice and propriety of requiring him 
to proeure sueh letters; to obtain for the government of the United States 
such a discharge as will defend it against equitable demands that might 
arise if an absolute release were not taken from a person indisputably 
· authorized to demand and receipt for the sum of said claim. Moreover, 
I must remark that, if the letters testamentary that were issued in Abbe-
ville district, South Carolina, to Thomas Galphin, nominated executor in 
the will of George Galphin, testator first afores1?.id, and the letters testa-
mentary that were issued in Barnwell district, South Carolina, to Mil-
ledge Galphin, nominated executor in the will of said Thomas, or copies 
thereof, certified as is required by the act of Congress, approved 24th 
June, 1812, above cited, should be produced, they would not establish 
the right of Milledge Galphin, executor of the will of 'rhomas Galphin, 
to act in the District of Columbia as the executor of the will of George 
Galphin, testator first aforesaid; for, if letters testamentary had been 
granted here to said Thomas Galphin on the estate of said George Gal-
phin, and to Milledge Galphin on the estate of said Thornas Galphin, the 
said Milledge Galphin could not thereunder lawfully demand, and, re-
ceiving the sum of said claim, thereupon execute a valid diseharge to the 
government of the United States for the same, as will be very manifest 
upon due consideration of the testamentary law of the State of Maryland, 
made applicable to such cases by the acts of Congress hereinbefore cited; 
for, if the proper authority in this distriet had granted letters testamentary 
to Thomas Galphin on the estate of George Galphin, and to Milledge 
Galphin on the estate of said Thomas, a debt due to the estate of said 
George would not, under the testamentary laws in foree within this 
district, be discharged by reason of the payment of said debt having 
been made to Milledge Galphin as executor of the will of 1...,homas Gal-
phin. 
Immediately after the aforesaid act of Congress, approved August 14, 
1848, for the relief of Milledge Galphin, executor, &c., could be procured, 
the papers that had been filed to establish his claim were obtained from 
the Secretary of the Senate; and having been referred to the accounting 
officers for report, I cursorily read them and explained to said Galphin 
nnd his aforesaid attorney the objections to ~aid claim which presented 
themselves to my mind, including the fact that I did not find the letters 
testamentary which had been issued to him under the will of George 
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Ga[phin named in said act, nor copies of said letters'; and then, to facili-
tate the final settlement of said claim, express~d the opinion that letters 
of administration de bonis non, with the will annexed•, must be obtained 
by Milledge Galphin aforesaid, either in South Carolina or the District of 
Columbia, and be produced, or copies thereof duly certified to this depart-
ment; and, as further consideration of this point has served but to confirm 
that opinion, I respectfully submit that, for reasons hereinbefore specified, 
he should now be required to procure and submit to this department such 
letters of administration, or copies thereof, certified as aforesaid, and es-
pecially because I believe you may find a debt to be due from the United 
States, and payable under said. act of Congress to the duly appointed and 
qualified legal representatives of George Galphin, therein named. 
I should now proceed to the examination of the aforesaid claim upon, its 
merits)· and, in so doing, will have the honor to report to you-
Second. That it satisfactorily appears, from the accompanying copy of 
a letter purporting to have been written 14th June, 1773, to the Earl of 
Dartmouth, &c., &c., by Sir James ·wright, then governor of the pro-
vince of Georgia, and James Stewart, then Oommissionel' of Indian Af-
fairs, that the Creek and Cherokee nations of Indians had eeded, on the 
first day of said month, to his Majesty, a large body of very valuable lands 
in said provinc~, to pay the debts due by said Indians to traders and those 
claiming under them; and, from the aeeompanying extract taken from a 
letter written 28th October, 1773, by the Earl of Dartmouth, to Sir James 
Wright, governor aforesaid, that th~ said cession was accepted for the said 
purpose, with r-emainder, if any, to the Crown, and was highly approved 
by his Majesty. And, , ' 
Third. From a certificate that was issued on the 2d q_f May, 1775, 
per order of the governor and council nf the province of Georgia, signed 
Alexander vVylly, clerk, with these endorsements annexed: 
SAVANNAH, June 6, 1775. 
Entered on the books of the receivet's office of ceded lands. 
JOHN GRAHAlVI, Receiver. 
RwH:MOND CouNTY: 
Personally appeared before me Timothy Barnard, who, being duly 
sworn, saith that he well knows the above signature of Alexander Wylly, 
clerk, to be the handwriting of the said Alexander \Vylly. · 
TIMY. BARNARD. 
Sworn to, the 20th day of October, 1788, before 
D. HUNTER, J. P. 
RICHMOND CouNTY: 
Personally appeared before me EdwaTd Keating, esq., who, being duly 
swern, saith that he well knows the signature of John Graham, receiver, 
to be the handwriting of the said John Graham. 
EDWARD KEATING. 
Sworn the 4th c;>f February, 1789. 
GEORGE HANDLY, J.P. 
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That the sum of £9,791 15s. 5d, lawful money of said province, was 
found to be due and payable to George Galphin in his own right and as 
assignee of John Miller, Timothy Barnard, Benjamin Stedlwm, Rohert 
Toole, Edward Haynes, James lVIacqussa, jr., John Meally, Thomas 
Mosely, Jos. Rippon, Riehard Brown, Franeis Lewis, John Rock,. James 
Durongeaux, John Pegg, James Burges, and ·\'Villiam Newton, who were 
Indian traders and had legally assigned over their debts and claims on 
the Creek and Cherokee Indians, and upon the lands ceded by said In-
dians to the said province, or to his Majesty the King of Great Britain,.· 
unto the aforesaid George Galphin, with authority and power to him to 
receive the same, as is set forth in said certificate. And, 
Fourth. From an extracf take .1 from a letter written on the 12th of 
December, 1772, by the Earl of Dartmouth, to Sir James Wright, gover-
nor, &c., that he was thereby instructed so to obtain said cession as that 
the Crown be not on any account. pledged either to the Indians or to the 
traders for the discharge of any part nf the debt due from the one to the 
other; and that all moneys arising from the sale were to be vested in the 
hands of a receiver appointed by said governor; and that all snrplus, after 
the debt to the traders was di'scharged, should be applied as his Majesty 
should think fit to direet. And, 
Fifth. From a Wiiting purporting to have been made the 21st of Be-
cember, 1791, from a copy transmitted by Sir James Wright and James 
Stewart to the Earl of Dartmouth, Secretary of State, remaining in the 
office at Whitehall, that the traders, for whose benefit said cession of 
lands was obtained, did execute, in consideration thereof, on the 1st of 
June, 1773, in conformity with the tenor of said eession, an absolute re-· 
lease to the Creek and Cherokee Indians from all of the debts which they 
owed to satd traders. And, 
Si.xth. From a writing purporting to have been made on the 21st De-
cember, 1791, from a copy transmitted and remaining·in like manner, that 
said traders did further execute, in consideration of said cession of lands,. 
on the 1st of June, 1773, a release to the Crown of Great Britain and pro-
vince of Georgia, from all demands on account of said debts, and declared , 
themselves perfectly contented that their demands should be paid out of 
the moneys that would arise by the sale of said lands, after defraying in-
cidental charges and expenses, and, in case of deficieney, that they would 
each abate in proportion to the sum or sums due to them respectively; and, 
further, did severally release and discharge all their claims, demands, and 
expectations of payment, or satisfaction, in auy other manner than out of 
the moneys arising by the sale and disposal of the aforesaid lands, in 
manner aforesaid. And, 
Seventh . From an extract purporting to have been presented to lords of 
the trade by Dartmouth and others, the price whieh the British proposed 
to demand for said lands, which are described to be of uncommon richness 
and fertility, is stated to be sixpence per acre, which would produce 
.i~62,500; consequently their area would comprise ~,500,000 aeres, and that 
the aggregate sum of the debts due from the Indians was c£'45,000; but that 
said lands, if sold free from quit-rents for ten years, and from provincial 
taxes for five years, and an exemption to settlers from attending at Savan-
nah as jurors, and all other duties except the militia, would produce 
£125,000. And, 
Eighth. From the proclamation published by Sir James vVrigqt, gov-
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~rnor of said province, 24th of October, 1774, that persons were invited 
to purchase and settle the lands that were ceded by the Creeks and 
Cherolu~es as aforesaid, and that they would be sold exempt from the pay-
ment of quit-rents for the term of ten years from the date of each grant; 
and that some other exemptions \vould be granted to said settlers by the 
legislature of said province. (American Archives, vol. 1, folio 888.) And, 
Ninth. From extracts purporting to have been made from the minutes 
of the council held in said province on the 27th of March, 4th of April, 
.and 2d of May, 1775, that measures were adopted, in compliance with 
the wishes of said traders, for the survey, sale, and allotment of lands 
upon terms which required that a portion of each sale or allotment should 
·be settled, to add strength to the province and augment the value of the 
remainder of the lands allotted to and held by each trader. And, 
Tenth. From affidavits made on the 18th of July, 1791, by Thomas 
Sherman, that he purchased a parcel of said ceded lands from commis-
sioners appointed by Governor ·-vvright tn sell said lands, for which parcel 
he paid, and obtained a grant under the hand of said ~Vright and the 
great seal of the province, elated 21st of :March, 1.775. And, 
Eleventh. From au affidavit made on the 13th of July, 1791, that he 
and three other persons were appointed by Governor Wright, and did act 
as commissioners to sell the aforesaid lands; that they disposed of some 
parcels thereof; g~e certificates upon which grants were issued in many 
instances; and received pay for the same, and handed it over to John 
Graham, receiver appointed by saiu governor. And, ' 
Twelfth. From -a statement made on the 13th of November, 1800, hy 
George Walton:. that the Declaration of Independence and the war of the 
Revolution interrupted and prevented further proceedings in the premi~es 
by the aforesaid commissioners; and that the legislature of the State of 
Georgia afterwards-to wit, in the year I 780-passed an act to dispose of 
said lands, and therein provided for paying the debts which said Indians 
had contracted to such of said traders as were frir;ndly to the republic, or 
the State of Georgia. And, 
Thirteentlt. From an extract purporting to have been taken from the 
c.olonial records, volume J 5, in tbe. executive department, that a memorial 
was presented to the assembly of said province on the 6th of June, 1780, 
by Lamhbin McGillivrey, then a memher of the executive council, wherein 
he stated that he knew George Galphin well; that he had faithfully served 
his Ki11g and country; and that, at the commencement of' the rebellion, 
he declared that he would never take any part therein further than to 
prevent the merciless savages from munleri11g the helpless women and 
children, vvhiGh he had happily effected: wherefore said petitioner hoped 
the house wou-ld be pleased to extend their mercy and forgiveness to him; 
which memorial was laid on t 1e table for the perusal of members. Aud, 
Fow·teenth. 1-r,rom a m::muscript purporting to be the actual bill of at-
tainder that was passed by the provincial legislature of Georgia in t/u; 
year 1780, and. now in the possession of Peter Force, esq., of this city, 
that the name of George Ga1phin is not contained in said act of attainder. 
And, 
f<'ijteentlt. From the Royal Gazette, published at Savannah on the 23d 
of .May, 1782, that said lV[cGillivrey, in company \Yith several British offi-
cers, sailed in the mail packet, on the 7th of ~lay, 17t52, from Charleston, 
South Carolina, for Falmouth. And, 
Sixteenth. From the Georgia Gazette, of the 11th of September, 1783, 
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that said McGillivrey-and who is named as an executor in the wiH of 
George Galphin, testator aforesaid-was inscribed on a bill of attainder 
that was passed by the legislature of the State of Georgia, at Augusta, 
1\lay 4, 1782. And, 
Seventeenth. Fr0m the act of said legislature, passed Jannary 23, in 
the year 1780 or 1783, (see .Prince's new Digest, 517-21 ,) that the State 
of Georgia, asserting the right of eminent domain over the lands tbat had 
been eeded by the Creek and Cherokee Indians to the Crown for the 
purpose of discharging their debts to the traders above mentioned, and 
proceeding to dispose of said lands-aware that certain persons, citizens 
of this State and the State of South Carolina, friends to the independency 
of the same, claim that the lands in the county of ·wilkes were originally 
given up and ceded to the government of Great Britain by the Creek and 
Cherokee Indians in satisfaction and discharge of certain debts and arrears 
due by said Indians to the said certain persons, commonly called Indian 
traders-· did, by the 23d section there< ,f, enact "that any persons having,. 
sr pretending to have, any snch claim, do lay their claims and accounts 
before this or some future house of assembly to be examined; and ·what-· 
ever claims shall be found just and proper, and due to the friends of 
America, shall be paid by treasury certificates for the amount, payable· 
within two, three, and four years, and carrying six per cent. interest." 
And, 
Eighteenth. From the acts pa~sed by the legislature of the State of 
Georgia on the 7th of February, 1783, (sections 1 and 2, ibid., folios 
521-~2,) and 22d of February, 1784, (section 10, ihid., folios 529-30,) 
and 22d of February, 178-, (section 1, ibid., folio 531,) that said State-
did set apart certain portions of the unlocated lands within her limits, 
to be granted to persons who had been soldiers in the continental or State 
service and were entitled to bounties in lands, and what the prices were-
for which she offered to sell her other lands in small parcels to actual 
settlers. And, 
Nineteenth. From an act of Parliament passed in 1790 (Pickering's 
Statutes, vol. 37, p. 36) that the sum of ci~49,556 17 s-. 6d. was appropri-
ated to indemnify those subjects of Great Britain and traders aforesaid 
who were entitled to claim out of the proceeds of the sales of the· 
lands that had been ceded in the year 1773 to the Crown by the Creek 
and Cherokee Indians, to discharge debts that were then due from them 
to said traders. And, . 
Twent-i , th. From copies of many memorials purporting to have been 
address~d and presented to the legislature of Georgia by Thomas Gal-
phin, executor of the \vill of George Gal ph in, testator aforesaid; aud hy 
Caleb Goodwin, attorney of Thomas Galphin af(Hesaid, and ·vVillian Dun-
bar, executors of the will of said testator; and by Barna McKenna, qual-
ified executor of the will of said Thomas; and by Milledge Galphin, also 
executor of the will of his father, the testator last aforesaid; that many 
applications have been made to the legislature of the State of Georgia be-
tween the years 1793 and 1840, and that favorable reports have been 
made there0n almost as frequeutly; yet without relief having been grant-
ed, notwithstanding the obligation of Lhe said State to pay til is claim has 
been almost uniformly acknoldedged in the most abso lute terms, and 
expressly upon the ground that said State had succeeded to the tract 
originally accepted by the Crown pTirnarily for the use of the aforesaid 
traders; and that having appropriated the aforesaid. ceded lands for the 
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general benefit of her citizens, she had simultaneously assumed such of 
the debts, for the discharge whereof they had been ceded, as were due to 
the friends of America. And, , 
Twenty-first. From an affidavit made lOth 'December, 1793, and a cer-
tificate made 31st Octo her, 1816, by Charles Good win, that he went as 
agent and attorney of the executors of George Galphin to London in the 
fall of 1791, and applied for the payment of the debt aforementioned, as 
being due to the said George out of the proceeds of the sales of the afore-
said ceded lands, but without success; because the said George haJ. not 
removed to Great Britain, and proof that he had not remained loyal to 
the Crown had not been produced; and it was understood in London that 
he, on the contrary, had espoused the cause of America; and moreover, 
because the British government had paid nearly all that was due to 
said traders, notwithstanding it had been deprived of said ceded lands, 
whilst the StC~te of Georgia had seized all of said lands, and neglected to 
pay to any one of said traders the sum that had been charged thereon in 
his behalf by the said Indians to pay the debt which they owed to him. 
And, 
Twenty-second. From the report made to the Senate January 13, 1836, 
by Mr. White, for the Cornmittee on Indian Affairs, that the aforesaid 
claim of the legal representatives of George Galphin, testator aforesaid, 
was first brought under their consideration, as an inquiry into the pro-
priety of the United States making provision for the payment thereof, in 
conformity with the general stipulation contained in the section that was 
prepared as a supplemental or 20th section to the treaty _:with the Chero· 
kees, co_ncluded at New Echota, in Georgia, on the 20th December, 
1835, but was rejected by the Senate. And, 
Twenty-third. From the information obtained from the governor of 
Georgia, and communicated by the President of the United States to the 
Senate at their request; and from the report made by Mr. White, March 
5, 1838, to the Senate thereon, and upon the memorial of Milledge Gal-
phin, executor of the will of '1-,homas Galphin, referred 29th December, 
1837, that the Committee on Indian Affairs v1ere of the opinion that 
if the trust fund at the close of the Revolution had inured to the ben-
efit of the United States, or if, by reason of the Revolution, they had ac--
quired the power to dispose of it, there ought to be no hesitation in satis-
fying the demand out of the treasury of the United States; but that this 
was not the case. 'The fund was land situate in one of the thirteen 
States; the State where it was situate acquired the control over it, and 
had a right to dispose of it \Vhen and to whom she pleased, and to apply 
the proceeds according to her own pleasure, without consulting the gov-
ernment of the United States; and that the prayer of said p~titioner ought 
not to be granted. And 
11-oenty-fourth- From the memorial presentP.d by Milledge Galphin, 
executor of the will of Thomas GJ.lphin, to the House of Representatives, 
9th January, 1844, and referred to the Committee of Claims, that said 
exeeutor then held in opposition to the views -,Yhich had been repeatedly 
expressed in memorials by the said Thomas and himself to the legislature 
of Georgia; that the government of the United States, as the war and 
treaty-making victorious party, are j .ustly bound to pay to the legal repre-
sentatives of George GalplJin, testator aforesaid, the sum. of money that 
was due to him from the Creek and Cherokee Indians, and for the pay-
ment whereofhe had ceded to the Crown of Great Britainabout2,500)000 
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acres of land; control over and possession whereof had been taken by 
Georgia. And, 
Twrntyjifth. From the petition presented 2d February, 18-1(), to the 
Senate, by Milledge Galphin, executor aforesaid, that the aforesaid ceded 
land became a part of the unappropriated lands of the State of Georgia; 
that a portion of it was applied to the payment of continental troops 
during the Revolution in satisfaction of military bounty warrants, the 
secretary of said State having certified that in the years 1784 to 1789 
596,154 acres had been granted on military bounty warrants, and that, 
from the number of acres contained in numerous other grants, he thonght 
{)thers had also been made in satisfaction of similar warrants; also, for 
want of proof that credit had been allowed to Georgia by the United 
States for the value of the grants of land which had been actualJy or pre-
sumptive! y made by Georgia in satisfaction of such warrants; that you 
<>ugh t, in the absence of vouchers, to iufer that but forth e conflagration of 
the Treasury Department they might have been produced to prove that 
such credits had been allowed. On this point, ho~vever, the burden 
would rest upon Georgia to show that a larger, and what part of the 
-credits actually allowed to her in settlement with the United States had 
not been allowed for the value of the lands granted by said State, in pay-
ment of land bounties, to persons who had served as Georgia or conti-
nental soldiers, or militia. And, 
Tu;enty-sixth . From the reports made to the Senate of the United 
States, by the Committee on the Judir.iary, upon the merits of this claim, 
and the memorial last atbresoid-and e peciall y by their report made 
thereon to the Senate 7th July, 1846-that said committee are of the opinion 
that the government of the United States stands in this. case, in relation 
to the Indian tribes, as Great Britain did prior to the Revolution, not-
withstanding the said lands, c.eded as aforesaid~ had passed into the pos-
session and control of Georgia; and that the United States having, by 
act of Congress approved July 5, 1832, provided for the payment of cer-
tain claims, which Virginia had assumed, to the officers of that State en-
gaged in the public service during the revolutionary war~ therefore they 
ought to provide for the payment of certain debts that were due from the 
Creek and Cherokees to Indian traders in Georgia and South Carolina, 
for the payment whereof said Indians had redundantly provided, by the 
aforesaid cession of lands, notwithstanding the greater part of said 
lands had been granted by the State of Georgia to her own citizens. And, 
'I'wenty-severdh. From the certificate given 22d August, 1848, by W. 
B. Trusly, treasurer of the State of Georgia, that the pound was rated at 
$4 44, in a settlement made under an ac~ of her legislature approved 
25th December, 1847, which provided for the payment of several audi-
tor's certificates, issued by her authority 9th December, 1794, to a citizen 
of South Carolina, for the value of certain goods sold by him to the con-
stituted agents of the State of Georgia. 
'I'u·enty-eighth. And as, upon due C()nsideration of these conflicting, 
contradictory, and very extraordinary views and opinions about the va-
lidity of the demand of Milledge Galphin upon the government of Great 
Britain, or that of the State of Georgia, or that of the United States, for 
the payment of the claim of the late George Galphin, under the treaty 
made by tlre governor of the provinc.e of Georgia with the Cr~cl~ a~d 
Cherokee Indians in the year _1773) I did not perceive the pnv1ty 1n 
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said case between the said Galphin and the government of the United 
States, which I believe the act passed by Congress for the relief of Mil-
ledge Galphin, executor, &c., approved August 14, 1848, should be un-
derstood as requiring you to find, I have not felt, and do not feel, at 
liberty to advise you to pay, in settlement or on account of said claim, 
any amount of money out of the treasury, by reason of any of those 
views or opinions. 
Nevertheless, because I find that the lands lying b~tween Little and 
Broad rivers, on the Savannah and north of the Ogechee, were ceded to 
the Crown of Great Britain, by treaty made lst January, 1713, with the 
Creek and Cherokee Indians-pr-imarily for the purpose of paying the 
debts which they then owed to sundry persons known as Indian traders, 
and induding the debt or sum of £9,791 15s. 5d., hereinbefore men-
tioned as having been ascertained on the 2d May, 1775, by commis-
sioners appointed under said treaty, and certified by Alex. -Wylly, their 
clerk, to be due from the said Indians to George Gal ph in,- testator afore-
said_, in his own right and as the assignee of other Indian traders, as 
aforesaid; and because the said debt was thns charged tlpon the said 
lands, and these were by the aforesaid treaty created a trust-fund, under 
the- c:o:ntrol of his Majesty 'tbe King of Great Britain, that passed, per 
force of the Revolution, into the possession and under the control of the 
government of the State of Georgia,- with the _debt due and payable to 
said Galphin, as aforesaid-a friend of America-charged and chargeable 
in equity thereon, as is absolutely acl(nowledged, although in general 
terms, by the act passed by the lAgislature of said State on the 23d day· 
of January, in the year 1780 or 1783, above cited,-1 find it to be my 
duty to advise you to pay to Milledge Galphin, when he shall have duly 
obtained and shall produce letters of administration de bonis non on the 
estate of George Galphin, testator aforesaid, the sum ascertained as 
aforesaid to be payable to him in his own right, and as the assignee 
of CartP-r and other Indian traders; and certified as aforesaid to be 
.£'9,791 los. 5d., which, at the rate of $4 44, amounts to $43,1518 97: 
because, in view of the powers eonferred upon and exercised by com-
missioners appointed under the 1st section of the act of Congress, enti-
titled "An act for an amicable settlement of the limits with the State of 
Georgia, and authorizing the establishment of a government .in the Mis-
sissippi territory," approved 7th April, 1798, (U. S. Laws, vol. 3, pages 
39-41 ,) and of the articles of agreement and cession entered into on the 
24th April, 1802, by James Jackson, Abneh Baldwin, and John Niil-
ledge, duly appointed by and on the behalf of the State of Georgia, and 
the commissioners of the United States, James Madison, Albert Gallatin, 
and Levi Lincoln, duly appointed by and on the part and behalf of the 
United States, (Laws United States, vol. 1, pages 488-490,) confirmed 
by an act of the said State, passed 16th June, 1802, (ibid., p. 491,) and 
by act of Congress passed 3d M:arch, 1803, (Laws United Stat.es, vol. 3, 
pages 546-553,) in and by which proceedings, and especially by the 
fourth sub-diviswn of the first article of said agreement of cession, it is 
expressly stipulated "that the United States shall, at their own expense, 
extinguish for the use of Georgia, as early as the same can be peaceably 
obtained on reasonable terms, the Indian title to . the county of Talassee 
to the lands left out by the line drawn with the Creeks, in the year one 
thousand seven hundred and ninety-eight, which had been previously 
granted by the State of GeorgiaJ both which tracts had formerly been 
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yielded by the Indians, and to the lands within the forks of Oconee and 
Oakmulgee rivers; for which several objects the President of the United 
States has directed that a treaty should be immediately held with the 
Creeks; and that the United States sh(}ll, in tlw same manner, also extin-
guish the Indian title to all the other lands within the State of Georgia," 
-the obligation of this government to extinguish the equitable Indian 
title held by the legal representatives, seems to have been made impera-
tive. 
It remains only that I should say, with reference to the interest de-
manded by the claimants upon said debt under the act passed by Con-
gres5 for the relief of Milledge Galphin, executor of George Galphin. tes-
tator aforesaid, approved 14th August, 1848, that as said act does not 
direct or expressly authorize the payment of interest thereon, and as 
even the sum of the principal of said claim was not demanded by the 
executors of the wilt of George Galphin, testator aforesaid, or the execu-
tors of the will of Thomas Galphin, executor of the will of said first testa-
tor, from the United States, so far as I am advised, prior totheyear1836, 
to allow interest on said principal would be contrary to the common 
practice of the department and the just economy of this government, 
which requires its creditors to demand whatsoever may be owing to them 
aptly and promptly, or to forego any and ~very demand for interest 
thereon. 
Respectfully submitted by your obedient servant, 
Hon. R. J. SVALKER, 
Sect etary of t!te Treasury. 
J. W. McCULLOH, Comptroller. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
February 28, 1849. 
By an act of Congress approved August 14, 1848, entitled "An act for 
the relief of Milledge Galphin, executor of the last will and testament of 
George Galphin, deceased," it was enacted, "That the Secretary of the 
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and required to examine and 
adjust the claim of the late George Galphin under the treaty made by the 
governor of Georgia with the Creek and Cherokee Indians in the year 
seventeen hundred and seventy-three, and to pay the amount which may 
be found due to Milledge Galphin, executor of the said George Galphin, 
out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated.'' 
This case having been referred to the First Auditor and First Comp-
troller of the Treasury to report thereon t.o me, and the acting Auditor 
having reported that the sum of$43,518 97 as principal, and $191,512 47 
as interest-together, $235,031 44-was dne to the said Milledge Galphin 
as executor aforesaid, and this report having been communicated to the 
First Comptroller, he has expressed the opinion that the prir1cipal is due 
under the law, being $43,518 97, hut not the interest. 
In my judgment, after a full examination, I am of the opinion that the 
principal sum of $43,518 97 is due, and dirP-ct the same, by virtue of the 
power vested in me by th'e above recited act, as commanded by the law, in 
case any sum should be found due, to be paid to "Milledge Galphin, exe-
cutor of the said George Galphin, out of any money in the treasury not 
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otherwise appropriated," or to the duly authorized attorney in fact of said 
Milledge Galphin. 
As regards the question of executorship, by the law of South Carolina, 
where the testator died, and where the will was made, the executor Df an 
executor represents the first testator; which principle is recogNised so far 
as regards its application to this case by this special act, not only in the 
title of the act, but also in the body of the law, which commands me "to 
pay the amount that may be found due to Milledge Galphin, executor of 
the said George Galphin." 
My impression is against the allmvance of the interest; but there being 
a difference of opinion about the interest, between the acting Auditor and 
the First Comptroller, and the facts being of a peculiar character, the 
cle1.im for interest remains an open question. 
The First Auditor and First Comptroller will cause to be paid to ·M_il-
ledge Galphin, executor of the said George Galphin, or the duly authorized 
attorney in fact of said Milledge Galphin, the above mentioned sum of 
forty-th.ree thousand five hundred and eighteen dollars and ninety-seven 
cents. 
FIRST AUDITOR'S 0F.E'ICE, 
March 2, 1849. 
CoMPTROLLER's OFFICE, ~ 
AErrch 2, 1849. 
R. J. ·wALKER, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
GEO. H. JONES. 
WM. ANDERSON. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
March 1, 1850. 
Inasmuch as the Attor11ey General's opinion decides the principle that, 
in point of' law, interest ought to be allowed under the act of Congress 
above recited, I direct interest to be allowed accordingly. 
W. M. MEREDITH. 
TREASt1RY DEPARTMENT_, 
C01nptroller's Office, June 15, 1849. 
Sm: The honorabl6) William M. Meredith, Secretary of the Treasury, 
having on the 19th ultimo requested my attention to the enclosed argu~ 
ment, numbered one, submitted by Joseph Bryan, attorney in the case of 
the claim of George Galphin, under the act of Congress approved August 
14, 1848, and said attorney having consequently submitted the en-
closed additional arguments, numbered two, three, and four, in said case, 
I duly considered the same, and, having carefully reviewed the facts of 
the case and laws applicable to these, formed the following opinions in 
the premises, without, however, having heretofore reduced them to 
writing, whic.h I now do, in accordance with the request orally made by 
said Secretary and yourself, upon the suggestion of said attorney, because 
he apprehended that the interests_ of the claimant would otherwise suffer 
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prejudice, by reason of the respect that would he shown to the objections 
expressed in the report which I made as l?irst Comptroller on the 15th 
day of February, 1849, to the honorable R. J. vValker, then Secretary of 
the 'rreasury, against the payment of interest on said claim, under the 
aforesaid act, viz: 
1st. Because said act of Congress did not direct or expressly authorize 
the payment of interest on said claim; 
2d. Because the executor of George Galphin had not demanded from 
the government of the United States the payment of the principal of said 
claim prior to the year 1836; and, 
3d. Because the common practice of this department, and the just 
economy of the governnwnt, require that its creditors sl}all aptly and 
promptly d~mand whatsoever may be owing to them, or forego any and 
every demand for interest \vhich might otherwise accrue thereon. 
Under the circumstanees above mentioned, I have the honor to state, 
that in the progress of the review which I made of the aforesaid claim, I 
formed the opiuion that the sum certified on the 2d day of l\lay, 1775, by 
commissioners appointed by the colonial government of Georgia, to be 
then due to George Galphin, .£9,791 15s. 5d. = $43,518 97, should be 
paid, with interest thereon, out of the proceeds of the sales of the lands 
that were ceded by the Creek and Cherokee Indians to the King of Great 
Britain, to be applied ratably, and so far as might be necessary for that 
purpose, and that said interest should te computed from said day of May, 
1775; the fund, consisting of2,500,000 acres of land, and all other claims 
thereon, having been satisfied by the government of Great Britain; and 
the government of Georgia, by act of as~embly passed in the year 1780 
or 1783, having virtually assumed to pay this claim out of the proceeds 
of said lands, with interest, up to the 3d day of March, 1803, when, by 
confirming the agreement that had been duly made by the commissioners 
of Georgia and of the United States, in and by which it was stipulated 
that the government of the United States should quiet the titles to all 
such lands, Congress did so undertake and promise to pay the aforesaid 
claim, principal and interest, forasmuch as the titles to said lands could 
only thus be forever quieted; the claimant not being chargeable by the 
State of Georgia with laches, he having promptly, aptly, and unremittingly 
demanded frqm her government the payment of said debt, with interest; 
and that government having appropriated said lands to the use of the 
people of Georgia; consequently, t.o this extent, and for these reasons, I 
formed the opinion, and now think, that the report which I made on the 
15th of February last, to Secretary ·walker, is justly open to amendment. 
On the other hand, because the agreement made between Georgia and 
the United States, as aforesaid, was confirmed by the public act of Con-
gress approved 3d Iv.Iarch, 1803, above-cited-aud thus gave notice to 
the claimaut in said case, that the government of the United States 
bad assumed every obligation of the class to which his claim belonged, 
and thereby laid him under the obligation to dem~nd its settlement 
promptly and aptly, or to forego all claim for interest that would other-
wise have continued to accrue on the principal sum of s~id claim. I 
consequently formed the opinion, and now believe, that interest could not 
be justly computed and demanded thereon after the 3d of .March, 1803, as 
a charge against the United States, for the term during \Vhich the claimant 
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has remi!sly forborne, in his own \Vrong, to demand from their goverr-
ment the.sett1ement of said claim, viz: from the 3d March, 1803, to the 
13th Jannary, 1836. 
Yet, because the claimant did apply to this government -for the pay-
ment of the aforesaid obligation, and it was refused for extrinsic reasons, 
specified in an adverse report that was errone{')usly made in the premises, 
by the Committee on Indian Affairs, to the Senate, 13th January, 1830, 
I formed the opinion, and now believe, that the United States are justly 
chargeable with interest on $43,518 97, the principal sum of the aforesaid 
certificate, fmm the 13th January, 1836, when said settlement was re-
fused, as aforesaid, until payment (hereof shall have been provided for by 
Congress: nevertheless, for the reasons first specified in my aforesaid re-
port, made 15th February, 1849, viz: that the act of Congress passed for 
the relief of Milledge Galphin, on th_e 14th August, 1848, does not direct 
or expressly authorize the payment of interest, I formed the opinion, and 
now believe, that the Secretary of the Treasury could not, consistently 
with the uniform, long-established practice of this department, pay in-
terest to the claimant, on the aforesaid principal sum, under the act of 
o~.ngress last cited, for the term beginning on the 13th January, 1836, as 
aforesaid. 
vVith great respect, your obedient serva'nt, 
' J. Vv. McCULLOH, 
_ Hon. ELJsH.l vVHITTLESEY, 
Late Comptroller. 
First Comptroller of the Treasury. 
APRIL 24, 1850-Ja-mes JiV. _ll/fcOulloh's examination. 
Question. 'VVere you predecessor in office of Mr. Whittlesey? 
Answer. Yes, sir. · 
Question. Did you examine the Galphin claim? 
Answer. I examined it fully in reference to the principal of the claim; 
and with reference to interest, I paid no further reference to it, as the 
act did not expressly direct the payment of interest, than to forbear to 
advise that any should be allowed, for the reasons stated, that rhe prac-
tice of the department was not to pay interest when the law was silent 
on the subject. , This was all prior to 4th March, 1849. 
Question. Did your subsequent refi~ctions modify or change your 
' views in relation to the interest on' this elaim? 
Answer. vVhen the present Secretary of the Treasury referred the 
claim to me, for the purpose of my examining the question of interest 
upon the facts of the case and the law applicable to them, that question 
having been expressly left open by his predecessor be~ause I had not 
made such an examination, I proceeded to make the required investi-
gation. 'rhe counsel then employed for the prosecution of the claim 
(Joseph Bryan, esq.) appearing and presenting an argument in favor of 
the allowance of interest, wllich was read, considered, and filed amongst 
the papers, as were subsequent arguments of the same party, which he 
addressed to remove doubts which I had expressed in regard to the 
measure of interest that should be allowed, I finally determined, as 
I told him, that I would ad vise the payment of interest from the date 
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()f the liqniflation of the debt by the officers of the provinc~of Georgia 
to the date of the act of Congress confirming the agreement that was 
made between the United States and the State of Georgia, ~ the rr.lin-
quishment of her claims to the lands now constituting Alabama and :J.Iis-
sissippi, and not to recommend the payment of interest from the date of 
said act of Congress to the period of the claimant's first application to the 
Ullited States for the settlement of his claim, (I think in 1836;) and not 
to advise payment of interest from the last-named period until tbe date of 
the act of 14th August, 1848; all for reasons assigned in my communica-
tion to Mr. "Whittlesey, dated 15th June, 18,19. In that communication 
I did not so fully consider as I should have done the right of the party 
to interest, by reason of his claim being a charge upon land. 
Question. Did you not consider the obligation of the United States 
to pay this debt or interest as resting entirely upon the agreement of 
1802 between the United States and Georgia? 
Answer. l did; but, in my first report, I advised only the payment of 
the principal, not having examined the facts with special reference to 
their merits in regard to the question of interest; and in my communica-
tion to my successor, without so fully considering the right of the claim-
ant to be allowed interest as I should have done, as the claim was a 
charge upon land, the title to which I consider the United States bound 
to perfect by their aforesaid agreement. 
JAMES W. McCULLOH. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 
Comptroller's Office, August 13, 184.9. 
The papers in the case of Milledge Galphin, executor of the last 
will and testament of George Galphin, deceased, having been referred to 
me, to report more fully on the question of interest, I submit the follow-
ing, in obedience to your request: 
The amount to be paid under the act approved on the 14th day of 
August, 1848, for the relief of said executor, was ascertained and sanc-
tioned by the Secretary of the Treasury on the 28th day of February, 
1849. This was the first liquidation of the claim by the United States. 
The first and only admissi0n that the United States were bound to pay 
this claim was by the act aforesaid; and whether any and what amount 
was due depended on the decision of the Secretary of the Treasury, after 
he should examine the evidence. 
The treaty made in 1773 was a treaty between the Creeks and Chero-
kees and the King of Great Britain, by which the Indians ceded certain 
lands, and the Crown was to hold the same in trust, and dispose of 
them to pay the debts the Indians owed to Indian traders. 
A paper lettered " B, extract of treaty 1773," contains the following 
extract: 
"In consideration whereof, it is agreed, on the part of his Majesty, 
that the moneys arising from the sales of the land ceded as aforesaid, 
after defraying the expenses of this congress and such other charges and 
expenses as will necessarily arise in carrying this measure into execution, 
shall be applied towards the payment and satisfaction of such debts as 
shall be jointly due and owing from the Indians to their traders aforesaid." 
The colonial government created a commission to sell the lands and to 
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iqnidate the amounts respectively due to each Indian trader; and said 
'Commission, on the 2d of :May, 1775, did liquidate the claim of George 
Galphin, and gave him a certificate for the amount, £9,791 15s. 5d. 
As the sums awarded were to be paid out of a trlo'l.st, the finding of the 
comm1sswners ouly ascertained the amount of the debt, and the propor-
tion that -would be paid must depend on various contingencies. 
The govenwr and council, on the 6th day of June, 1775, sanctioned the 
report, and found due to George Galphin the said sum of .t.-:>9,791 15s. 5d, 
and entered upon their record that the same was " payable out of such 
moneys as have and may arise by the sale of the lands lately ceded to his 
Majesty by the Creek and Cherokee Indians, after the payment of the 
expenses attending congress held with the Indians for obtaining the ces-
sion aforesaid, and the other necessary charges consequent thereof, if so 
much money shall be received; and if not, then to abate in proportion to 
thP- other creditors." 
This was in accordance with the instructions given to Sir James 
Wright, governor of Georgia, by the Earl of Dartmouth, on the 12th of 
December, 1772, preparatory to holding the treaty, wherein he said: 
u 'rhe principal object of attention recommended by their lordships is, 
that care be taken, in the negotiation with the Indians, that the Crown 
be not, on any account, pledged either to the Indians or to the traders for 
the discharge of any part of the debt due from one to the other." 
The Crown never admitted any indebtedness to George Galphin, nor to 
any of the Indian traders; and when Mr. Goodwin, in 1791, pointed out 
to Mr. George Rose, the principal secretary of the treasury, that there was 
no discrimination in the act of parliament between tl10se who adhered to 
the British government and the creditors who remained in the United 
States, he replied "that the whole act for remunerating the royalists was 
an act ex gratia, and not ex debito." 
There is no data on which to estimate how much the lands held in 
trust would have sold for at that time. 'rhe traders petitioned the 
governor and council, on the 27th of March, 1775, to take the land in 
severalty, and to sell and settle it in five years. 'rhis proposition was 
substituted by the colonial authorities, on the 4th of April, 1775, by 
another one, that the land should be sold and settled within three years, 
according to the proclamation of the governor issued on the 24th of Octo-
ber, 1774. A sale at that time, and under such circumstances, would 
greatly have lessened the probability that the full amount of the claims 
would have been realized. 
The proceedings of the governor and council show clearly that the land 
might not sell for enough to pay the expenses and debts, and therefore 
they provided f<)r paying a ratable proportion. The war of the Revolution 
soon followed, and neither the Crown nor the colonial government did 
sell the land and pay said debts. 
"In 1780 Georgia, with a view of strengthening her frontier, and to have 
the rich and healthy lands of -Wilkes speedily settled, passed an act with 
this provision: 
"Whereas certain persons, citizens of this and the State of South Car-
Dlina, and friends to the independency of the same, claim that the lands 
in the county of Wilkes were originally given up and ceded to the gov-
ernment of Great Britain by the Creek and Cherokee Indians, in satisfac-
5 
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tion and discharge of certain debts and arrears due by said Indians to said 
certain persons, commonly called Indian traders: 
"Be it therefore enacted, That any person having or pretending to have 
any such claim, do lay their claims and accounts before this or some 
future house of assembly to be examined, and whatever claims shall be 
found just and proper, arid due to the friends of America, shall be paid by 
treasury certificates for the amount, payable within two, three, and four 
years, and carrying 6 per cent. interest." 
Here was an opportunity given to George Galphin to prove his claim, 
to make the amount certain, which was uncertain before, and place it on 
interest. This he failed to do. Georgia legislated en this subject, with 
a knowledge of what the proceedings were in 1773 and 1775, and she 
does not admit that any claims which might he established were to be 
augmented by interest, before they should be found just and proper by 
her assembly. 
She held in her archives the evidence that the commissioners had al-
lowed George Galphin the above-mentioned sum, and yet she does not 
admit it to be a liquidated debt, and requires generally that all claims and 
accounts against the Indians, who had ceded their lands to pay their in-
debtedness, should be laid before her legislature to be examined, and 
what part was just and proper, and due to the friends of America, she 
agreed to pay. 
As to Mr. Galphin, his patriotism was known not only in Georgia, but 
in England, and that knowledge abroad defeated Mr. Goodwin in 1791 in 
obtaining a settlement of the claim there. After the lapse of some years, 
an application was made to the assembly of Georgia to pay the claim, 
which was renewed from time to time, down to 1839; and whether later, 
the documents do not show. 1.'he claim never has been liquiaated by 
Georgia, nor its validity admitted. By a bill reported, (but at what date 
does not appear,) it was proposed to pay the amount in ten annual instal-
ments, with interest from the 7th December, 17'94. 
The claim was prosecuted against the British government in 1791, and 
continued until 1792, by Charles Goodwin, attorney and agent of George 
Galphin, as appears by his statement on the 31st of October, 1816. In it 
he mentions that he applied to the legislature of Georgia for the claim in 
1794; and the date of the application was probably selected as the day on 
which interest was to commence, if the payment of the principal should 
be assumed. 
A committee of the Georgia legislature, on the 5th December, 1838, 
reported a bill for the relief of George Galphin, and also a resolution re-
questing their senators and representatives h1 Congress to urge the general 
government to refund to the State of Georgia the sum of .,t-:-9, 791 15s. 5d. 
sterling, being the amount that the said legislature appropriated for the 
relief of the legal representatives of George Galphin, deceased, who was 
an Indian trader, and comprehended in the treaty of 1773. 
This resolution was presented on the supposition that the bill reported 
would pass, and it establishes the fact that the committee made no pro-
vision for interest. 
The question whether interest shall be allowed arises on a claim in no 
instance admitted by Georgia or by the United States to be clue before the 
14th August, 1848, nor by the British government, as due from her; and 
:vhatever amount should be paid w&s contingent on the trust fund. It 
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was settled as a general rule in the early history of this government, that 
interest was not to be paid on claims unless directed by law. 
On the lOth October, 1786, Congress adopted a resolution that South 
Carolina pay to a description. of her officers the sum of $10,276 12, for 
which the StatG was to have credit on her specie proportion of the last 
requisition. Drafts were drawn on the commissioner of loans for the said 
State, payable to bearer, which not having been paid, they were returned 
and taken up by the board of the treasury, and an application was made 
to Congress by the officers for the interest. It was the practice at that 
time to refer new and important questions to the head of one of the de-
partments. This was referred to Mr. Hamilton, and he reported his opin-
ion on the l 8th March, 1790, against allowing interest.-State Papers, 
Claims, page 8. 
The House of Representatives, on the 23d March, 1816, requested 
William H. Crawford, then -Secretary of ·war, to state the usage of the 
War Department in allowing interest. He answered, "that the general 
usage of the War Department has been to pay no interest upon any de-
mand whatever, without regard to its origin." He mentions that during 
the war of 1812, officers and contractors had in some cases been directed 
to obtain money on loan; and when bills were presented and not paid, 
for want of funds, and the banks had been requested to take them up with 
the assurance that interest would be paid in these cases, interest was paid. 
Interest had also been paid on bills drawn by contractors according to 
their contracts, au.d not paid for want of iunds, and where it formed a 
part of the agreement. 
Interest was allowed by general and special acts in many instances 
during the American Revolution, because the credit of the government 
needed to be sustained when the treasury was without the means to pay. 
rrhe same cause was the reason that Congress passed the following 
xesolution on the 3d of June, 1784: 
"Resolved, That an interest of six per cent. per annum shall be allowed 
to all creditors of the United States for supplies furnished, or services 
done, £rom the time that the payment became due. "-(Journal of old 
Congress, volume 4, page 443.) 
Extract from a resolution passed on the 22d of March, 1783: 
"Resolved, That such officers as are now in service, and continue 
therein to the end of the war, shaH be entitled to receive the sum of five 
years' full pay in money, or securities on interest at six per cent. per an-
num, at the option of Congress, instead of the half-pay promised for life 
by the resolution of the 21st of October, 1780. "-(Journal of the old 
Congress, volume 4, page 178.) 
The principles mentioned by Mr. Crawford have governed Congress in 
allowing interest, and no power has been exercised more uniformly or 
with greater caution. It is a power that has not been delegated to the 
accounting officers, nor to the heads of the departments, and it is submitted 
that it should not be exercised by inference, nor because the case is sup-
posed to be a hard one. If it should be the pleasure of Congress to 
allow interest in this case, the party can sustain no damage by the delay, 
because it would be allowed to the passage of the act or the time of pay-
ment. 
If I were to advise to allow interest, I could not fix on any date before 
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the demand was .first made by the claimant on the United States. Tile-
earliest application on .file fixes this date in 1 837. 
Interest was not mentioned in the treaty of 1773, nor do I see anything· 
to convince me it would have been paid if the land had been sold. 
When Georgia invited, in 1780, a settlement of the claims arising under 
the treaty of 1773, she did not fix on the date of the treaty for the period 
of commencing the payment of interest, nor on the 2d day 0fMay, 1775,. 
but on the date of her own proceedings. 
The committees in their reports, as has been mentioned, designated 
the 7th of December, 1794, as the day from which to compute interest. 
It is said in the argument, that the United States having assumed the· 
responsibility of Georgia, they are bound to pay the interest as well as the 
principal. Georgia has at all times denied that any claim wa due from 
her to the s'3.id George Galphin or to his representatives, and the assump-
tion of the United States, in the language of Mr. Rose,. is " an act ex-
gracia, and not ea: dibito." If it was a debt in 1773, l cannot peiceive 
how it assimilates to a commutation case. 
The act of July 5, 1832, has been cited in support of the claim fur in-
terest. A very brief history of that act is, that the State of Virgi 1ia, by 
a resolution passed in the month of May, 1779, promised certain of her 
officers half-pay pension for life. Some of them she placed on the list 
of pensions, and paid them their annual stipends; and others, from various 
causes, were refused. Soon after ihe organization of the general govern-
ment, and on the 4th day of August, 17YO, the domestic debt was funcled,. 
bearing an interest of 6 per cent. The pension debt of Virginia was. 
not funded. The State of Virginia was suable, and suits were com-
menced against her by several of the officers, and judgments were re-
covered. As the payments for pensions were made to those \vho had 
served during the Revolution in the. common cause, and as the judg· 
ments were in favor of the same meritoriou~ class of officers, and as pro-
vision had been made to pay the debts of other States, Congress thought 
it right and just to pay these debts, which were of a class that had been 
assumed at various times, and for that purpose passed the act of July 47 
1832. The 1st section directs the accounting officers to liquidate and 
pay the accounts of Virginia for payments made on account of half-pay 
promised the officers by that commonwealth. The 2d section directs 
them to liquidate and pay the judgments the officers had recovered against 
the State under the act of May, 1779. 
The 3d section directs the Secretary of the Treasury to adjust and 
~ettle those claims which had not been paid nor prosecuted, but which 
the State would be bound to pay, on the p·incip!es of the half-pay cases 
decided in the supreme court of appeals of the State of Virginia. 
I have before cited the resolution of the 22d of March, l 783, in which 
Congress agreed to pay interest on the commutation securities, and the 
resolution of June 3, 1784, in which interest on all the public debts was 
stipulated to be paid. 
As is stated by Judge Bryan in his argument, interest is not directed to 
be paid by the act of July 4, 1832, nor was there any necessity that it 
should be mentioned to carry interest in these rases. This principle was 
decided by Mr. Attorney General Rush, in the case of Mrs. Hamilton, on 
the 29th of June, 1816. 
On the ~9th of April, 1816, Co11grcss directed the accounting officers 
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to settle the account of Elizabeth Hamilton, widow and representative of 
.Alexander Hamilton, deceased, and to allow her five years' full pay for 
the services of her deceased husband as a lieutenant colonel in the revolu-
tionary war, which said five years' tull pay is the commutation of his half 
pay for life, to be paid out ·of anv money in the treasury not otherwise 
appropriated. A question arose whether she was entitled to interest, and 
the opinion of Mr. Rush was requested by the Secretary of the Treasury; 
.and, after stating the case, in answer to the question, Does the spirit and 
true meaning of the said act require that interest be allowed on the five 
years' full pay therein granted? he said: "I think it does. I am given 
to understand that it has not been the practice of the accounting officers 
of the Treasury Department to allow interest upon an account directed to 
be settl.ed or paid by an act of Congress, unless there be in the act itself 
special words to that effect. This rule, taken as a general one, it is not 
my part to controvert, nor is it supposed that the above opinion will imply 
:any contradiction. I ground it on the peculiar words of the act of April 
'29, 1816, which, taken in connexion with the resolution of March 22, 
1783, appears to me, on full consideration, to enforce the construction 
that it was the intention of Congress not merely to make an independent 
.grant to Elizabeth Hamiltoit, but to place her upon a footing of equal ad-
vant~J.ge, in all respects., with the ofiicers entitled to commutation under 
that resolution. The consequence wiH be, that, as was the case with the 
officers themselves, (none of whom, it is believed, received the amount 
in money,) she, too, will be entitled to interest at six per cent., the rate 
:Specified in the resolution." 
The alloii.Vance of interest to the representatives of George Fisher is re-
ferred to by Judge Bryan in the following language: 
"And the claim of George Fisher, recently decided by the Second 
Auditor, uader an opinion of the Attorney General, is also adduced as 
another instance when the term 'interest' is not used in the act of 
Congress which au.thorized and required the Second AuditGr to examine 
.and adjust; and yet, in making the award, interest in full to the date of 
tpayment was allowed by that Dfficer." 
So far as the aots of the Second Auditor are authority, they bear on 
this case; but in this concession, the power granted by the act for the 
relief of the .representatives of George Fi::;her shoutd be examined. The 
Second Auditor is required to examine the claim on principles of equity 
.and justice·; and he is to afford a fair and fnll indemnity for all losses and 
injuries occasioned by the troops, and allow the claimants accordingly. 
The .language of the aet is uLmstml, and confers more than ordinary 
powers. Interest was aUowed from the time the injuries were committed 
to the payment; but I do not find that lVIr. Attorney General Toucey or 
Johnson decided, as an original proposition., that interest ought to be 
.allowed. 
Mr. Tou.cey, on the 20th of Deceml•er, 184.8, gave an opinion in the 
:affirmative OH this poin4:: Whether, inasmuch as the Second Auditor had 
ruled out proo·f for informality., and reported on a part of the claims, he 
could afterwards receiv.e new evidence in support of the claims rejected? 
Nothlng was said about interest. On the 18th of January, 184~, the 
.Ser-ond Auditor, having decided. to allow interest, to afford a full and fair 
.indemnity, and having reported the allowance of interest from the 13th of 
February, 1832., he asked the opinion of the Attorney General as to the 
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time when the calculation of interest should begin. The Attorney Gene-
ral says: '' It being held by the Second Auditor that the value of the 
property taken or destroyed; with interest upon it, is to be paid 'as a fair 
and full indemnity,'" it would seem to follow, of course, that the interest 
should be computed from the time when the; property was taken. Mr. 
Clayton, on succeeding Mr. McCalla, found this (')pinion of the Attorney 
General, and he· requested the Secretary of the Treasury to obtain the 
opinion on two points: 
1st. Is the opinion of the late Attorney General u.pon the decision of 
the Second Auditor obligatory on me? 
2d. Ought interest to have been allowed J 
1\Ir. Attmney General Johnson decided the first question in the affirma-
tive. 
2d. He decided that the allowance of interest under the act was soh~ly 
within the province of the Second Auditor; and whether he had acted 
discreetly, was not for the Attorney General to decide. 
So that the allowance of interest in this case was the sole act of Mr. 
McCalla, and depended on the unusual phraseology ef the act requiring 
him to allow a fair and full indemnity. 
Reference is also made to the claim of the :representatives of John M~ 
Galt. 
John M. Galt was a surgeon in the ViFginia l.fne during the American 
Revolution, and a suit having been commenced against that State for five 
years' full pay, a judgment was rendered in the circuit superior court in 
June, 1847. The claim was settled and paid under the provisinns of the act 
of July 4, 1832, with the nsual allowance of interest. Additional evidence 
was produced by the certificates of tbe anditor of public accounts, at-1d of 
the Attorney General, that inte:rest was allowed and paid on this class of 
claims by the law of Virginia. 
,-rhe opinion of Mr. Attorney General Taney in the case of Wm. Tharp· 
is referred to, to sustain the position that the Secretary of the Treasury can 
allow interest if he thinks proper.-(Page 841, Opinions of Attorneys. 
General.) . 
· The Secretary of Wa:r desired the opiBion of the Attorney General on 
the question whether he could allow interest. Mr. Taney says:· "l auswer,. 
that I am not aware of any statute of the United States that forbids theSe-
cretary of War or the accounting officers to allow interest to a cl.aimant, if it 
should appear that interest is justly duP. to him. As the Uflited States are 
always ready to pay when a claim is presemted snpported by proper-
vouchers, it can rarely, if evel', happen that they are justly chargeable 
with interest; because it is the fault of the claimant, if he delays presenting 
his claim, or does not bring forward the proper vouchers to prove it and 
justify its payment. But if in Mnjor Tharp's case, or in any other, the· 
Secretary of War; upon a review of the whole evidence, should be of the 
opinion that interest is justly due to the claimant, I think he may legally 
allow it." 
The opinion ofl\'Ir. Attorney General Butler, referred to on page 1119,. 
was given in the case of Mrs. O'Sullivan. Her husband, John O'Sullivan, 
owned a vessel which was detained by John M. Forbes, commercial and 
political agent of the Unit0.d States at ·Buenos Ayres, in I 823, and finally 
sent by him to the United States. By an act app1'0ved July 2, 18367 the-
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Secretary of the Treasury was directed to settle the claim, "and to pay the 
amount of actual loss which might be shown.'' 
In ascertaining the "actual loss," the Attorney General thought that 
interest might be estimated on the value of the vessel. The accounting 
officers, by the act, were clothed with the same power that a jnry is in 
giving damages in a case of tort. They arrived at a result by considering 
various accompanying circumstances, and interest may, with propriety, be 
()TIE' element in deciding what amount of damages the defendant should 
pay. Your attention is invited to the opinion of Mr. Attorney General 
VVirt, in the case of Aquilla Giles, as containing the general principles 
which have governed the accounting offir,ers and the heads of departments 
in deeiding the question whether interest should be allowed. 
On the 3d March, 1819, Congress passed an act for the relief of Aquilla 
Giles. He held a warrant issued by B. Lincoln, dated 28th December, 
1782, expressing on its face to have been issued for the balance of his pay 
as a major, for that year, for five hundred dollars. The accounting officers 
were directed to settle the claim. 
MF-. Giles having claimed interest, the opinion of the Attorney General, 
Mr. ·\Virt, was asked, and given as follows, viz: 
"I have examined the ease of Aquilla Giles, and see no reason, in this 
instance, to depart from the usual practice of the Treasury Department. 
The act of Congress does not direct the payment of interest, nor does it, 
as in the case of Mrs. Hamilton, refer to any principles of settlement from 
which it can be inferred that interest was intended to be allowed. The 
act merely refers to the warrant for $500 as the basis of settlement. The 
warrant, thus referred to, does not carry interest on its face, and I under-
stand it to be the sole fault of Mr. Giles himself, that it has not long 
since been presented and paid or funded. Interest is in the nature of 
damages for withholding money which the party ought to pay, and would 
not or could not. But here it appears, on the face of .Mr Giles's own me-
m.orial, that he has never made an application for payment, and, there-
fore, there has been no withholding payment against his consent. If Mr. 
Giles conceives himself to be aggrieved by the practice of the treasury in 
similar cases, he has his remedy before Congress, who, if they think it 
equitable, can direct the payment of interest, as they did in the ease of 
John Thompson." 
The result of my examination is: 
I st. That as a general rule the accounting officers do not allow interest. 
2d. The allowance of interest in the' commutation cases is by con-
tract. 
3d Interest is allowed in time of war and an empty treasury, in ~ases 
where disbursing officers and contractors have been directed to raise 
money by loans and have paid interest; and where bills have been 
drawn and not paid, and banks have taken them upon an assurance that 
interest would be paid; and where bills have· been drawn by contractors, 
agreeable to contract, and not paid for the want of funds. 
4.th. Where interest is stipulated to be paid· by contract, and an act is 
passed for the reli8f of the contractor, directions are given to pay interest, 
as in the case of the Springfield Manufacturing Company, 22d August, 
1842. 
5th. During the war of 1812, several of the States expended money 
for the benefit of the United States. When the same was borrowed by 
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the State and interest paid, such interest was repaid; but when the 
money was taken from the treasury of the State, the principal was re-
funded, without interest. (Virginia-6 vol. Stat. at Large, page 132;: 
Delaware-6 vol. Stat. at Large, page 175; Maryland-6 vol. Stat. at 
Large, page 161.) 
6th. The accounting officers have allowed interest in cases referred to 
them by Congress, when inte·rest, under a law pertaining to a class of 
cases, would have been allowed to the person performing the services if 
he had applied; but, being dead, relief is granted to the representative or· 
heir, as in the case of Mrs. Hamilton. 
I find no general principle or rule which authorizes the Secretary to 
allow interest in this case. The phraseology of the law does not imli-
cate that it was the intention of Congress that interest should be allowed. 
The position is assumed in the argument that the question of the principal 
was not doubted, and therefore that the interest was the main subjectrefened 
for decision. I am obliged to dissent fi·om this assumption. In my opinion,. 
it was strictly within the power of the Secret:uy of the Treasury to ascer-
tain what would have been realized if the land had been sold under the 
proclamation of the governor, or under the substituted proposition of the 
governor and council, or under the proposition of the creditors in 1775, 
as mentioned above. This could not have been reduced to an absolute 
certainty, but an approximation might have been obtained from the pop-
ulation of Georgia, and the sale of other lands open for settlement in that 
colony at that time. Much reliable information might be oetained from 
ascertaining the price paid for land in other colonies about the same 
time, and the progress made in their settlement. The C1own being a 
trustee, \Vithout restriction, had the right to sell at such time as it thought 
proper to fix, and at such price as it could obtain, acting in all things in 
good faith. In exercising this discretion as to the time, three years were 
limited by Governor Wright in his proclamation. 
If the prineipal was ascertained and established by Congress, there 
was no necessity to refer the computation of interest to the Secretary of 
the Treasury. If interest had been in the contemplation of Congress, 
some rules would. have been laid down, according to precedent, making 
known its will in regard to it, or its views would have been made known 
in some other way. 
If further information is desired, and time shall be given to me, I will 
enter more fully into the examination of the question of interest by refer-
ring to numerous reports, and tracing out the action of Congress on 
them, and by special acts allowing interest and setting forth the circum-
stances attending each case, and showing the reason for the allowance) 
without departing from the general principle that interest is not allowed 
on debts against the United States; and the examination will show great 
harmony in the various decisions by the action of the accounting officers, 
the heads of departments, and Congress. 
I am not able to record the extent of my examination, in consequence 
of the business of the office requiring my undivided atte11tion during the 
day; and the prcssi11g importunities of the representatives of the claimants 
forbids my asking for more time. 
Most respectfully submitted. 
ELISHA "\VHITTLESEY. 
Hon. WM. M. 1\IEREDITH, Secretary of tlte Treasury. 
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ATTORNEY GENERAL's OFFICE, 
February 2, 1850. 
SrR: 'rhe question you have submitted to me, upon the claim of the 
executor of George Galphin, under the act of the 14th of August, 1848, 
I have examined with all the care due to the circumstances attending it-
its supposed intrinsic difficulty and the large amount which it involves. 
The opinion I have formed I am clear in; and although my official en-
gagements in the Supreme Court will not enable m.e to give my reasons 
at length, I do not feel at liberty to refuse . the request of the claimant, 
that I would state to you the opinion itself. 
The question is, whether interest should be allowed on the claim; and 
if it should be, from what period? 
First. Should it be allowed? 
I think it should. The material facts are these: George Galphin, the 
testator of the claimant, antecedent to 1773, was an authorized trader 
among the Creek and Cherokee Indians, in the colony of Georgia. In 
that capacity and as the assignee of the claims of other legal traders, he 
was a creditor of the Indians for a large amount. In 1773, under instruc-
tions from the mother country, the governor of the colony, Sir James 
Wright, negotiated a treaty with the Indians, by which they ceded a large 
extent of territory, now constituting, it is believed, two entire counties of 
the State of Georgia (Wilkes and Li'ncoln,) and part of two others (Ogle-
thorpe and Green,) and by an express stipulation the debts due by the 
Indians to the traders were secured to be paid from the proceeds of the 
lands. 
The treaty was ratified by England in 1775, and. a commissioner dt{Iy 
constituted to liquidate the payment of these debts out of the fund so by 
the treaty provided for that end. Under this authority Galphin's claim, 
and others of like character, were ascertained, and the amount due to 
him found to be .£9,791 15s. 5d. sterling, and for this sum he obtained a 
proper certificate. The revolutionary war oecurring soon afterwards, and 
ending in the independence of the colonies, the territory ceded became 
the property of Georgia. All the debts due the traders provided fa:: by 
the treaty, except Galphin's, were afterwards paid, principal and interest, 
by the British government, and his excepted only because of his patriotic 
adherei'l.ce to this country during the war. The others who were loyal 
to England were fully indemnified by that government, under a just and 
high sense of the obligation imposed upon her by the treaty; although, 
as to her, the consideration as to the payment of the debts, in fact, failed, 
by the loss of the entire territory ceded. But as the fault was hers, and 
the traders were innocent as to that result, and did all they could, as loyal 
subjP-cts, to avert it, she stood between them and harm, and fully paid 
their claims. That Galphin's would also have been paid had he, follow-
ing the fortunes of England, been regardless of the duty which patri-
otism in such an emergency demanded, it is impossible to doubt. 
'rhe loss of his claim is, therefore, to be referred exclusively to a cause 
wldch should commend it to the favor of the American governrnent, and 
induce the government to be, if necessary, even generous to the claimant, 
instead of causing it to apply to the claim a narrow rule of responsibility, 
often in 1ts effects placing its justice upon a level far below that which by 
the law, as between man and man, is daily declared to be the proper and 
only level of justice. 
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These lands were to a considerable extent disposed of by Georgia in 
bounties to the soldiers who achieved our independence, or given by her 
to settlers to guard her on her frontier from Indian outrages. 
From time to time the claim was demanded of Georgia; and although 
its merits were never denied, but, on the contrary, in various ways ad-
mitted, it was never paid. 
In 1802 a large tract of country, now comprising the States of Ala-
bama and Mississippi, was ceded by Georgia to the United States, but 
until the law of August, 1848, no provision was made by the United 
States for the liquidation of the debt. Since that act, it is now too late 
to dispute the justice of the demand. That question was settled by the 
law itself-looking only to its terms-the memorial which prayed there-
lief, and the report of the committee who reported the bill; and if not, is 
now put beyond all doubt, it any ever existed, by the decision of your 
predecessor, Mr. Walker, in paying the principal of the debt. 
As I have already said, I am of opinion that interest should be allowed, 
and from the date of the certificate, in 1775. My reasons are briefly 
these: 
1. The effec.t of the treaty o1 1773 was to charge the lands themselves 
with the payment of the debt, principal and interest. 
2. This charge in equity remained an incumbrance on the lands, in 
whosesoever hands they might come, except so far as, by a right of war, 
the claims were coNfiscated. 
3. As against Galphin, that right never existed. He struggled in com-
mon with the patriots of the day in arresting the territory fi·om British 
rule, anEl in subjecting it to tl1e sovereignty of Georgia. 
4. 'rhat upon the cession by Georgia to the United Stat in 1802, the 
latter became liable for the stipulations of the treaty of 1773, and bound 
in law and honor to execute them. 
5. 'l..,hat the minimum of their responsibility being the value of the 
lands, and this being far beyond the amount of the claim, with interest, 
their liability for the entire amount is manifest. 
6. That if the British government was liable for the debt, as it clearly, 
under her law, was not, as between her and Galphin, because of Gal-
phin's disloyalty, it was the duty of the United States to have prosecuted 
it upon that government. 
7. That Georgia was responsible originally, as between herself and the 
clain1ant; but as the lands were used in a great measure for the common 
benefit of all the States, either as means of giving soldiers bounties, or as 
furnishing a resource to guard against Indian ravages, the United States 
in 1848, when they agreed to pay this particular claim, agreed to assume 
a liability co-extensive with that of Georgia. In this respect I am unable 
to distinguish between this case and that of the Virginia commutation cases 
assumed by the United States by the act of July, 1832. 
8. That the allowance of interest in such a case in no way conflicts 
with the prior custom of the government i11 relation to such allowances. 
That the act of 1848 gives the power to allow it, cannot be, nor do I un-
derstand it to be, denied. 
It is by assuming that there is a settled and almost universal rule ad-
verse to such allowances, that the claim is thought to be invalid. 
For want of time, lam unable now to go into an examination of the cases 
in which interest has been paid where there was no express provision for 
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it in the law embracing the claims. As I have already said, I think the 
Virginia commutation claims an~ an answer to the objection; but the 
claim in question stands upon grounds higher and stronger than these. 
Here, besides the obligation resulting from assumi11g, as was done by 
the ac.t of 1848, this debt of Georgia, because of the appropriation by her 
of the lands charged with the debt to the common cau_se, which was all 
that existed in the ViTginia cases, there exists this additional ground-
that, by taking the cession from Georgia in 1802, we bound ourselves to 
e.xtinguish all outstanding titles to the lands_ within the limits of Georgia, 
and therefore compelled in good faith to pay this debt, which, by a sol-
emn treaty stipulation, was then, and must remain until paid, a lien 
on such lands. And in the last place, that, looking to the circumstances 
preceding the act of 1848, as stateGI. in the memorial of the claimant, and 
in the report of the Judiciary Committee, and looking to the words of the 
law itself, I have no doubt it was, and should have been, the pur-
pose of Congress to pay the interest as well as the principal of the claim. 
This, in my opinion, was due to the services and sacrifices of the 
ancestor of the claimant-to the mere legal and equitable responsibility of 
the United States as trustee of the lands charged with the debt-to the 
obligation to Georgia to indemnify her against it, because of her appli-
cation of the lands as far as disposed of to the promotion of the common 
cause of the Revolution; and, above all, to the duty which Congress must 
have felt of securing to her own citizens that full measure of justice de-
manded by the treaty stipulation of 1773, which England, under much 
less imperative circumstances, so promptly rendered to her subjects. 
As I am not able to find a n~ason why the interest should be made to 
cease short of the passing of the act of 1848, I am, for the reasons already 
stated, of opinion that it ought to be allowed to that date. 
That the amount is a large one, although it calls for, as it has received 
at my hands, a most careful examination, is, of course, no reason ag:J.inst 
its allowance. 
A government never presents itself in a n:wre commanding and eleva-
ted condition than when it answers fully to all just demands. Whilst 
guarding, as it should, against unjust claims, and resorting to all proper 
precautions to that end, it should, with the same care, and with a view 
alike to its true interests and character, sedulously abstain from doing in 
each case anything but full and ample justice. 
It is under a conviction that this will not be done in the present in-
stance by anything short of the entire payment of the demand, and from 
a full conviction that the law of 1848 authorizes and calls for its pay-
ment, that I have come to the conclusion here stated. 
I have the honor to be, \Vith high regard, your obedient servant, 
REVERDY JOHNSON. 
Hon. "\VM. l\11. lVIEREDITH, 
Secretary cif the Treasury. 
I ---
The veJ·bal statement of Mr. Crawford before the committee, reduced to 
writing. 
In the early part of 1833, (I thjnk in February,) I was first connected 
with the Galphin claim. I then received of Dr. Milledge Galphin, of 
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South Carolina, a letter of attorney, with authority to prosecute the claim 
of his ancestor, George Galphin, whose sole legal representative he then 
was, and now is. 
The first attempt was to procure its payment through the Cherokees 
east of the Mississippi river. The inducement may be found in the Fre-
amble of the treaty of 1773. The treaty of Nevv Echota contained an 
article which provided for its payment. This artide was rejected by the 
Senate, on the ground, as it is supposed, that the claim, if valid against the 
United States, should be presented in the usual form. It was so presented 
to the Senate of the United States; and in 1837, as I remember, re-
ported on unfavorably by a committee of that body. In 1837 the claim 
was returned to the legislature of Georgia, of which I was then a member, 
and continued as such until 1842, with the exception of one year, 1841. 
During this period I advocated its payment in open sessions, disclosed my 
interest in it, but claimed, as it was my right and duty, not to vote on the 
question of its payment. These applications were not snccessfnl. 
'rhe claim was then urged on Congress, and, after encountering the 
usual delays, was finally allowed by Congress in 1848. 
In February, 1849, the principal was paid at the treasury of the United 
States; the question of interest was left open. 
Such was the condition of the claim when I became a member of the 
present cabinet. 
'rhe legal representative and heirs of Galphin insisted on the settlement 
of the claim, and, as my interest was contingent and secondary, I did not 
deem that I could postpone it. Accordingly, in the month of May, 1849, 
I went and disclosed to the President the condition of the claim and my 
relation to it. I stated to him that I had been prosecuting thi3 claim, be-
fore Congress and elsewhere, since the year 1833; that I had an interest 
in it; that it had been allowed by Congress and was pending before the 
'rreasury Department. He replied that he did not consider, by the accept-
ance of ofiice, any of my pre-existing individual rights had been curtailed. 
I determined to disembarrass the claim of all influence, official or other-
wi~e, and engaged the services of an agent, Mr. Joseph Bryan, which I 
was authorized to do under the contract with Dr. Galphin. I disclaim 
and deny that, at any time before the final payment of the claim, any 
officer of the government, charged with its adjustment, derived fi·om my-
self, or any person by my authority or consent, any knowledge of my in-
terest in the claim. Acting on this motive, I was willing that the claim 
should be decided on its own merits. 
GEO. vV. CRAvVFORD. 
Supplemental s'atem.ent in answer to questions propounded by the com-
mittee. 
I was in the city of Washington in the month of l\'lay, 18-18, on my 
way from the Philadelphia convention. I arrived Saturday morning, and 
left :fi1r Georgia, my residence, that night. I had been in VVashington in 
1836, and was a member of the House of Repre:::;eutatives during the short 
session of 1843, to fill a vacancy. I had not been in Washington after 
that time until I passed through the city in lVIay, 1848, on my way to 
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Philadelphia, where I staid about one day. I was not in Washington 
when the bill to pay the claim of Galphin passed either house of Congress . 
.My contract with Dr. Galphin entitled me to one-half of the amount 
that should be paid by the government on the claim, after deduction of 
the expenses incident to the prosecution of it. The only deduction made 
on a settlement with Dr. Galphin was the sum of three thouoo.nd dollars, 
paid to Joseph Bryan, the agent appointed by me. I have received one-
half of the sum allowed after that deduction. The interest of the claim 
amounted to about two hundred and thirty-four thousand five hundred 
dollars. The paper marked "A" is a statement of a settlement made 
\vith Dr. Galphin of the interest allowed on the claim. In my conversa-
tion with the President, I did not communicate to him the amount or 
character of the claim, or the extent of my interest in it, or the name of 
the claimant. I entered into no details of the claim, except as before 
stated by me. 
The paper marked "B" is a copy of my contract with Dr. Galphin. 
My conversation with the President was before the middle of May. From 
the time of my appointment as Secretary of War, until the delegati01.11 of 
my authority to Mr. Bryan, no steps had been taken to prosecute the 
claim to interest. J took no steps whatever, nor would I have moved in 
the matter but for the instructions of the claimant. I then appointed Mr. 
Bryan, and furnished him with all the facts. l also supervised and aided 
in preparing the written arguments which were offered in support of the 
claim to interest. These arguments were not signed by myself. 
GEO. ·w. ORA WFORD. 
B. 
Memorandum of an agreement made and entered into this third day or 
May, 1833, between Dr. Milledge Galphin; of Beach Island, State of 
South Carolina, the sole executor of the last will and testament of 
'rhomas Galphin, deceased, late of said State of South Carolina, and 
George W. Crawford, of the city of Augusta, in the State of Georgia, of 
and concerning a certain claim held by the said executor under a treaty 
between the colonial government of Georgia and the Cherokee and 
Creek tribes of Indians, in the year seventeen hundred and ·seventy-
three: 
It is agreed on the part of the said George W. Crawford, that he is to 
use his exertions to procure the liquidation of a part or whole of said claim, 
without any other charge to the said executor than hereinafter provided; 
and the said executor agrees on his p3;rt to allow and pay to the said 
George W. Crawford one-half of the amount which may be recovered on 
the said claim. 
In witness whereof, each party hath hereto set their hands the day and 
year above written. 
MILLEDGE GALPHIN, 
Executor of Thomas Galphin, deceased. 
GEO. W. CRAWFORD. 
To the end that the above agreement may be fully understood, it is 
this day agreed between the said parties, in the event of the said claim or 
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a part thereof being established and paid, the said George W. Crawford 
is to be first indemnified and paid in full for any advances to, and con-
tracts with others, that he may make concerning said claim, before the 
contemplated division thereof is to take place as aforesaid. And further, 
all pecuniary advances and professional services of the said George ~V. 
Crawford, and only of himself, shall be considered as an equivalent to 
one moiety of the net profits of said claim. 
Given under our hands this 19th January, 1835. 
:MILLEDGE GALPHIN, 
E.rec~ttor, 9·c. 
GEO. W. CRAWFORD. 
This is to certify that the foregoing is a true copy Qf the original agree-
ment w·hich this day has been delivered up to me by George ·~v. Craw-
ford; also, a copy of receipt in the following terms, endorsed on the origi-
nal contract: 
"I hereby acknowledge to have received full payment of all dnes and 
demands from Milledge Galphin, executor of George Galphin, deceased, 
under the foregoing contract. 
"GEO. W. CRAWFORD." 
The foregoing is a true copy, this 2d lYiarch, A. D. 1850. 
MILLEDGE GALPHIN, 
Witness: 
Executor of George Galphin, deceased. 
JosEPH BRYAN. 
STATE OF GEORGIA: 
Know all men by these presents that I, Milledge Galphin, executor of 
the last will and testament of Thomas Galphin, late of Barnwell district, 
in the State of South Carolina, deceased, for divers good causes and con-
siderations me hereunto moving, have appointed, and by these presents 
do constitute and appoint, George W. Crawford, of Augusta, in the county 
of Richmond, and State of Georgia, my true and lawful attorney, for me 
and in my name, as executor aforesaid, to liquidate and settle all ;md 
singular the debts, dues, claims, and demands whatsoever which the 
heirs or representatives of the said Thomas Galphin, deceased, have or 
hold against the Cherokee tribe of Indians, under a treaty between said 
tribe and the then colony of Georgia, made in the year of our Lord one 
thousand seven hundred and seventy-three. 
And I, the said executor, do by these presents fully authorize and 
empower my said attorney, for me and in my name, as executor aforesaid, 
to ask, demand, and receive all or any part of the claims and dues afore-
said from the said Cherokee tribe of Indians, their chiefs, head men, or 
agents in this behalf, or of any department of the government of the 
United States or State aforesaid on whom the payment thereof may in any 
manner devolve, and for such payment, and in consideration thereof, full 
and complete receipts, discharges, and acquittances, under seal or other· 
wise, for me and in my name as such executor, to execute and deliver to 
the individuals or officers paying the same. 
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And, for the more ready settlement of said claims, my said attornfi!y is 
hereby further fully authorized, for me and in my name as said executor, 
to negotiate the settlement thereof wi1h the chiefs, head men, or agents 
of the tribe, on such terms as he may deem expedient, and to submit the 
same to reference or arbitration should that become nec~essary, or to settle 
the whole in any manner whatsoever that he nlay find advisable. And 
I, the said executor, do hereby fully ratify and confirm all that my said 
attorney may hereafter do in the premise3, and all instruments which he 
may execute in my name, touching the same, as fully and completely as 
if myself present at the doing theroof and thereto consisting. 
In testimony whereof, I, the said executor, have heretg set my hand 
and seal this seventh day of February, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and thirty-three. 
[L s.J MILLEDGE GALPHIN, 
Executor of the estate of Thomas Galphin. 
Signed, sealed, and delivered in presence of-
F. INo. McKINNE, Jr., 
HENRY H. CuMMING. 
STATE OF GEoRGIA, Richmond county: 
Know all men by these presents that I, Milledge Galphin, of the dis-
trict of Edgefield and State of South Carolina; sole surviving executor of 
the last will and testament of Thomas Galpklin, late of Barnwell district, 
in said State of South Carolina, who was the sole surviving executor of 
the last will and testament of George Galphin, formerly of' said State of 
South Carolina, deceased, have appointed, and by these presents do ap-
point, George ·w. Crawford, of the county of Richmond and State of Geor-
gia aforesaid, my true and lawful attorney, for me and in my name, as ex-
ecutor aforesaid, to ask, demand, and receive, of the proper officers of 
the treasury of the United States of America, all sums of money that have 
been, are, or may become payable to me, under and by virtue of an act 
of Congress passed at the .first session of the thirtieth Congress of said 
United States, entitled "An act for the relief of Milledge Galphin, exec-
utor of the last will and testament of George Galphin, deceased." 
And I do, by these presents, fully authorize and empower my said at-
torney, fo:c me and in my name, as aforesaid, to manage and control all 
claims that I may have, as aforesaid, under the act aforesaid, upon the 
government of said United States, and to make any settlement, arrange-
ment, disposition, or composition of the same, in his discretion; and for 
me, and in my name, as aforesaid, to sign, seal, and deliver, all acquit-
tances, receipts, discharges, or acknowledgments, by matter of record, 
under seal or otherwise, touching the settlement, payment, or composi-
tion of said claim; and for any or all the above purposes, to appoint other 
attorneys under him, and to revoke their powers at pleasure. 
And all at1d singular the lawful acts of my said attorney, or his sub-
stitutes in the premises, I hereby fully and forever ratify and confirm. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereto set my hand and seal, at Augusta, 
in the county of Richmond aforesaid, this thirtieth day of December, 
eighteen hundred and forty-eight. , 
M. GALPHIN, [L. s.] 
Signed, sealed, and acknowledged, in presence of 
WM. T. GouLD, Notary Public. · 
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STATE OF GEORGIA: 
I, William Tracy Gould, a public notary for the county of Richmo11d, 
and State aforesaid, duly commissioned and sworn, and residing in the 
city of Augusta, in said county, do certify that on the day of the date of 
the foregoing letter of attorney, at the city aforesaid, Milledge Galphin, 
the constituent thereof, who has long been well individually known to 
me, did in my presence sign and seal the same, and acknowledge and 
declare it to be his own free act and deed, for the purposes therein men-
tioned. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereto affixed my notarial firm and seal, 
[L. s.J on the same day and year aforesaid. 
W.M:. T. GOULD, Notary Public. 
Mr .... lJ!Ieredith 's Statement. 
Judge Bryan alone prosecuted the Galphin claim before me, and I knew 
of no other attorney, agent, or counsel for it than himself. After I had 
received, or about the time that I received, the Attorney General's opin-
ion, Mr. Berrien called on me and introduced Mr. Galphin, whom 1 took 
to be the claimant. I presumed .i\ir. Berrien came merely as his friend. 
Until some days-probably a week or ten days-after the claim for in-
terest had been allowed, and actually paid, I had no knowledge, belief, 
or impression, nor had the idea presented itself to my mind, that Gover-
nor Crawford had any existing connexion, as party, counsel, agent, or at-
torney, with the Galphin claim, or that he would derive any pecuniary 
or other benefit from, or by reason of, a decision in its favor. 
At some time during the pendency of the claim, and I think after I 
had referred it to the Attorney General, it was incidentally mentioned to me 
by one of the officers of the treasury that Governor Crawford had formerly 
been concerned for the claim. I understood the reference to be to some time 
indefinitely anterior to the coming in of the present administration. rrhis 
did not turn my mind in the direction of a surmise of any continuing 
connexion of Governor Crawford with the claim, which Judge Bryan was 
actively prosecuting as its sole representative, and in regard to which 
Governor Crawford's whole deportment (on the three or four occasions on 
which alone we exchanged a very few words on it) had been, and con-
tinued to be to all appearance, that of an indifferent person-a friend of 
the claimant, but having himself no motive or desire to interfere in the 
argument or decision, and no interest in the result. 
I never observed among the papers anything which showed that Gov-
ernor Crawford had at any time been concerned in the matter; but if I 
had noticed the power of attorney to him which I now find to be on file, 
it would, I think, have apprized me of nothing more than I have above 
stated. Whether it was among the papers which were before me during 
the pendency of the claim, I have no knowledge. It was in no way con-
nected with any question presented for my consideration. 
W. M. MEREDITH. 
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APRIL 23, 1850.- Wm. M. Meredith's examination. 
Question 1. Do you remember the day of the week when your de-
'cision was made? 
Answer i. I think it was the first of March, on Friday. 
Question 2. Was there anything unusual or hurried in the decision, or 
i.n the payment of the money? 
Answer 2 ... There was not. My decision was not given for nearly a 
month after the date of the Attorn<:>y GeneraPs --opinion, and the warrant 
f.or the money was not signed un.til next day. 
Question 3. Were the conversations with Mr. Crawford, alluded to in 
your written statement., prior to the deeision of the case? 
Answer 3. Yes, all prior to the decision of the case. 
Question 4. Please state wh€re, and under what general circumstances 
:they were held? 
Answer 4. I think one or two in the room of the cabinet meetings, al).d 
'Dlle or two i1a my room at the Treasury Depa·hment. . 
Question 5. Did _yoN send all the papers in the case to the Attorney 
General? 
.. Answer 5. I referred the case to him in the form contained in my letter 
of September 18, 1849, and took for granted all the papers were sent to 
him. ' 
Question '6. Prior to the payment of this claim, was it at any time the 
~ubject of cabinet co:1.sideration, or comment? 
Answer 6. It was not. 
Question 7. Is it, or not, the usage of the department, in cases of this 
kind, to take the opi.niGlll of the Attorney General? 
Answer 7. In cases where there is a doubt upon a question of law in the 
miods of the heads of the department, it is usual to take such opinion, and 
to be guided by it, so far as I know. 
Question 8. Do you know of a case where th-e opinion of the Attorney 
General has not been. held to govern? . 
Answer 8. I know ot none, but have heard that there was one some 
t wenty years ago. 
W. M. MEREDITH. 
The opinion I gave is not as full as I should have made it, had I taken 
more time in its preparation. But, if the committee desire it, I will sup-
ply this in part by putting them in possession of some of the authorities 
upon which it was formed. These were of several classes: . 
Pirs't. Those in which, under circumstances not stronger than this 
claim presented, the United States, in their dealings with other nations, 
have uniformly demanded interest. . 
Second. In which Congress has itself, in terms, given interest to in-
dividual claimants. 
Third. In which, without such terms, and under language not more 
comprehensive than that if the Galpltin act, the accounting officers have 
allowed interest with the sanction of the head of the proper department. 
Fourth. In which, under the opinions of my predecessors, interest has 
been allowed. 
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Fifth. In whic.h the courts of the United States have adjudged it 
against the United States. . . . 
Sixth. In which, by the laws of nations and the decisiOns of pnze-
courts, it has been allowed. 
Seventh. In which words similar to those in the treaty of 1773 have 
been held a charge on land granted or devised; and in which, also, w~rds 
similar to those in the fourth article of the cession of Geo:rgia to the· Umted 
States, of the 24th Ap:ril, 1802, have been held to embrace such a title or 
interest as the Indians and Galphin had in the lands ceded by the treaty 
of 1773. 
Eio·ldh. Which Rhow that Georgia held the lands so charged with the 
claim
0 
as a trustee, bound to the same extent ihat England would have 
been bound, but for the Revolution, to have paid the claim, principal and 
interest; and that the United States, by virtue of the cession of 1~02, was 
bound in good faith to Georgia to execute the same trust, and ues1~ned to 
do so by directing the daim, the whole claim, to be examined, adJUSt~d ,. 
and paid. I say the whole claim; for no distinction was made or ~n­
tended by the act of 1848 between the claim for interest and that for pr~n­
cipal, although, having before them the fact of the amount of the l~rm­
cipal, it would have been a matter of course, had such been the des1~n ,. 
to have confined the authmity of the Secreta1-y to the payment of the prm-
cipal. 
REVERDY JOHNSON. 
Mr. Jlrlereditlt's communication of April2g, 1850. 
The usage of the government on the snhject of interest is to be ascer-
tained by referriug to the practic.e in several classes of cases: 
1. Cases in which the government has expressly contracted to pay 
interest. Of course, in such cases interest is always paid. 
2. Cases of debts incurred by the government in the cmuse of the ordi-
nary public service. As the creditor in this class ac.ts with a knowledge 
of the law requiring, as a condition of payment, that his account shall be 
first presented duly vouched, and regularly passed through the offices of 
the treasury, he has no just ground to claim interest, and the usage is not 
to pay interest in such cases. The settlement of accounts connected with 
the ordinary public service constitutes, of course, a very large proportion 
of the business of the several accounting offices. 
3. Cases in which individuals have performed services, or sustained 
losses, or expendeu money, or in which the property of individuals has 
been lawfully or unlawfully taken, injured, or destroyed by officers, civil 
or military, of the United States, uuder circumstances not creating a debt 
in the ordinary sP.nse of the term; but giving rise to claims on the justice 
or liberality of Congress. Many acts have been passed granting relief in 
such cases-sometimes limited to particular individuals-sometimes in-
cluding a c1ass of cases more or less extensive-sometimes providing both 
for past cases and for l'limilar cases that might be presented after the pas-
sage of the act. Under the acts here referred to, interest has been some-
times allowed and sometimes refused. I suppose the question to depend 
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upon the particular-circumstances of the cases themselves, and the provisions 
of the acts of Congress relating to them. If the leading intent of the act 
were protection to an officer, I presume that interest has been allowed, if 
the officer were liable for it at law. 
4. Cases in which Congress, il1 fulfilment of some obligation, legal or 
moral, of the U nirecl States, to another party, has assumed and directed to 
be discharged some debt or liability due or incurred by that party. I do 
not know that these cases have been sufficiently numerous to justify an 
affirmation of the existence of any usage in regard to them. The question 
in them, it would seem, must always be, not whether interest would be 
allowed on a simitar claim against the United States, bnt whether in the 
particular case interest were due by the party whose obligation the United 
States had assumed. 
In regard to the case now under the consideration of the committee, 
after reading the several reports of officers of the treasury, the letter of 
Mr . .McCulloh, and the written arguments of Judge Bryan, I enter-
tained doubts on the ques~inn of the allowance of interest, and therefore 
referred it to the Attorney General, upon whose decision (in conformity 
with what I concei\'e to be the law ann usage of the government) I de-
cided the case. Subsequent reflection .has only confirmed the belief which 
I then had, that the conclusion arrived at by the Attorney General was 
correct. The case falls within the last class which I have above noticed, 
and I suppose no trustee in a ·position like that of Georgia could escape 
the r.harge of interest in any forum having jurisdiction over the matter. If 
the United States had stood in the place of Georgia., throughout, as the 
original party to the trust, I cannot see that the result ongh t to have been 
different. I think it is not usual for the government to act as a trustee-
not usual, when it does act as a trustee, (which it has occasionally done,) 
to dispose of the trust estate for its own purposes, in violation of the trust; 
and therefore I think there can be no usage, if such a case should happen, 
to deny full, just, and complete redress to the cestui que trust. 
I make this statement in compliance with the request of the committee. 
vV. M. MEREDITH. 
r' ' 
Received from lYir. Johnson Apn:z 23, t830. 
The case of the claim of Galphin's execut0l1 was referred to me hy the 
Secretary of the Treasury on the 18th September, 1849. The questions 
submitted were, whether interest upon the principal,of the claim slwuld be 
allowed; and, if so, from and to what period?-questions not only not de-
cided against, but expressly re~erved for future decision by Mr. Secretary 
Walker, when the claim was before him. 
The case remained in my offi3e unexamined until, I think, some time 
in January last. 
In the course of that month I examined jt, and wjth as great care and 
attention as I am capable of giving to any case, and formed the opinion 
that interest should be allowed from 1775 to the date of the act under 
which the claim was submitted to the Secretary of the Treasury-the 
14th Augu,st, 1848. The reasons for this con_clusion are given, and 
as much in detail as J had time to give them, in the written opinion I 
' ) 
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transmitted to the Secretary of the 'Treasury on the 2d February, 1 50. 
J luring 1he entire period that the papers were in my office, I had not the 
most remote suspicion that Governor Crawford had any interest in the 
claim or connexion with it in any capacity, either as counsel, agent, or 
party; nor did I ever hear that he at any time had any such interest or 
connexion: until after my opinion 1vas giYen and the money was, as I 
understood, paid; and then my first knowh~dge or suspicion was from 
seeing it stated in an editorial in the ''Union" newspaper of this city, or 
in a letter copied into that paper from some other paper. 
The duties of the Attorney General are prescribed by the last section 
of the judiciary act of 29th September, 1789, chapter 20, and the act of 
29th May, 1830, chapter 153. By the first he is, among other things, 
directed "to gi vc his ad vice and opinion upon questions of law when 
requested by the head of any department, touching any matters that may 
concern that department." As to the effect of this provision. I refer the 
committee to the case of Kendall vs. the United States, 12 Peters, 524. 
Except, therefore, so far as they are material to the legal question upon 
which his advice and opinion is requested, the Attorney General has 
nothing to do with any of the facts or circumstances which the bundle 
of papers preseuted may disclose. Iu this instance I neither looked for, 
nor saw accidently or otherwise, any other facts or circumstances ex-
cept those bearing on the questions of law submitted to me; and, as I 
have before stated, never dreamed, until learning it in the way I have 
mentioned, that Governor Crawford had, ·whilst the case was before me, 
or had had at any antecedent period, any connexion whatsoever with the 
claim. 
I n~member, at some early day ~fler the case was referred to me, when, 
in a good hmTlOf(~d way, complaiuiug to one or two of my colleagues in the 
administration of the number of questions they were submitting to me, 
Governor Crawford, who was by, and to whom my complaint was also be-
ing kindly made, said to me, "I do not think yon can on that ground find 
much, if any, fault with me, as I thiuk I have seutfewcases to you;" and 
added, "but yon have a claim before you, iu which some Georgia friends 
are interested, which I wish yon would at your leisure examine." I 
asked what it was, and he said the claim of George Galphin. From that 
time he never mentioned it to me until in January, when I had made up 
my opinion; and casually meeting with him, I advised him of it and what 
it was, as a matter in which, as he h~:~.d told me some of his friends were in-
terested, I supposed he wordS. like to know. He then asked me if he could 
write to the parties, informing them of it, that they might come to Wash-
ingt6n, and I told him he conld. But neither then, nor at any prior pe-
riod, nor until after my opinion wns given, did he ever say a word to me upon 
the subject of the justice of the claim, nor as to any fact connected with 
it, nor intimate that he had tbe slightest interest or co11nexion with it. 
If he had, as I now understand he had, an interest as counsel, that 
high sense of delicacy and honor that, during the period that I have had 
the pleasure of his acquaintance, has upon all occasions manifested itself, 
restrained him, I am sure, from exerting any personal influence which he 
might well have supposed he had with me, to induce me to take a favor-
able view of the claim, or from giving me the most remote intimation that 
he had an interest in it, or from pressing me to its decision. 
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Governor Crawford did write to the executor of George Galphin, as I 
had authorized him, and he came to \Vashington. But when he arrived 
here the opiuion was not written, because of the great pressure of my official 
engagements in the Supreme Court. 'l'he executor and another of the 
representatives were detained here several days; and it was not until the 
Hon. Mr. Berrien, of the Senate, told me, a day or two before the opinion 
was written, that the delay \vas subjecting these gentlemen to much in-
convenience, that I threw other things aside and prepared the opinion. 
:Mr. Berrien's suggestion I did not understand to be made in the character 
of counsel, bnt solely as the friend of the parties. 
I hope I may be permitted to add, in justice to myself, that the opinion 
I gave was, in my own judgment, the only one which any lawyer of 
well-earned reputation could have given, and that its effect upon the 
treasury was a subject which I should have been false to my duty to 
have considered. That was a matter exclusively for Congress. If, in 
the exercise of their admitted powe1, they recognised, as they did, and 
as I am sure properly did, by the act of August, 1848, the obligation of 
the United States f0r the claim of Galphin, ''under the treaty made by 
the governor of Georgia with the Creek and Cherokee Indians in the 
year 1773," and "authorized and required the Secretary of the Treasury 
to examine and adjust the claim," and '• to pay the amount which may 
be found due" to his executor, rny duty, wheu the legal questions were 
submitted to me in regard to the interest, was the single and imperative 
one of advising the Secretary upon such questions. The act of 17t59 left 
me no discretion to give him an opinion which I did not believe to be 
right. The one I gave I conscienti<:msly believed to be correct; and hav-
ing, under the law regulating my duties, no power to withhold it, I was 
bound to give it and transmit it to the Secretary, or violate my cath of 
office; nor, since th.e 0pinion was given, have I ever heard or been able 
to imagine the semblance of a reason against it that would, for a moment, 
challenge the ar;probation or excite a doubt in the mind of any lawyer of 
deserved character who had knowledge of the facts and had fairly con-
sidered the law applicable to such a claim. But, however this may be, 
the responsibility of the opinion is upon me, and not upon Governor 
Crawford or the Secretary of the Treasury. Whatever censure it may 
deserye or receive from any quarter should exhaust itself upon me. To 
visit it upon Governor Crawford, or any one else but myself, would be as 
unjust as to visit it upon any member of the cotnmittee; for, as far as the 
opinion was concerned, the committee had as much concern or connexior 
with it as he had. I ask permission to state this, in justice to my own 
feelings; and to state, also, what is due to Governor Crawford, that I do 
this without having exchanged a word with him upon the subject of my 
evidence since the investigation W:il.S ordered, except upon one occasion, 
within a few days since, wben I told him, if he had anything to do with 
the claim, or felt an interest in it, he certainly gave me not the least rea-
son to suspect it whilst the matter was before me. 
As counsel, or agent, I knew no one but Judge Bryan, a gentleman 
with whom I had then no acquaintance, aud I never heard from him any-
thing in support of the claim, except through his written arguments, 
signed by himself, and now amongst the papers. 
I state, further, that the claim, to my knowledge, was never mentioned 
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or referred to at any cabinet meeting, nor do I believe that its existence,. 
even, was known, fi·om the time it was referred to my office until after 
my opinion was given and the money paid, to any member of the cabinet, 
except the Secretary of the Treasury, Governor Crawford, and myself. 
I ask permission further to say, that I took for granted, when I gave the 
opinionJ that the Secretary of the Treasury would adjust and pay the 
claim in accordance with it, and should have been greatly surprised if he 
had not. I had made myself, I think, familiar with the past practice of 
the government in this particular, and had no knowledge of an instance 
in which an opinion of the Attorney General to the head of a department 
had not been considered conclusive; and although the act of 1'789 does 
not, in ·words, declare it conclusive, I think that upon principle the usage 
is according to the spirit of the law, and justified by its true construction 
and object. I refer again to the case of Kendall vs. the United States, 
12 Peters, 524-(A.) 
REVERDY JOHNSON. 
APRIL 23, 1850.-Robert J. Walker's examination. 
The case as bronght before me did not present such facts as I thought 
sufficient to induce me to make an excepti0n to the general rule that the 
government ought not to pay interest. I consider this a general mle, 
but not universal. I formed, however, no decided opinion against the 
allowance of interest, but merely an imp1·ession7 as stated in my de-
cision. Under these circumstances, having only a few days to remain 
in office, and not having sufficient time to give the subject a full investi-
gation, finding that the accounting officers of the treasury differed in 
opinion as to the propriety of allowiug interest, I thought it best to leave 
it an open question, but, at the same time, that it was due to the govern-
ment that I should state the fact that my impression was against the allow-
ance of interest. I had, at that time, determined to leave the cabinet on 
the 5th of March, having accepted an invitation from ML Polk to accom-
pany him to the south, and accordingly sent in my resignation, to take 
effect on the evening of that day, or on the morning of the Gth, and left 
the city on the night of the 5th; so that only a few days remained be-
fore tbe termination of my connexion with the cabinet; and 1 was over-
whelmed with business. This circumstance induced me to leave the 
question undetermined. Bnt for this circumstance, had I remGlined in 
office, I would have deemed it my duty further to investigate the ques-
tion. If my mind had been free from doubt, I \\·ould have decided it; 
and if, after a full investigation, I had still entertained such serious 
doubts as not to be able to make up my mind to my own satisfaction upon 
any question of law, I would have referred that question to the Attorney 
General for his opinion. If I entertained serious doubts on a question of 
law, and demanded the opinion of the Attorney General on that question, 
I would abide by his opinion. I have read the opinion given by the 
Attorney General in this case, and I confess it has produced on my mind 
an impression mueh more favorable to the claim for interest than I enter-
tained before; and if such an argument had been submitted to me by 
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t he claimants or theiT counsel, I should have entertained such serious 
doubts on the subject as to refer the question to the Attorney General; 
:and if he had given an opinion favorable to the claim, I think I would 
hav·e allowed it. I never referred a case to the Attorney General for my 
~own guidance unless I entertained very serious doubts; and when that 
·opinion was -given, I would have carried it into execution, unless, from 
subsequent investigation and judicial deeision, my own mind was very 
dearly made 1up otherwise. 
Question. ·were you governed in your decision in this case, on the 
principal, by yonr ow11 opinion of the intrinsic merit of the claim, or did 
you consider the act of Congress as leaving you no discretion beyond fix-
ing the amount? 
Answer. I was not governed exclusively by the act of Congress to such 
.an extent as to consider that it allowed me no discretion. I considered 
the language of the law, however, as unusual, and of a very imperative 
~haracter, arrd not to be disregarded except on grounds that were clear 
:and free from doubt. I considered that the law clearly recognised the 
>Obligation ofthe United States to pay the claim, whatever it might be. 
Question. You state that there are exceptions to the rale, that the 
.government does not pay interest on its debts; can YGIU state any such 
·exceptions? 
Atil.swer. I consider that the government may be properly called upon 
to pay interest in the following cas~s, to wit: · 
1. ·where it is expressly directed- by statute, or is clerudy to be implied 
from it as the intention of Co11gress. 
2. Where it is expressly stipulated in a contract. 
3. In certain cases of indemnity for losses. 
4. .• By way Qf damages for wrong done in ce>rtain cases. 
5. \Vhere there is a decision of the Supreme Court of the United State·s 
applicahle to the case. 
I recollect no other cases at present. 
Question. Do you. consider the government bound to pay interest in 
.all the above cases ? 
Answer. I do not consider that the government is bound to pay inter-
~est on all the above eases. In some cases, the. obligation would certainly 
be absolute-such as where it was expressly stipulated in a contract, or 
was decided by the Supreme Court of the United States. In the 
.other cases, it would depend upon circumstances and the language of the 
bw. 
Question. Where an act of Congress refers a claim to the department 
for settlement and payment, and is silent on the subject of interest, ·would 
not you consider that the allowance of inter<;st by the department would 
,depend upon th.e character of the claim? 
Answ·er. I should say it would, as ~-general rnle. Bnt I should say, 
in such a case, that if the contract itsdf referred for settlement did not 
.expressly stipulate for the payment of interest, and it was not a case of 
indemnity for loss, or of damage for wrong, or did not come within the 
provision of some decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, 
the implication that the government intended to include interest should be 
exceedingly clear; otherwise, it should not be paid. 
Question. Did the doubts which you entertained about the allowance 
()f interest arise from the merits of the case, or from the fact that it was 
not usual for the government to pay interest? 
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Answer. My doubts did not arise from the facts or character of the 
claim, which I had not investigated as fully as I desired, but from the 
fact that such allowance was not usual, and from the phraseology of the 
law of 1848. 
Question. Do you remember any case similar to this? 
Answer. I do not recollect a simi1ar one. The language of the law is. 
more imperative than usual. 
The above testimony is art given in reply to speciall interrogatories. 
R~ J. WALKER. 
APRIL 26, 185(}. 
Robert J. Wal-ker cat1ed again, and 7 in reply to sp~cial interrogatories 
by the committee, says: I think the first time I saw 1'Ir. Crawford was 
in February,. 1849. He then urged me very strongly to decide this case. 
After some conversation, I stated that I had no difficulty about the pay-
ment of the principal, but that my impression was against the allowance 
of any interest. He stated some reasons in favor of allowing iuterest, 
which did not make any strong impression ou my mind~ He again urged 
me to decide the whole claim for principal and interest. I did not the1~ 
understand the cause of lVh. Crawfmd's urgrmcy for a decision. by me. 
A day or two afterwards, I met by appointment Messr.s. 11oombs and 
Stephens,from Georgia, (then members ofCongresR 7) to whom I stated that 
my opinion was in f1wor of paying the principal of the claim, but that ! 
should prefer that the person to whom Congress had directed the money to 
be paid should take out letters of administration iu this D~trict. Af1er some 
discussion on this point, and being satisfied that the person named in the 
act of Congress as e.xecutor was also re~ognisftd as executor by the laws. 
of South Carolina, which were applicable on that point in this case, I 
determined to pay the money to that person, in obedience to the direc-
tion of Congress. They (Messrs. Stephens and Toornhs) then stated 
to me there was a peculiar reason bearing upon .Mr. C.mwford why the 
whole case should be fully decided before I retired from the cabinet. 
They did not state the Teason, but I drew the inference at that time that 
Mr. Crawford would b€'come Secretary of the Navy in the succeeding 
cabinet, and therefore wished the case decided by me. 
In stating that when interest shouM be p:AiGl where the implication front 
the act was clear that such was the intention of Congress, I mean to 
say, that expmwding a law mad construing a statute is judicial in its. 
character; and inasmuch as I would be governed by the decisions of the 
Supreme Court of the United States in the construction of an act of Con-
gress, I think, in the absence of such a dec-ision, I ought to be guided 
by the same rules and principles of interpretation. The decisions of any 
other court I would treat with respect, but would not deem them con-
clusive; and have, as Secretary of the Treasury, disallowed claims. 
against the government, amounting to millions of dollars 7 although sus-
tained by the decision of courts other than that of the Supreme Court of 
the United States. 
R. J. WALKER .. 
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APRIL 11, 1850.-E. TYhittlesey's examination. 
Question. Had you any reason to believe or to infer from anything 
contained in the papers relating to the Galphin claim, or from conversa-
tions with Governor Crawford in relation thereto, that he continued to be 
an agent for the recovery of said claim? 
Answer. There was evidence in the papers that Mr. Crawford was 
agent f()r the claimant when the subject of the Galphin claim was before 
Congress. 'rhere was no paper, to my recollection, that showed he had 
withdrawn. I have no knowledge that he was an agent after the princi-
pal was paid. -~Vhen the question was before me to decide on the inter-
est, I had no communication with Mr Crawford, directly or indirectly. 
Judge Bryan acted for the claimant. After I made a report to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury in the matter ~ubmitted to me in regard to this claim, 
Mr. Crawford came to the Comptroller's office, and asked me in regard to 
a paper or to the papers in this case. I gave him the information that the 
papers 'vere sent to the Secretary of the Treasury, and I am under the 
impression I said I understood they had been referred to the Attorney 
General. 
Question. Did the evidence of which you speak as having been in the 
papers in relation to .Mr. Crawford':::; agency, limit that agency to the 
period while the matter was before Congress; or did it show an agency as 
well after as before, and during the pendency of the matter before that 
body? 
Answer. According to my recollection, the papers showed a general 
agency, without limitation of time.. I spoke of Congress, because there 
were letters written to members or to a member of Congress, when the 
claim was pending there. 
Question. ·were all the papers in the case sent with your report to the 
~ecretary of the 'rreasury? · 
Answer. ·when I sent my report to the Secreta1y of the Treasury it 
was my intention to have accompanied it with all the papers, which were 
somewhat voluminous. A few days afterwards I discovered on my table, 
I think, three papers, and I sent them to the Secretary. l\1:y letter that 
accompanied these last papers will show what these papers were and 
when sent. I think one of them was the report of Mr. McCulloh. 
Question. When yon made your report, were you aware that Governor 
Crawford had any interest in the Galphin claim? 
Answer. I knew nothing more than I have stated. Neither Governor 
Crawford nor any other person told me he had an interest. 
Question. ·was the power of attorney or written contract between tbe 
executor of Galphin ancl Governor Crawford for the collection of this 
claim on file with the other papers in the case when you made yr,tu 
report? 
Answer. I cannot say, with certainty, whether there was a power of 
attorney on file or not. My impression is, there was. 
APRIL 24, 1850.-E. Whittlesey's e:1·amination. 
Question 1. If this certificate of Galphin's had been issued by com-
missioners, appointed by the government of the United States, since its 
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existence, would the rules of the department have allowed interest 
upon it? 
Answer 1. It would not, according to my understanding of them. 
Question 2. What is your understanding of the rules in regard to the 
allowance of interest as a general principle-that interest is not allowed 
by the accounting officers? 
Answer 2. It is allowed where directed by acts of Congress. It is 
allowed when it forms a part of the contract, although Governor Cass, 
in the case of the Springfield Manufacturing Company, when he was 
Secretary of vVar, and the daim of said company was referred to him, 
declined to allow iBterest when it was a part of the agreement, on the 
ground that the agent of the government who made the contract was not au-
thorized to charge the government with the payment of interest; and in 
this case, the articles whieh the company agreed to manufacture had / 
been received by the govennnent. It is allowed, in some instances, from 
the particular phraseology of the law, as where the accounting officers 
are directed to remunerate all losses, or to make the person whole. 'rhere 
may be a few instances where interest has been allowed, when a subject 
has been referred to be decided upon the principles of equity and justice 
by the terms of acts of Congress. 
Question 3. Suppose the act of Congress was silent as to principles of 
equity and justice; upon what principles would you settle the claim? 
Answer 3. That would be according to the nature of the case referred. 
If in a case of tort, as in the impressment of property, I should ascer-
tain what the damages were which the person had sustained, and award 
that amount without interest. lfit was in a case of contract, and the proof 
of the contract was such as to warrant an award in favor of the party, 
and the contract said nothing about interest, I should find the principal 
only as due on the contract. The same in all cases of materials deliv. 
ered, and work and labor done. In no case where the law said nothing 
about interest, nor .about settling upon principles of equity and justice, 
would 1 allow mterest, except as above specified. 
Question 4. Are there any other cases in which interest eould properly 
be allowed by the accounting officers, according to your understanding 
of the rules? 
Answer 4. Interest has been allowed in time of war in cases where 
disbursing officers and contractors have been directed to raise money by 
loans and have paid interest; where bills had been drawn and not paid, 
and banks have taken them under the assurance that it would be paid; 
and where bills have been drawn by contractors agreeable to contract, 
and not paid for the want of funds. Interest has been paid to States ad-
vancing money to the United States, where the States paid interest. I 
recollect no other class of cases not embraced in the foregoing answers. 
Question 5. What do you mean by the terms" impressment of prop-
erty" by the United States? 
Answer 5. I mean where the United States takes the property of an 
individual for the benefit of the army or navy, for the use of the United 
States, without the consent of the owner. 
Question 6. If a law of Congress referred such a case to the depart-
ment for adjustment and payment-saying nothing about interest or the 
principles of equity and justice-and it was found that somevhing was 
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due to the claimant, do I understand you to say that the rules regulating 
the adjustment of accounts would not permit the allowance of interest in 
such a case? 
Answer 6. The rules or tli.e practice of the department would not' per-
mit it; and under the law of 9th April, 1816, I have no doubt there have 
been thousands of cases adjusted for the impressment of property during 
t1.e war of 1812, and, so far as I know and believe, interest has not been 
allowed in a single case. 
Question 7. Referring to the first question asked, do you know of any 
such or similar certificate as Galphin's having been issued by the gov-
ernment of the United States? 
Answer 7. 1 know of none such. 
APRIL 26, 1850.-Since I was examined before, I have seen the papers in 
the case of Galphin, to which I alluded in my testimony on the 11th 
instant. 
ELISHA WHITTLESEY . 
. ' 
APRIL 17, 1850.-J<mws W. Schaumburg's e:t·amination. 
Question. What f..1.cts do you know in relation to the Galphin claim? 
Answer. The only knowledge I have of the matter is what I ha-Je from 
some of the parties concerned, from acknowledgments made to me by these 
parties, without my seeking. I have never examined into the facts, doc-
uments, or records in reference to anything about it. I have no direct 
knowledge in regard to the Galphin claim. lVIr. S. J. Anderson, who was 
a clerk of the Honse of Reprensentatives t~ Congress, as I understand 
from him-chief clerk of. the War Department now-told me, on or about 
the 20th ultimo, that Mr. Crawford had received over one hundred thou-
sand dollars; I think he said one hundred and fifteen to one hundred and 
twenty thousand dollars. I will now state what was done to the Galphin 
bill in the House of Representatives. lVIr. Anderson told me that he was 
at the Clerk's table at the time, and he managed to get the Galphin bill 
out of its order, in the hurry and bustle of legislation, and thus secured 
its passage ahead of other bills which had precedence of it on the rolls; 
this can, if true, be seen by reference to the Journals of the House. 
Mr. Anderson stated that Mr. Crawford had full knowledge of what he 
d1d; and for this great service he (Mr. Crawford) was under a debt of 
gratitude to him, (Anderson;) and that he (Anderson) through manage-
ment got Crawford made Secretary of vVar. 'rhat Toombs and Stephens 
did the business transferred into the offiee of Secretary of War in prefer-
ence to Mr. King, of Georgia 'l'bat Crawford said he would hesitate 
to be Secretary unless he could have him (Anderson) chief clerk. Lately, 
within two or three days, I mentioned these revelations to Captain Tyler, 
of the marine corps in Washington; and after listening to what I had re-
lated, he added, that Anderson had told him iu presence of a Mr. Provost, 
(building the Patent Office,) that he (AndPrson) expected ten thousand 
dollars from Mr. Crawford 1or getting the Galphin claim allowed. 
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Mr. Anderson came to me atone time and said Mr. Crawford mentioned 
to him that he (Crawford) had been informed by Judge Bryan that I had 
declared my i11tention to have an inquiry into the Galphin business, and 
asked him (Anderson) if he knew this to be so. Anderson answered in 
the affirmative, and told him (Mr. C.) that he would not be surprised at 
this, as he (Mr. C.) had placed himself in an attitnde towards me as to 
greatly excite my resentmerit; and considering he (Mr. C.) was so much 
open to attack, he could not have expected less from me, whom he had 
uselessly and unjustly provokea. I asl{ed him what Mr. C. had said. He 
said he looked as if he had been struck between the eyes with a grape-
shot, and replied that he believed he would moderate himself. 
Anderson came to me on the afternoon of the 21st of March, and he 
begged that I would not stir up the matter. I understood him as coming 
from Mr. Crawford; but I told him to say to Mr. C. that I would 
expose the whole transaction. Anderson answered, Mr. Crawford would 
find able writers and mediators ag3.iust my attac1c 1 told him that might 
be, but I believed the whole r.oncern would sink together when the enor-
mity of the transaction was make known. He added that · Mr. Toombs 
would sustain Mr. Crawford. I was tnld by a resident iu Washington, 
that Mr. Pendleton, ex member from Virginia, had informed him that Mr. 
'roombs had boasted of his having carried the Gal ph in bill by ind u-
cing the friends of R. M. Johnson's claim to give their support to the Gal-
phin bill. 
Question. Is this all you knnw respecting the passage of the Galphin 
act of I t-148, or with respect to the conduct of Mr. Crawford, Mr. Auder· 
son, or any one else! in reference to it? 
Answer. 11 his is all I know. 
I was told by Judge Bryan in November or December last-who had 
some business of mine which was then in progress in the ·war Depart-
ment, and who I understood was a faithful agent in ~Vashington for the 
transaction ofbusiness-that when I came to Washington and asked him 
why my bu~iness had not progressed, as was arran ge-l, be told me that he 
was waiting for Mr. Crawford to get into a good humor; that lte had a 
very imporrant matter prosecuting before the Treasury Department, in the 
nature of a large claim; that it had been referred to the Attorney General, 
and there was a great deal of difficulty about it, and that Mr. Crawford was 
very irritable and could not be approached upon any matter, and that l must 
wait awhile. I then said to him naturally, without knowing auything of 
the nature of the daim, or what the claim was, that I should think that 
Mr. Crawford could have no difficnlty in getting an opinion of the Attorney 
General, being in the cabinet with him, and having daily association. 
He replied, that Mr. Johnson was very slow in doing bnsiness, aud that 
Mr. Crawford had not omitted at any time, in the cabinet and ebewhere, 
to urge him to make up his opinion, and that it was only yesterday he had 
repeated to him the like request, and that he himself had been n11ming 
after the Attorney General, pressing upon him to make his opiuion. 
In reference to Mr. Meredith. Between the 15th and 20th of March I 
met Mr. Collins, late First Auditor, at the National Hotel, and spoke to 
him about this Galphin claim. \tVhilst in conversation, Mr. Montague, 
who had been a c.lerk in that office, was called by M.r. Collins-he (Mr. 
Montague) sitting in the passage where we were talking-and introduced. 
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him to me, saying, this gentleman can tell you about this matter. Among 
other things, Mr. Montagne told me he had had several interviews with 
Mr. Meredith about tbis claim, and I asked him if Mr. Meredith knew that 
Mr. Crawford had any interest in it; and he said yes, he knew~ and it 
was generally known throughout the departments, and that he could not 
help but know, and that Mr. Crawford had called upon him (Montague,) 
and, among various things said about the claim, asked him what he (Mon-
tague) thought of his (Mr. Crawford's) position in reference to the claim, 
whether he ought to abandon it or dispose of it in some way; and he (Mr. 
Montague) told him that he did not think there was any indelicacy in his 
(Mr. Crawford's) prosecuting the claim. 
I addressed two letters, about three weeks ago, (20th and 23d of 
March,) to Mr. Crawford, and one to Mr. Anderson-copies furnished 
herewith-to which I refer; and I also add an original Jetter from Mr. 
Anderson to me, returning the first letter to JVIr. Crawford, and I have 
received no reply from the department. 
Question. When did you make the memorandum from which you gave 
your testimony? 
Answer. I left Washington on the 23d of March, and commenced 
makipg the memorandum in Philadelphia, after hearing that the House of 
Representatives had appointed a committee on the Galphin claim, to re-
fresh my memory, in order to be examined before that committ~e. I then 
addressed a letter to the committee, (copy not furnished, ) .and stating, so 
far as I rem8mber, that l was the first to promulgate this matter, and 
should be prepared to answer any legitimate demands which might be 
made against me from any quarter,and enclosed a letter, published in the 
New York Herald, in reference to this whole matter, supposing the com-
mittee would summon as a witness the writer of that letter. 
Question. How did you first give publicity to this matter? 
Answer. First by innuendo, in the article in the "Union'' signed " Lot-
tery.'' 
Question. Did you furnish any facts to any letter-writer upon this 
matter? 
Answer. No, sir, I did not; but in conversation I stated to one of them 
(Mr. Harriman) part of what Anderson had told me, and he replied that 
he knew all about it; I also wrote an article in the "Union," signed "In-
quirendo;" I also talked indiscriminately upon this subject with my 
friends and others; I wrote a communication, signed "Citizen in Penn-
sylvania," at Philadelphia. 
Question. ·where were your conversations with Anderson? 
Answer. In the Cal'itol.grounds and on Pennsylvania avenue. 
Question. ·was any one present during these conversations with An-
derson? 
Ans\ver. No; it was late at night-11, 12, or 1 o'clock at night-and, 
after one of these conversations, he asked me to go to his house. 
Question. Who was the person referred to as informing 1\:Ir. Pendleton 
of the fact respecting Mr. Toombs? 
Question objected to by Mr. Disney; an:d, upon a vote taken, all said 
"aye," except Mr. Disney, who said "no," to the question propounded 
by the Chair, Shall the witness be required to answer this question? 
Answer. I should desire not to answer this question; but, under the 
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injunction of the committee, being compelled to answer, I state that Mr. 
Hall was that person. Mr. Hall bas been engaged in business here; is a 
stout man, but I do not know his first name. 
Question. Have you any feelings of hostility tow~rds Mr. Crawford? 
Answer. If you can imagine that a person can have hostile feelings 
towards another with whom he has no personal relations, then I have 
such. 
Question. Are your feelings friendly to Mr. Crawford? 
Answer. If Mr. Crawford needed my assjstance, I would have friendly 
feelings towards him. 
Question. Has Mr. Crawford done, or failed to do, anything calculated 
to excite feelings of hostility on your part towards him? 
Answer. Mr. Crawford, in his official conduct towards me, has not 
been very gratifying. ' 
Question. What has he done, or failed to do, that was not gra1ifying? 
Answer. He has failed, w far as he had any individual power, to act-
as I understand-in accordance with repeated acts of the Senate of the 
United States, as to my rights as an officer of the army, and has taken 
decided grounds against all my appeals, against justice, and against law; 
whilst with reference to others similarly situated, having more political 
influence to bear upon him, he has not hesitated to act. 
Question. Have you, on account of his conduct, any feelings of re-
sentment against him? 
Answer. I repeat what I have written to him in a letter of the 23d of 
March, commencing "You may say--- until associations.'' 
Question. Were you induced to proceed against him in consequence of 
pis official conduct towards you? 
Answer. I felt-when taking into consideration the action of the Sec-
retary of War in reference to my case, and what he had done in another 
case, by first rejecting one and approving the other-that a question 
arose in my mind as to his official fairness or integrity; and in respect 
to these, and heariag of his connexion with the Galphin claim, I thought 
it was time that such a man should not be at the head of the department. 
Question. If he had decided your case agreeably to your wishes, would 
you have had any feelings of resentment against him? 
Answer. I cannot tell what I should have done. I might not have 
been here to know of these things, and I might not have been disposed, 
~ven if I did know, to take any r>art in them; but as these things have been 
made known to me, and occurring abolit the time of the adverse action 
of the Secretary towards myself, doubtless my mind has been stimulated 
to act in this business, to show that what was done by the Secretary 
towards me was conscientiously done by him as a Secretary, but prompt-
ed by influence brought to bear upon him against me, and which he too 
willingly acceded with. 
JAMES W. SCHAUMBURG. 
WAR OFFICE, March 19, 1850. 
SIR: Yours dated the 20th of :March, addressed to the Secretary o( 
War, agreeably to usual practice of the office, has been opened aud 
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read by me as chief clerk, the letter not being marked private. I take the 
liberty of declining to present your letter to Mr. Crawford; and, as one 
who has endeavored to ~dvance your interest in regard to your claim to be 
restored to the army-believing, as I do, that your claim is just-! take 
the further liberty of returning to you your letter, and asking you to re-
consider its tone and tenor. At aH events, for myself, I must beg leave 
to add, that no Jetter of this description can reach Mr. Crawf@rd through 
me. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
S. J. ANDERSON. 
JAMES W. ScHAUMBURG, Esq., 
National Hotel, Washington. 
WAsHINGToN, D. C., March 20, 1850. 
SIR: It has been communicated to me that, since your appointment to 
the head of the VVar Department, you have received a large amount of 
money from the treasury of the United States as intr:rest on an adjudicated 
claim under the late administration. It is alleged that, doubtless, your high 
official position alone could have effected this. It is due to your position 
as a man, and as a high officer of the government, that the matter should 
be clearly understood. As I have doubts myself as to your just concep-
tion of what is due to others, and as you have 'not in more than one in-
stance acted in your offic~ free and independent of outside influence, it 
may be that others in official proximity, of the same susceptibility, holding 
the purse-strings of the national treasury, have amiably yielded in a matter 
concerning your amelioration. 
As I scorn to act covertly against even my most malignant enemies, so 
do I not take you by surprise, and therefore inform you that I shall have 
the Galphin claim inquired into. I furnish y0n herein a copy of a reso-
lution which will in due time be presented in the House of Representa-
tives of Congress. . ' 
I remain, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAS. W. SCHAUMBURG. 
GEoRGE W. CRAWFORD, Esq., Present. 
Resolved, 'rhat the President be requested to communicate to this 
House copies of all papers in the claim of George Galphin, such as em-
bracing opinions, decisions, and settlement of the same by the officers of 
the Executive departments of the government, since the 4th March, 
1849, and to state whether George W. Crawford, Secretary of War, had 
any direct or indirect agency or interest in the final settlement of said 
claim; and whether the ~aid Crawford has directly or indirectly received 
for himself any part of the money from the treasury of the United 
States, paid on account of said claim of George Galphin. 
NoTE.-This resolution was handed to a member who would have 
presented it to the House, but he had to, be absent for several days, and 
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wished to examine the transaction before taking action. In the mean 
time, Mr. Crawford had asked an investigation. 
WAsHINGToN, :All arch 23, 1 ~50. 
SrR: I enclose you herein a communication in this morning's "Union," 
the which I wrote and am responsible for as referring to you as "the 
rnember f!! tlte cabinet to whom near eighty thousand dollars has just 
been paid as interest." I shall go on with this matter until the end of it. 
You may say that I do this from a spirit of resentment for your oppo-
sition to me. I shall not hesitate to acknowledge it; but the resentment 
is not of a personal character, for you and I are not acquainted; it is to 
your official action, in so far as you are concerned, and as I am justified 
in proceeding against you. I mean that I resent your gross disregard of 
law and justice, and against the eminent action of the Senate in my case, 
which you are bound to respect. I resent your total incapacity consci-
entiously to fill the high office you have been called upon to occupy. 
Your coming into high place has been made by you to su bserve the 
cupidity of yourself, and to favor those only who are affiliated to you by 
immoral influences-to servile obedience and prostitute association. 
As I informed you in my letter of the 20th, a resolution will be pre-
sented in the House of Representatives respecting the Galphin claim. 
I remain your obedient servant, 
JAMES W. SCHAUMBURG. 
GEoRGE W. CRAWFORD, Esq., Present. 
The communication in the "Union," referred to m this letter, was 
signed '' Lottery.'' 
APRIL 17, 1850.-S. J. Anderson's eJamination. 
Question 1. Were you one of the assistant clerks of the House of Rep-
resentatives of the 30th Congress? 
Answer 1. I was. 
Question 2. What were your duties prior to pasEage of the Gal ph in bill? 
Answer 2. My duties were to keep the petition books, and incidentally 
to aid Mr. Gold in making up the journal. 
Question 3. Did those duties require you to be at the desk? 
Answer 3. Not at all, but in the clerk's office of Clerk of House of 
Representatives. 
Question 4. Did these duties continue until after the passage of the 
Galphin bill? 
Answer 4. Yes; and I had no duties at the desk until the 2d session of 
last Congress. 
Question 5. Were you at the Clerk's desk in the House of Representa-
tives on the night and at the time of the passage of the Galphin bill? 
Answer 5. I was not. 
Question 6. Have you seen that, by letter-writers, you are stated to 
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have had some agency in changing the order of bills, among which was 
the Galphin one, with a view to give advantage to it? 
Answer 6. I never had such agency, and never heard of any one 
doing so, until I recently saw it stated in newspapers. 
Question 7. Did you know of anything unusual, irregular, or improper 
in the conduct of any officer or member of the House in relation to the 
passage of this bill? 
Answer 7. I never did, and am confident none suc.h occurred-cer-
tainly not with my knowledge. 
Question 8. Had you) at a time prior or subsequent to the passage of 
the Ga!phin bill, any pecuniary interest in it? 
Answer 8. I had not, direct or indirect, and was not to gain or lose by 
its passage. I have not) directly or indirectly, been benefited in a pecu-
niary way or otherwise by its passage. 
Question 9. Did you hold conversations with any members of Con-
gress in relation to the passage of this bill? If so, state the substance thereof. 
Answer 9. I never held any other conversations than such as were 
held with Mr. Crawford and my mutual friends, Stephens and Toombs. 
Que.stion 10. HaJ you any conversation with Mr. Venable? 
Answer 10. ·when Governor Crawford was here in May, 1848, he called 
on Mr. Venable, and I was present at the interview. Mr. Crawford re-
marked to Mr. Venable that he understood him to be upon principle gen-
erally opposed to private claims) and he would desire him, as an old friend 
in boyhood, to take the claim of Galphin and examine for himself into 
its merits. Mr. Venable promised to do so. Some time afterwards Mr. 
Venable :;md myself met accidentally, and he requested that the papers 
should be given to him, that he might fulfil his promise. I obtained the 
papers from Mr. Buck, the file clerk, and handed them to Mr. Venable. 
I know nothing further in relation to Mr. Venablt~ in the matter. 
Question 11. Did you solicit or importune any members of the House 
in favor of this claim? 
Answer 11. I have already stated all I did, and I repeat this question 
in the negative. 
Question 12. What office do you now hold? 
Answer 12. I am chief clerk to Mr. Crawford, by his appointment. 
Question 13. Did you hold any office under Governor Crawford during 
his adn1inistration as governor of Georgia? 
Answer 13. I was one of the secretaries of the governor for four years. 
Question 14. Did Governor Crawford request you to make any efforts 
in behalf of the Galphin bill? 
Answer 144 He never did; that is, no unusual efforts, further than to 
pay attention to it, and apprize him of its progress; and I will add, that all 
proper efforts such as a friend would use I did use. 
Question 15. At what time did Governor Crawford request you to give 
your attention to this claim? 
Answer J 5. In 1848. After Governor Crawford was apprized of its 
passage in January in the Senate, he then requested me by letter from 
Georgia to give it some attention and information of its stages. 
Question 16. ·\Vas Governor Crawford here at any time b.etween May, 
1848, and the time of the passage of the act in the House of Representa-
tives? 
Answer 16. He was not. 
7 S. J. ANDERSON. 
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APRII. 17, 1850.-Hon. JJ1.r. 1'enable's examine.tion. 
Question 1. Do you know anything of the passage of the Galphin 
claim? 
Answer 1. In May, two years ago, I saw Governor Crawford, whom I 
had not met for thirty years, when we were at Princeton, and asked him 
if I could do anything to serve him. He replied no; and the next day 
he said he had a claim before Congress, and wished me (whom he un-
derstood to be set against allowing private claims) to take the papers, ex-
amine them, and determine them according to their merits. I asked the 
clerk (Anderson) subsequently to get the :file of Galphin papers for me, 
obtained them, took them to my room, and examined them. I have no 
recollection of ever having voted upon it. 
A. W. VENABLE. 
APRIL 17, 1850.-Hon. JJfr. Toombs's examination. 
Mr. Toombs was member of the Georgia legislature from 1837 to 1843 
inclusive, except 1841, and the Galphin claim was several times before the 
legislature within that period; the justice of the claim on the part of Gal~ 
phin was never disputed, bnt always considered as properly pertaining to 
the United States government, and not to Georgia, inasmuch as no money 
or other proceeds from the lands in question ever reached the treasury of 
Georgia; that those lands had bet-m appropriated for bounty to soldiers of 
the Revolution, and to settlers to aid in defence of the frontier, by way of 
head-rights. 'rhese lands are the most healthy, fertile, and valuable por-
tion of the State, and now constitute several of its most prosperous coun-
ties. Mr. Toombs never placed the claim of Galphin upon the terms of 
the treaty of 1802, not having that point. That land was the fighting-
ground of the Revolution, and, during that period, was never subject to 
the dominion of England. As a representative from Georgia in Congress, 
I voted for the claim, and know of no improper means used to procure its 
passage by clerks or any other person. 
R. 'fOOlVIBS. 
APRIL 17, 1850.-Examination of Daniel Buck. 
Question 1. Were you in charge of the Journal of the House? 
Answer 1. I was, as an assistant clerk of the House, and am so still. I 
had charge of two :files of the House-one of the Committee of the ·whole 
House on the state of the Union, and one of Committee of the Whole 
House on private calendar. 
Question 2. Do you remember the Gal ph in bill? 
Answer 2. I do, perfectly. 
Question 3. Do you remember the time of its passage? 
Answer 3. I do; it was on Saturday night previous to House adjourning 
on :Monday, Aagust 14, 1848. 
Question 4. Were you at the Clerk's desk that night, when the bill 
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passed, in the performance of your duties, and in possession of the files of 
!the Senate calendar? 
Answer 4. I was. 
'Question 5. Did that blll come up in regular erder? 
Answer 5. It did. 'rhe rule of the House requires the Clerk to make 
Mp a caiendar of all Senate bi11-s reported and committed to either of the 
two Committees of the 'Whole prior to the three last days of the session, 
and this bill was in its regular order upon that calendar. 
Question '6. Do you remember the particulars of the passage of the bill 
in q nestion? 
Answer 6. I do. The House resolved itself into Committee of the 
Whole on the private calendar, at the instance of Hon. J. A. Rockwell, 
of Connecticut, to consider such Senate bills as should not give rise to 
debate. Several bills wme considered and objected to prior to that in Gal. 
phin's claim, and when that came up it was laid aside., without debate or 
ebjection., to be reported to the House. It was afterwards read, with other 
bi.lls-, by its title, and passed without objection or separate vote. 
Question 7. Do you know if that bill was or was not put out pf its reg-
ular order on the private calendar? 
Answer. 7. I know that it was not. 
Question 8. Was S. J. Anderson one of the assistant clerks at the time, 
and was he at the desk that night? 
Answer 8. He was an assistant clerk, but was not at the desk when 
the bill was passed, which was about 8 o'clock p.m., and was not on 
duty there that night. 
Question 9. Could he~ or any member, have put that bill out of its 
order, so as to give it any advantage, without your knowledge? 
Answer 9. No one could do so. 
Question 10. ·was there any connexion on the calendar, or in the pas-
sage of this bill, between it and that for the relief of Richard M. Johnson? 
Answer 10. Not that I am aware, except that they were both on the 
private calendar; this one nearly at the head, and Johnson's at the foot 
of it. 
Questi9n 11. Do you know of anything unfair, irregular, or improper, 
on the part of an.y member or officer of the House, in connexion with the 
passage of this bill~ 
Answer 11. I do not: on the contrary, everything, so far as my knowl-
edge extends, was entirety regu{ar. 
Question 12. Were the murits of the bill debated after its introduction? 
Answer 12. I think they were not. 
Question 13. Did. said S. J. Anderson evince any interest in the pas-
sage of the bill ? 
Answer 1 3 .. He said he wished the bill to pass, as friends of his in 
Georgia were interested in it. He also spoke to one or two members 
about it, for one of whom (Mr. Venable, of North Carolina) he (Ander-
S'On) had the papers taken from the files for examination. 
Question 14. Were you presen.t when the Speaker signed the enrolled 
-bill in question? 
Answer 14. I do not remember. 
Question 15. Is it unusual for clerks or other officers of the House to 
evince interest in the passage of bills? 
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Answer 15. It is not usual, but they do sometimes evince an in teres 
when the claimants are their fri8nds. 
Question 16. Is it usual for persons occupying the situation which Mr. 
Anderson did at that time, to solicit members of the House to vote in favor 
of the passage of a private bill? 
Answer 16. It has not been usual to my knowledge, since I have been 
in the office, and never has such a case occurred during that time, that I 
am aware of. 
Question 17. Did Mr. Anderson, to your knowledge, ~olicit Mr. Yen~ 
able or any other memb-er of the Honse to vote for the Galphin bill? 
Answer 17. Not that I am aware of. 
Question 18. ·\Vhat did you mean when you said that Mr. Anderson 
spoke to one or two members? 
Answer 18. I meant merely that he stated to me that he had spoken to 
his friends in regard to the passage of the bilL 
Question 19. Did he or did he not convey to you the impression that 
he had sought to enlist these members in favor of the passage of the bill? 
Answer 19. I hav~ no recoilect~oa of the impression conveyed. 
DANIEL BUCK. 
APRIL 18, 1850.-J. rV. Schaumburg, continued. 
Question 1. At what time did you first have the conversation with Mr. 
Anderson? _ 
Answer 1. I mentioned yesterday as nearly a could 7 and now think 
it was some time during the past winter. 
Question 2. ·vvhere was the fiist conversation? 
Answer 2. Somewhere, in walking late at night, along the avenue and 
about and towards these grou~ds, or it may have been at Mr. Levin 1s rooms, 
at Brown's Hotel. 
Question. 3. Who introduced the subject of this conversation-you, or 
Mr. Anderson? 
Answer. 3. I cannot tell whether he or I; it may have been my~elf. 
Question 4. Had the Secretary of War acted or failed to act in relation 
to your case at the time of this fin;;t conversation? 
Answer 4. The Secretary of \Var, I learnt from a letter from the Adju-
tant General in October, had acted in the matter before I ever knew Mr. 
Anderson. 
Question 5. Were you on terms of intimacy with Anderson prior to m· 
at the time of this first conversation? 
Answer 5. On such terms of intimacy as would not have allo ¥ed me 
to have expressed myself in confidence to him freely upon any matter of 
any importance to me, and I was much surprised by his communications 
to rne, which would have prevented any intimacy with him. I never 
sought his acquaintance-never looked after him-met him about at gen-
tlemen's rooms, and on the avenue. 
Question 6. How long after the first, was the second conversation with 
him? · 
Answer 6. The first was in the winter; the second was about the 20th 
to 23d March; some unimportant ones may have occurred in the interval. 
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Question 7. Did you -announce your determination to ·expose the trans-
action in the first conversation? 
Answer 7. I may have done so, but do not remember. I know I did 
in the last one. Yes, I did tell him so in the first conversation; it was the 
.one already alltlded to where the expression of Anderson, as to the ap· 
pearance of Mr. Crawford's being as though struck by a grape-shot, was 
made. 
Question 8. Was your deposition yesterday based upon your memoran-
.dum, or upon yonr recollection, apart from that? 
Answer 8. Upon both the memorandum and my memory; the mem-
.arandum was not substantially altered by me as to facts since first made 
.and only in changing words for the sake of grammar. I desire to add that 
Mr. Thomas Blount stated to me last eve11ing that Mr. Stephens of Georgia, 
in the Hou.se of Representatives, told him he did not expect the Galphin 
1:>ill wou~d be brought up during that ses~ion, and that he was surprisQd 
when he found it \Vas, and acted upon. 
Question 9. Whether you bad any knowledge of the Galphin claim 
:prior to, or at the time of your first conversation with Anderson? 
Answer 9. Of course I had. I knew there was a large claim, in which 
the Secretary of War had an interest, without knowing facts or particu-
l ars. This prior inform.ation was derived from Judge Bryan. 
Question 10. You stated that in your conversation last evening with 
Mr. Blount, allusion was made to what Mr. Stephens, of Georgia, had told 
·him about the passage of the Galphin act. Did Mr. Blount speak of this 
·conversation as having occurred at the time of the passage of that act, or 
:.at some subsequent. time? 
Answer 10. I understood him as referring to this conversation having 
taken place at the time of the pas~age of the act. 
Question 11. At what time did your dissatisfaction with the Secretary 
of War, for his supposed injustice towards yourself, commence? 
Answer 11. From the day of receiving the letter of last autumn from 
the Adjutant General, above referred to. 
Question 12. Did the course of th.e Secretary of War in regard to your-
:.self .receive the sanction of the President? 
Answer 12. I do not know. 
Question 13. Do yoa recollect having conversed with the correspond-
-<ent of any other newspa;pers than as referred to yesterday? 
Answer 13. I had some few words casually upon this claim with Mr. 
(}rund and Mr. ·wallis, and another Mr. Wallace-say some three or four. 
i never sought them; they came to me. 
Qnestion 14. \Vas the purport of these conversations calculated to con-
vey impressions favorable or unfavorable to the conduct of the Seeretary 
of War? 
Answer 14. Th.e conversations were in the main as to the propriety or 
impropriety of a high puhlic officer being concerned and largely interested 
in a claim which he directly or indirectly was prosecuting against the 
.government, leaving every one to judge for himself, and to dra\v infer-
.ences favorable oa:- unfavorable irom it. 
Question 15. Did yt">u express no opinion yourself? 
Answer 15. I certainly did think it was a very extraordinary thing, and 
~o stated, and believe I am not alone in thinking so. 
Question 16. Did you or not mention in these conversations the reports 
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you had heard in relation to unfairness in the manner of passing the Gai-
phin act? 
Answer 16. I mentioned what Mr. A:nderson had himself confessed to' 
me about it. 
JAS;~ VV. SCHAUMHURG. 
APRIL 18, 1850.-.Ml•. E. '1'. J.Wontague's e:J.:arnination. 
Question L Did you at any time have any conversation with Mr. 
Schaumburg,. in the presence of Dr. Collins, upon the subject of the· Gal-
phin claim? 
Answer 1. I did. 
Question 2. Please state conveJsation,. time and place? 
Answer 2. Some two or three weeks since-I believe it may have been 
four weeks; ana I had bMt one. It was at the Natio.nal HoteL I found Dr~ 
Collins and Mr. Schaumbnrg engaged in conversation. The Dr. intro-
duced me to Mr. Schaumburg, remarking at the time that I,. having been 
engaged in settling that claim, could tell him more about it than he, the 
Dr. himself, could. We then entered into a conversation upon the sub-
ject of that claim, in the course of which Mr .. Schaumburg spoke of it as 
having been improperly a1lowed, and 'vas a most unrighteous claim. I,. 
in reply, stated that l differed ·with him wholLy in regard to it; that upon 
its examination I, as an accounting officPr of the treasury,. was satisfied 
of its justice, or should not have reported it. 
Question 3. Did Mr. Schaumburg tell you then how he· had got his 
information about this claim? 
Answer 3. I do not remember that· he did. 
Question 4. Did he refer to statements of others, o:r did he rnake state--
ments as of his own knowledge and information? 
.\.nswer 4. According to my present recolLection, his statements were 
made as of his own knowledge; he may have referred to others, but I do 
not remember to whom he did so refer. 
Question 5. Was anything· in connexion with the claim said of Mr. 
Meredith? and if anything, what? 
Answer 5. I do not remember that Mr. Meredith's name was mentioned 
in that conversation. Mr. Schaumburg diiected his attaek mainly, if not 
exclusively, to Mr. Crawfmd. 
Question 6. ln that conversation, did Mr. Schaumburg ask you whether 
1\ir. Meredith knew that Mr. Crawford was interested in that claim? 
An&wer 6. I du not remember that he did, not remembering that his 
nan1e was mentioned. So much as relates, in Mr. Schaumburg's deposi-
tion, to the conversation between him and Mr. Montague, being read to Mr. 
1\iontague, Mr. Montague states emphatically that he never uttered one· 
word about any interview bet\veeu Mr. Meredith and himself in relation 
to the Galphin claim, either in that interview or any other; that the only 
time he was ever in Mr. Meredith's company was a very few minutes in. 
the Secretary's oflice, shortly after he (Mr. Meredith) entered upon its 
duties; on which occasion he called with the late Secretary of the Navy, 
Ron. John Y. Mason, and others, for the simple purpose of being intro-
duced to the new Secretary. He could notl therefore, have made the 
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state1nent attributed to him by Mr. Schaumburg; and so far from its being 
true, he feels very confident that Mr. Meredith's name was not mentioned 
at all in that conversation. In regard to that portion of Schaumburg's 
testimony referring to a conversation between Mr. Crawford and myself 
in relation to his connexion with the Galphin claim, the strong impression 
on my mind nm"~ is, that I did not refer to that conversation at all in my 
interview ·with Schaumburg, though I may possibly have done so. 
Question 7. Had you any conversation with Mr. Crawford in relation 
to the Galphin claim? 
Answer 7. I had at a visit of courtesy, not being sought by him, shortly 
after Mr. Crawford became Secretary of War; the substance of which 
is as follows: I asked Mr. Crawford if the question of interest in the Gal-
phin case had ever been finally settled; and upon learning that it had not, 
I then inquired whether he did not intend to prosecute it further. He said 
he did not know; that being himself then connected with the administra-
tion, lw had some thought of disposing of his interest in the matter. I 
further replied, that it was a question referred by the act of Congress to 
the Secretary of the rrreasury alone for his decision; that it could not 
come up before the cabinet as a whole; and that having been left open 
and undecided by the previous Secretary, I could see no reason why the 
mere accident of his (Craw.fi1rd's) being Secretary of War, aud being per-
sonally interested in the claim, should prevent the Secretary of the Treasu-
ry-a department entirely distinct and independent-from performing a 
duty which the law clearly dev~lved upon him. This conversation was 
referred to in a communication from me to the editors of the "Union," and 
published in that paper about ten days since. 
Question 8. Did you know that Mr. Crawford was interested in the 
Calphin claim before your convers:1tion as just stated with him? 
Answer 8. I did. 
Question 9. How did you become acquainted with it? 
Answer~). I was a clerk in the First Auditor's office, and had this claim 
referred to me for examination and report. Mr. Crawford at that time at-
tended to it in person; I did not know whether as agent or one of the dis-
tributees; my irnpression was, as the latter. 
Question 10. Did you examine the papers in the case? 
Answer 10. Yes, sir. 
Questiun 11. Did you find any papers there showing that lVIr. Craw-
ford was agent, or interested in any way in the case? 
Answer 11. I do not now remember. My attention was directed solely · 
to an examination of the merits of the case itself, so as to be able to report 
truly all the facts which I might fiml. 
Question 12. Is it not usual or necessary, or both, in such cases, to 
examine every paper on file? 
Answer 12. It is usual and necessary, where a final report for payment 
is made-there being two kinds of reports: one of facts, another of the 
amount due formally-to govern as to the amount to be paid. 
Question 13. Is it usual to st·nd all the papers of the case to the officer 
called upon to examine the report? 
· Answer 13. I believe it is usual, though not always done. 
Question 14. When did you leave office? 
Answer 14. In July or August last, I think. · 
Question 15. Was it generally known to the officers of the Department 
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of the 'Itreasnry, at the time you left,. that Governor Crawford was inte-
rested in this claim? 
Answer 15. I do not know. 
Question 16. vVhether it is customary for the S'ecretary, in his final 
decision, to examine all the papers on file in the case,. m to decide it on 
the facts reported by the Auditor? 
Answer 16. I do not know. 
E . T. MONTAGUE. 
APRIL 187 1850.-0aptain Tyler's depositicxn. 
'The statement of Mr Schaumburg's deposition, in which Captain Ty-
ler's name is used, having been read to him-
QHestion 1. Whether said statement is correct? 
Answer 1. I ascertajned from conversation with Mr. Schaumburg that 
he had furnished the facts or written the articles which appeared in the 
"Union" in relation to the Galphin claim. I asked hzm how he came in 
possession of these facts. He stated that he received them from Mr. An-
derson, chief clerk of the War Departme:nt. I then mentioned that I had 
heard Mr. Anderson say, between two and th1·ee mo.nths ago, that ]'(r 
Crawford had recently received a large claim from government, ($90,000 
1 think was the amount,) and that he thought Mr. Crawford ought to 
give him $10,000; for, but for his agency in the matter, Mr. Crawford 
never would have received one cent. I did not understand Mr. Anderson 
as saying he expected to receive that amount. Mr. Provost was by, and 
I think he remarked that Mr. CJawfi,rd would do what was right. Here 
the conversation ended. This conversation occurred, as I think, about 
January, aud was held in Mr. Levin's room i:n the National Hotel, and 
Mr. Levin and some other gentleman, I think, were present. 
Question 2. Did you understand Mr. Anderson as saying that Mr. 
Crawford was under any engagement to pay him anything? 
Answm· 2. I did not so understand him. 
H. B. TYLER. 
APRIL 18, 1850.-Mr. John Pendleton's exa.m:nation. 
Upon reading Nir. Schaumburg's deposition in relation to a conversa-
tion referred to as between Mr. Hall and Mr. Pendleton-
! do not remember of ever having had a ~onversation with Mr. Hall 
upon the subject of the Galphin clatm, though I may have had such a 
one. It is not possible that I could have spoken of Mr. Toombs having 
boasted of the manner in which he passed the claim to anybody, for 1 
never heard him so boast. 
JOHN PENDLETON. 
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APRIL 18, 1850.-Dr. Collins's e:cmaination. 
Question 1. Were you present at an interview at the National Hotel 
between J. ·w. Schaumburg and Mr. Montague, when the Galphin claim 
was the subject of the conversation? 
Answer 1. I met Mr. Schaumburg a short time since at the National 
Hotel, and. he asked me in reference to the Galphin claim. I stated to 
him that the papers were referred to my office during my temporary ab· 
sence in Virginia. He then inquired about the allowance of interest on 
that claim, and I said it was not usual to allow interest, unless re· 
quired by act of Congress. He had made some other inquiries about the 
claim; and I seeing Mr. lV[ontague, who had been a clerk in my office, 
introduced him to him, and said he could give him more particulars than 
I could myself. 
Question 2. Were you the First Auditor at the time of making the 
report signed " H. J one3, Acting Auditor?" 
Answer 2. I was. 
Question 3. Are you familiar with the facts of the Galphin claim? 
Answer 3. I am nt>t, not having examined them. 
Question 4. What is the rule of the office in adjusting claims in regard 
to interest? 
Answer 4. My action has been not to allow interest, except required 
by act of Congress, which is in conformity with the rule of the depart-
ment, as I understand it. 
Question 5. What exception is made to this rule? 
Answer 5. I know of none. 
Question 6. Do you think this rule so well established as to cause you 
to refuse interest when otherwise you were disposed to allow it? 
Answer 6. Yes, I do. 
Question 7. Do you know of any instance in which an act of Congress 
refers to the acc0unting officer of the treasury a claim to be examined 
and adjusted, and directs interest to be allowed on the sum found to be due? 
Answer 7. I do not recollect any such instance. 
Question 8. Do you know of any interest having been paid where 
Congress has not directed by law that interest should be paid? 
Answer 8. I do not. 
Question 9. How long were you First Auditor? 
Answer 9. Five years. 
W. COLLINS. 
APRIL 19, 1850.-Judge Joseph Bryan's examination. 
Question 1. At what time did you become agent for the Galphin 
claim? 
Answer 1. Some few days after Secretary Crawford's taking office, in 
March or April, 1849. 
Question 2. By whom were you employed, and whether by power of 
attorney or not ? 
Answer 2. By Governor Crawford, and no power of attorney. Gov-
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ernor Crawford spoke as being agent or counsel-agreed to give $3,000 
to me for my services. The arrangement was mutual. 
Question 3. Did you, from the time of being appointed by Governor 
Crawford, appear as agent for the claim, before the difl'erent offices of the 
Treasury Department? 
Answer 3. I did se. 
Question 4. Did Governor Crawford appear, after your appointment, 
before any of the officers of the department in relation to this claim, as 
agent for its prosecution? 
Answer 4. I have no idea that he did. 
Question 5. Do you know whether, at the time the opinion of the 
Attorney General was delivered, or at any previous time, Governor Craw-
ford's interest in the claim was known to the Attorney General? 
Answer 5. I have no reason to suppose that he knew of such interest; 
I did not commnnir.ate that fact to him. I had very little personal com-
munication with him; and thar. not at his office, but in the street, casually. 
Question 6. Do you know whether Mr. Meredith had any knowledge 
of Governor Crawford's interest in the claim, whilst the question was 
pending before him? 
Answer 6. I have no reason to imagine that he .lid. 
Question 7. Did 1\Ir. Meredith appear to have given his attention to 
this claim? 
Answer 7. I think he had, and seemed to understand it perfectly. 
Question 8. Did Mr. Meredith appear to be familiar with all the de-
tails of the claim? 
Answer 8. I suppose that he was, and was led to that conclusion by 
my conversations with him. Mr. Meredith seemed to feel a difficulty in 
allowing interest where the act of Congress did not specifically call for 
it; anGl hence he suggested to me to direct my arguments to that point. 
Question 9. Do you know, from your intimate relations with Governor 
Crawford, of any improper or unbecoming conduct on his part, as offi-
cially connected with the administration, in relation to the prosecution of 
this claim? 
Answer 9. I certainly do not. He was, in my opinion, over-delicate 
in his conduct, and, as I thought, was thereby hardly doing justice to 
the interests of those concerned in the claim. 
Upon Mr. Schaumburg's deposition as to a conversation with Judge 
Bryan being read to him, he remarks: 
I am inclined to think that when Mr. Schaumburg came here in the 
confidence between counsel and client, I stated that I had not pressed 
his claim as I desired to do it when the Secretary of War, before whom 
it was, was in a good humor; that he was interested as counsel in a 
cause then before the Attorney General; that I was representing the claim 
since Crawford came into the cabinet; that I felt perfectly confident that 
the decision would be a favorable one; and that, if it was decided in his 
favor, he would get a good fee, and that would put him in a good 
humor, and that it would be a gocd time to press his (Schaumburg's) 
claim. This was said in that confidence which subsists between counsel 
and client. I have no recollection of stating that Mr. Crawford was 
mutable, and am confident I did not so say. I think it probable I told him 
I \vas urging the Attorney General for a decision; but I am quite confi-
dent that Mr. Schaumburg's deposition of my statement about the Secre-
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. tary of War urging upon that officer to decide this claim in cabinet or 
otherwise, is entirely without foundation. I am not sure about saying 
that I was running after the Attorney General, though I did probably 
state that I urged the matter upon him whenever we met. 
Question 10. What was the nature of Schaumburg's claim before the 
Secretary of War, under your charge? · 
Answer 10. It was in relation to his restoration to the army, under a 
resolution of the Senate . 
. Question 11. Does it come within your knowledge that a conversation 
took place between the President of the United States and Governor 
Crawford, in which the latter revealed his former agency or then present 
interest in the Galphin claim? 
Answer 11. A short time, I think, after I was employed by Governor 
Crawford, he told me of his having had a conversation with the Presi-
dent of the United States in relation to his former connexion with this 
claim, and, as I understood, of his relation to it when this conversation 
took place. 
Question 12. Please to relate your recollection of what Governor 
Crawford told you? 
Answer 12. I understood from him that, in his conversation with the 
President, the President saw no impropriety in his continuing his agency 
in the matter, as he had been concerned in it before he came into the 
cabinet. Governor Crawford, in a jesting way, has frequently remarked 
that the fee he gave me was a mere gratuity, as he might have 1wpt it 
and prosecuted the elaim himself. 
Question 13. Did :Th1r. Crawford tell you that he had, in the conversa-
tion referred to with the President, stated the name and particulars of 
the claim, and the intt·rest he had in it, or merely made a general refer-
ence to a claim then pending, in which he \Vas counsel? , 
Answer 13. I understood him to have referred in that conversation to 
this particular claim, and stated that he had an interest in it. 
Question 14. Did you understand from Mr. Crawford that in that con-
versation he explained to the President that this claim was pending be-
fore some of the departments? 
Answer 14. The impression on my mind was, and is, that Mr. Craw-
ford explained to the President how and in what manner he was con-
nected with the claim, and how it was then situated. 
JOSEPH BRYAN. 
APRIL 19, ] 850.-James H. Forsyth's deposition. 
At the instance of Mr. Schaumburg, Mr. James H. Forsyth was sworn. 
His testimony, as taken, was uot deemed material by the committee, and no 
record was made of it. 
APRIL 20, 1850.-S. J. Anderson's examinat,ion. 
I 
Upon reading to Mr. Auderson the deposition of Mr. Schaumburg, in 
April instant, in relation to his conversations with Anderson) Mr. Anderson 
replied as follows: 
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About the time of the opening of the present session of Congress, I was 
introduced to Mr. Schaumburg by the Ron. Mr. Levin. Mr. S. at that 
time, or very soon thereafter, sought an oceasinn to explain to me. in mi-
nute detail, the nature and condition of his claim to be restored to the 
army, his commission in which he had resigned some twelve years ago. 
He represented to me that he had resigned under most distressing and op-
pressive circumstances. He alluded to the letter of his dying father, com-
manding his immediate presence, the tyranny of Col. Kearny, and other 
incidents, which not only awakened my sympathies, but made a strong 
impression on my mind that his efforts to be reinstated in the army were 
just and laudable. I so expressed myself to him, and my subsequent con-
duct was in accordance with my professions. At all proper times, and, I 
trust, in a proper manner, I mentioned my personal opinions or argument 
on this subject. In doing this, I will take the liberty of adding, that I 
was actuated by no other motives than such as naturally and properly 
grow out of the convictions and sympathies which I have declared; and 
on a certain occasion, which Mr. S. will not forget, I told him so. 
After the interview and explanation referred to, Mr. S. met me frequent-
ly, and his claim and his actings in relation to it were the subjects of our 
conversation. If I did not meet him at Mr. Levin's room, where I was 
frequently in the habit of playing whist during the evening, he would very 
often see me passing from Brown's Hotel as I was returning homP, some-
times late at night, and insist upon accompanying me near horne, for the 
purpose of riding his hobby for his own entertainment. On one occasion 
he accompanied me home about 11 o'clock, (having often expressed a 
wish to see my family,) my family having retired to bed before we entered 
my house, and remained until near one o'clock at night. 
'rhis will be better understood when I remark that I live some quarter 
of a mile east of the capitol, and Mr. S. board~ at the National Hotel. He was 
always apparently entirely unreserved in his communi~ations to me; and, 
although I always was far from feeling that there could exist between Mr. 
S. and myself any real intimacy or attachment, and whatever he may 
have said to me in that private intercourse which I never sought and for 
which I had no motive, I shall not be provoked to retaliate upon him by 
violating the character of a man and a gentleman. I shall only speak of 
those things which are germain to this subject, and necessary to its eluci-
dation. In one of those interviews, when Mr. S. would take my arm on 
the avenue and accompany me towards or near home, I remember to have 
held some conversation touching the Galphin case, which was, to the best 
of my recollection, as follows: Mr. S. was complaining (to -use a mild 
term) that the Attorney General had writte111 him a note, saying that a press 
of public business would prevent his giving an opinion in his case. I 
said to him, good-naturedly, Why need you complain about that? Mr. 
Johnson has had the Galphin claim before him for several months; has 
sometimes, as Judge Bryan has told me, fixed a day on which a decision 
should be made; and, to the disappointment of Bryan, and Mr. Crawford 
too, there is no decision yet. 1-,hese, I solemnly believe, are the precise 
words I used, and I know they convey the sense and substance of what I 
said on the occasion referred to; and if ever, during my much to be re-
gretted intercourse with .Mr. S., anything more than a passing remark was 
made by him or myself in relation to the Galphin claim, the nwdus 
operandi by which Mr. Crawford was made Secretary of War, or myself 
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made chief clerk of the War Department, I can only aver that I have no 
recollection of it. I regard and pronounce his statements on these points 
wilfully and maliciously false. 
After the Senate had passed their resolution in favor of Mr. Schaum-
burg, and the President and Secretary of War seemed disinclined to ae-
quiesce, Mr. Schaumburg 'began to show symptoms of impatience and 
violence-that impatience and violence which his dear and only daughter 
had warned him against: he soon began to threaten and bluster. He at 
last told me of his designs in relation to Mr. Crawford: his determination 
to have a resolution of inquiry introduced by some one in the House, 
(mentioning Hon. Jacob Thompson,) in relation to the Galphin claim and 
:Mr. Crawford's interest in the same. I admonished him not to do so, 
and told him repeatedly that whatever he attempted in this regard would 
recoil on his own head; that there were those here who understood the 
claim as well as Mr. Crawford, and were prepared to defend its payment; 
that Mr. Crawford and his friends had nothing to fear from investigation; 
that they would rather court than shun it. He replied .that he did not 
care a d-n; that he was satisfied that the claim was just; that it had been 
legally, fairly, and justly settled; but thathisobject was revenge, and that 
if the issue could only be got before the country, the injury which he de-
signed to inflict on Mr. Crawford would thereby be inflicted. I replied, 
that I did not understand how any honorable man could attempt to main-
tain such a position, and that I would not injure any man by such means, 
under h,is declaration, even though he were my worst enemy. He said 
he did not care a d-n; that he would show Mr. Crawford what it was 
to take it upon himself to withhold from him hi,s just rights. This was our 
last interview. I remarked to him, at parting, that we would not quarrel, 
but we would converse no more on the subject. The substance of this 
interview l mentioned to Captain Tyler, as the friend of Schaumlmrg, 
who has been before yo\1, (and for whom I have a high respect,) a few 
days after it occurred. , 
'The day following this interview Mr. Schaumburg sent to Mr. Crawford 
an offensive communication,(which I understood he has placed before you,) 
which was opened by me in my capacity of chief clerk, and sent back 
to Mr. Schaumburg without Mr. Crawford having seen it or heard of it. 
The day following that, I was addressed in writing by the present chief 
clerk of the Clerk's office in the House, (Mr. J. H. Steele,) stating that a gen-
tleman had told him that Mr. Schaumburg had stated that Mr. Crawford 
had sent his chief clerk to him to "importune" hirn to be silent about 
the Galphin business. I replied by letter, and pronounced the statement 
" unqualifiedly false in every respect." The next I heard from Mr. 
Schaumburg was some weeks after, in the "Union" newspaper-I think on 
the 11th instant. 
I did inform Mr. Crawford that s~haumburg was about to assail him, 
and of Schaumburg's threats to do so. I also informed ~chanmburg, in 
our last interview, that I had so told Nlr. Crawford; but as to the rest of 
his statement in reference to Mr. Crawford's "looks," and the terms in 
which he represents me to have addressed Mr. C., I have only to say that 
he has inclulged his own toofertite fancy. 
S. J. ANDERSON. 
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APRIL 19, 1850.--Edward Harriman examined. 
Question 1. State to the committee what you know in reference to the 
Galphin claim? 
Answer 1. I met Mr. Schaumburg some four weeks ago, when he called 
me aside and showed me a letter, or draught of one, he had written to the 
Secretary of War. I observed to him casually that I knew all about that 
before. I did not know from records or documents, but from hearsay. I 
wrote for two newspapers; one letter, "A. B. C.," for Express, I wrote. 
Question 2. Do you know of your own knowledge anything connected 
with the history of this claim, the passage of the law authorizing its pay-
ment, the settlement by the Treasury Department, or the conduct or rela-
tion of Secretary Crawford to it? If so, communicate it to the committee. 
Answer 2. I do not. 
Question 3. How have you derived your information upon the Galphin 
claim? 
Answer 3. I derived some information from officers and clerks of de-
partments-among others from Geo. '1\ lVl. Davis, who, I understand, cor-
responds with the Tribune, under signature of" Alpha," and with the Lnnis-
ville Cmnier, under signature of "Ashland." Mr. Davis is a clerk in the 
General Land Office. Also from Mr. Clark, (John C.,) Solic.itor of the 
Treasury. I understand that Mr. Nat. Sargeant, Recorder of the General 
Land Office, is engaged with Mr. Davis in the "Alpha" correspondence of 
the Tribune. 
Question 4. Can you separate in your memory any fact stated to you by 
Mr. Clark and Mr. Davis? 
Answer 4. I don't know that Mr. Clark has ever given me any history 
of this claim; he has spoken frankly, and candidly, and openly, and has 
expressed dissatisfaction with some of the conduct of one or more mem-
bers of the cabinet. I individually have expressed my condemnation of 
the allowance of interest upon this claim and other claims to Mr. Oavis, 
and Mr. Davis has acquiesced in my declarations, and made as warm 
ones to the same effect himself. We spoke politically, and with reference 
to its effect upon the administration, and did not choose to look into the 
merits of the allowance itself. 
Question 5. Should you consider it a political advantage to an admin-
istration to refuse to pay a just claim? 
Answer 5. No. 
Question 6. Did Mr. Davis state to you any particular facts in relation 
to this claim as to the conduct of the Secretary of ·war, the Secretary of 
the Treasury, or the Attorney General, in reference to it? 
Answer 6. I am not sure that he separated the members of the cabinet, 
but that he stated substantially his opinion that those connectetl with the 
allowance of this claim and other claims fur interest were bringing ruin 
upon the administration. Dr. Wm. Jones, I think, is cognizant of facts, 
and intimately acquainted with the particulars of this claim; he gave me 
the first information I had in relation to this claim; he abo gave me in-
formation of the claim (Chickasaw Monico's) before the Secretary of the 
Interior. 
QuestioN 7. With what papers do you correspond? 
Answer 7. With the Baltimore Patriot until lately, the New York Ex-
press, and New Orleans Bulletin. 
E. HARRIMAN. 
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APRIL 20, lb50.-S. J. Anderson's examination. 
Question 1. When you stated to Mr. Crawford that Schaumburg told 
you that he intended to have the matter of the Galphin claim investigated, 
did Mr. Crawford manifest alarm or apprehension? 
Answer 1. None. He asked me in what manner Mr. Schaumburg in-
tended to assail him. I told him that Mr. Schaumburg had shown me a 
resolution, which he told me Mr. Thompson, of Mississippi, would offer, 
and stated to Mr. Crawford the particulars of the conversation with Mr. 
Schaumburg-his threats. Mr. Crawford replied, Well, let him do it; he 
will not coerce me into reinstating him in the army; and at a proper 
time I shall court the most rigid investigation into this subject. 
Question 2. In your subsequent interview with Mr. Schaumburg-
speaking of the conversation between Mr. Crawford and yourself-did 
you say to Mr. Schaumburg that Mr. Crawford looked as if a grape-shot 
had struck him between the eyes, or words of similar import? 
Answer 2. I said nothing of the kind. 
Question 3. Did you ever hear Mr. Crawford speak of his having men-
tioned his interest in the Galphin claim to the President? 
Answer 3. I did; he told me, immediately after his arrival her~, (being 
summoned by telegraph to Washington,) that he would state to the Presi-
dent the condition of this claim, and ask him if there was anything in-
compatible with his holding a post in the cabinet and the prosecution of 
the claim. Very shortly-1 think only a few days after that-he told me 
he had done so, and that the President had expressed the opinion that no 
man's pre-existing rights could be impaired by accepting office. 
Question 4. Did you understand Mr. Crawford as saying that the 
President sanctioned his prosecution of that claim? 
Answer 4. I always understood Mr. Crawford as saying that the Presi-
dent had no objection to his prosecuting this claim. I know nothing of 
the conversation referred to between the President and Mr. Crawford, 
except what Mr. Crawford related, and Mr. Crawford and I had repeated 
conversations upon this matter. 
Question 5. Did you, in any conversation with Schaumburg, state to 
him that you were at the Clerk's table at the time of the passage of the 
Galphin bill, and managed to get it out of its order in the hurry and 
bustle of legislation, and thus secured its passage ahead of other bills 
which had precedence of it on the rolls? 
Answer 5. No-nothing like it. 
Question 6. Did Mr. Schaumburg, in any conversation you had with 
him, threaten to take revenge upon Mr. Crawford? · 
Answer 6. Yes; such as I have imbodied in my first testimony. 
Question 7. Did you have any conversation with Captain Tyler, of the 
marine corps, about this claim? 
Answer 7. None. At the whist table, at which Captain Tyler and I 
were in the habit of meeting every evening, I have an indistinct recollec-
tion, since Captain '"ryler spoke to me about it, that I said: "Well, Mr. 
Crawford has at last got his money on his old claim, and 1 wish he would 
divide." 
S. J. ANDERSON~ 
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APRIL 20, 1850.-George T. M. Davis examined. 
Question 1. Do you hold an office under governmen(! if so, what? 
Ansvver 1. I am clerk in the Land Office. 
Question 2. Do you know of any facts in relation to the Galphin claim 
or its settlement? 
Answer 2. I know nothing of my own knowledge. 
Question 3. Have you made any statements through the press upon 
this subject? 
Answer 3. I decline answering this question, inasmuch as I am in-
formed that charges have been brought against me, to the Secretary of the 
Interior, as being the author of certain statements in connexion with this 
Galphin claim, and that I am not bound to implicate myself by any testi-
mony I may give here. 
Question 4. Do you correspond with any newspapers, and which? 
Answer 4. For reasons as above given, I decline answering this ques-
tion also. 
Question 5. Can you tell this committee who is the correspondent of 
the New York Tribune, under the signature of Alpha c; 
Answer 5. I decline, for the same reasons above given, to answer this 
question. 
Question 6. Have you furnished any information upon the Galphin 
claim to Mr. Edward Harriman? 
Answer 6. I have not seen Mr. Harriman since the lst of April, and I 
have not furnished him with any information upon that subject to the 
best of my remembrance. Mr. Harriman, I suppose, was unfi·iendly to 
me, thinking I was opposed to his restoration to office in the Land 
Office, from which he had been dropped, but the reverse was the fact as 
to my feelings. Mr. Harriman entered upon the duties of office on 
September 3, 1849, for three months, and was reappointed for three 
months more, and was discontinued on the 31st of March last. 
Question 7. Have you received any such definite information in regard 
to this Galphin claim from persons whose official position entitled them to 
be familiar with it, and with the principles of its settlement, as would 
justifY you in stating positively any facts connected with it? 
Answer 7. Any opinions I may have formed or stated, were the result 
of a careful reading of the report of the First Comptroller upon this 
subject. 
GEORGE T. M. DAVIS. 
APRIL 20, U350.-Jolm 0. Clark, esq., examined. 
Question 1. Are you Solicitor of the 'rreasury? 
Answer 1. I am. 
Question 2. Have yon had any conversation with Mr. Edward Harri-
man such as related by him? (that part of h1s deposition being read to Mr. 
Clark.) 
Answer 2. I have no recollection of ~uch a conversation; I would not 
say I had not. 
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Question 3. You did not communicate to him any information about 
the claim, or any opinion in regard to the conduct of the cabinet officers? 
Answer 3. I have no recollection of having done so. 
Question 4. Can you communicate to this committee any fact connected 
with the settlement of this claim, which you consider as subjecting any 
member of the cabinet to censure? 
Answer 4. I cannot. 
Question 5. Are you familiar with the character of this claim, or the 
principles upon which it has been settled? 
Answer 5. I am not, any farther than I got them from the reports of the 
Comptroller and the Attorney General. 
Question 6. Are you aware of any dissatisfaction among the members 
of the cabinet in regard to the settlement of this claim? 
Answer 6. I am not; I never conversed with but one member of the 
cabinet about it. 
Question 7. Who was that? 
Answer 7. Mr. Clayton. 
Question 8. What are the principles which govern the settlement of 
claims upon the government in regard to the payment of interest? 
Answer 8. I suppose there are precedents both ways; I have not inves-
tigated that matter sufficiently, to entitle my opinion to consideration. 
J. U. CLARK. 
APRIL 20, 1850.-Natltan Sergeant examined. 
Question 1. Do you hold an office under the government? If so, state 
what it is. 
Answer 1. I do, as Recorder of the Land Office. 
Question 2. Are any facts within your knowledge which tend to show 
that the allowance of interest on the Galphin claim was improper, or that 
the conduct of any of the officers charged with the adjustment of the ques-
tion of interest was improper? 
Answer 2. None. 
Question 3. Do you know anything about this Galphin claim, of your 
own knowledge? 
Answer 3. Nothing, whatever. 
Question 4. Were you correspondent or contributor of the Tribune, 
under the signature of" Alpha," or otherwise? 
Answer 4. I am not, and never have been, except an occasional letter, 
perhaps, but not withiu the last six months. 
N. SERGEANT. 
APRIL 22, 1850.-Examination of Dr. Wm. Jones. 
Question 1. Do you know any fact touching the merits of the Galphin 
claim, or the conduct of any public officer concerned in adjusting it? 
Answer 1. Of my own knowledge, I do not. 
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Question 2. Have you made any statement of facts, orally or in wri-
ting, touching this matter? 
Answer 2. 1 may have mentioned to one or two persons such facts; 
which, however, were derived only from sources common to everybody. 
Question 3. Did you get any information touching the conduct of any 
public officer in respect to this claim? 
Answer 3. 1 did not-I merely heard that the claim for interest had 
been allowed, but nothing touching the conduct of public officers. 
Question 4. Was it from an officer of the government that you had 
your information? 
Answer 4. Yes, sir; the first person I heard from was an officer of the 
government, without any remark as to any impropriety of conduct in any 
person. 
Question 5. Was the communication confidential? 
Answer 5. Not exactly-but still! prefer not to disclose the name of the 
author. 
WM. JONES. 
APRIL 24, ] 850.-.J. . W. Schaumburg examined. 
Upon its being stated to the witness that certain testimony had been 
taken before the committee in which the witnesses disagreed with the 
testimony of himself (Schaumburg,) and upon an offer made to read to 
him such portions of their testimony, he declined, saying he did not wish 
to hear any such testimony, and that he abided by his own, and wished 
to have no witnesses called in support of his testimony. 
WASHINGToN, May 8, 1850. 
SIR: Having repeated the substance of a conversation with the Presi-
dent in May of the past year, I now beg leave to add the substance of 
another, so as to avoid all misapprehension on the subject. I allude to an 
interview with him early in March last. 
In this second interview the President said that the impression upon 
his ruind was, that in the first I had stated to him that the claim was be-
fore Congress; although as to this his recollection was indistinct, the 
matter having passed from his mind and never thought of again until the 
claim itself had attracted public notice. The President ~n the second 
occasion also said, that althcugh he did not recollect I had before ad vised 
him that the claim had been allowed by Congress, and was pending be-
fore the Treasury Department, yet that he did not see, if so informed, 
how he could have advised me differently from the opinion he had before 
given-that my being at the head of the War Department and the agent of 
the claimants did [not? J take from me any rights I may have had as such 
agent, or would have justified me in having the examination and decision of 
the claim by the Secretary of the Treasury suspended; that in his opinion, 
if the claim was a just one under the law of Congress, it should have 
been paid, no matter who were the parties interested in it; that this was 
due to the credit and good faith of the government. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEO. W. ORA WFORD. 
Hon. A. BunT, Chairman, o/c., Washington, JJ. C. · 
